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Summary 
This thesis examined the effects of contextualising assessments of the Big Five 
personality factors through the use of meta-perceptions. Meta-perceptions are 
judgements about how an individual thinks others see them, and are therefore an 
interpersonal approach to contextualising personality assessments. Eight research 
questions were set, related to three areas. The first was the nature of meta-perceptive 
ratings. Two questions were posed to examine patterns of high and low ratings among 
sets of meta-perceptions. The second related to the prediction of work performance. 
Three questions were identified which addressed the potential for meta-perceptions to 
increase prediction over decontextualised and social role based ratings of the Big 
Five, and the potential for meta-perceptions to identify negative- and non-linear 
relationships between personality and performance. A fourth question was set in this 
area regarding the design of a brief measure of the Big Five in order to concisely 
measure meta-perceptions. The third area related to incongruence (differentiation) 
across meta-perceptive ratings. Two questions were posed to identify the relationship 
between incongruence and well being, and to explore the effects of incongruence for 
different Big Five factors and across specific meta-perceptive rating pairs. 
The thesis reports findings from seven studies, which address the research questions. 
Study 1 reduced an existing Big Five instrument for subsequent use in Studies 2 and 
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3. Study 2 (N = 56) examined incongruence across meta-perceptive ratings of the Big 
Five. Incongruence was calculated through factor analysis of the ratings, and was 
found to correlate positively with perceived stress and neuroticism. Study 3 (N = 178) 
reported systematic variation in mean Big Five scores across meta-perceptive ratings, 
and further evidence for the negative relationship between incongruence and well 
being. Study 4 reported findings from 21 expert judges' perceptions of the likelihood 
that traits would be expressed in behaviour in 5 interpersonal interactions. It was 
concluded that the Big Five are linked to particular `critical' interpersonal domains. 
Study 5 (N = 79) applied polynomial regression analyses to data from Study 2, and 
indicated that incongruence effects were not consistently predictive of negative well 
being across the Big Five. Study 6 (N = 791) reported the design and validation of the 
single-item measures of personality for use in concisely measuring meta-perceptions. 
Study 7 examined the prediction of assessment centre competency performance from 
meta-perceptive ratings of the Big Five, compared with decontextualised ratings in a 
sample of 111 local government managers. Meta-perceptions were found to be more 
predictive than the decontextualised assessments, and most predictive when rated 
from the critical interpersonal perspectives identified in Study 4. In general discussion 
of the findings, it was concluded that meta-perceptive ratings of the Big Five have 
applied implications for both improving the predictive validity of personality 
assessments and understanding the effects of incongruence on individual well being. 
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Chapter 1 
Overview of Theoretical Developments in the Study of 
Personality Leading to Contextualised Personality Assessment 
1 
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide a broad overview of the main personality 
theories influencing the approach to personality assessment developed and tested in 
this thesis. This chapter will introduce trait theories, with emphasis on the Five Factor 
Model, as well as other contemporary approaches to personality. These alternatives to 
trait models place more emphasis on situations and behavioural flexibility. 
Integrating these two broad theoretical strands leads to the view to be developed in 
this thesis that trait assessment will be more predictive if context is taken into 
account. 
Trait Theories of Personality 
For a sizeable chunk of personality literature, research into personality may be made 
synonymous with research into traits. Trait psychology has survived rigorous 
criticism across its 75 year history to remain the dominant paradigm in personality 
theory (Hampson, 1999). The emergence of the Big Five trait taxonomy provided a 
recent boost to the trait approach's constitution, and the field remains rich in research 
into the structure of personality (e. g. Saucier and Goldberg, 1998; Ashton and Lee, 
2002; Ashton, Lee and Son, 2000). 
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The foundations of trait psychology can be associated with Gordon Allport in the 
1930's, building on the work of Galton (Winter and Barenbaum, 1999; John and 
Srivastava, 1999). The trait concept was first examined to fill a need area in the field 
of personality. Allport observed that even though concepts of personality and 
individual differences were a fundamental in culture, there was no agreed unit of 
analysis, and therefore no units to assess or measure personality (Johnson, 1997). As a 
consequence, there were no means of comparing personality across individuals. 
Allport hypothesised a set of neuro-psychic systems, each of which manifested a 
behavioural trait in the individual. Allport therefore viewed traits as the fundamental 
unit of analysis and in an effort to catalogue an exhaustive list of possible traits, he 
initiated an approach that remains essential in contemporary personality theory, the 
lexical approach. 
The lexical approach assumes that to form a standard taxonomy of personality, a good 
starting point is the natural language of personality. Linguistic evolution has, over 
time, tested various words and based on their utility and appropriateness, has selected 
them to remain in language. Allport listed 18,000 trait descriptors from the English 
dictionary and reduced this down to a list of 4504 trait terms (Allport and Odbert, 
1936). 
Allport's aim was to provide a useful list of trait descriptors that might be utilised in 
the future (Block, 1995). The second stage in determining the methods of trait 
psychology can be associated with Cattell. Cattell aimed to reduce the list proposed 
by Allport and Odbert to achieve a common systematic taxonomy upon which all 
individuals could be measured and compared. Cattel did this by first reducing the list 
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by 99% to 35 bipolar scales. These were derived from empirical clustering and 
reviews of the personological literature of the time. This drastic reduction has been 
criticised (e. g. Block, 1995) as being a significant gap in the line of progression from 
language to personality factor structure. Nevertheless this reduction was essential at 
the time in order that Cattel might apply factor analysis to the 35 clusters he had 
identified. Cattel settled on a 12 factor solution based on oblique factor rotations, 
which eventually became part of his 16 personality factor questionnaire (16PF; Cattel 
et al., 1970). 
The Big Five. Hampson (1988) reviews the major consequences of these techniques. 
The major debate in personality psychology rapidly became how many factors were 
necessary to describe personality in its entirety. Tlese multi-trait theories contrasted 
with single trait studies, which examined a single personality facet (e. g. Rotter, 1971; 
locus of control). The debate centred around two opposing factor rotation methods. 
Cattel insisted that 16 factors based on oblique rotation was the optimum solution 
compared with Eysenck's orthogonal three (Hampson, 1988). However, analysis by 
Fiske (1949), Tupes and Cristal (1961), Norman (1963; 1967), Borgatta (1964) and 
Smith (1967) had all extracted five factors from sources largely based on Cattel's 
bipolar scales. 
This period can therefore be characterised by a general uncertainty over how many 
factors were required, leading to a fragmentation of research which making different 
research agendas difficult to reconcile (Hampson, 1988). The Big Five emerged to 
address this deficit based on two key research agendas. Although related, these 
research agendas vary slightly based on two criteria: 
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1. How they arrive at a five factor solution. 
2. How they conceptualise the five factors in terms of a theory of personality. 
4 
The lexical approach. John and Srivastava (1999) describe the 1970's as a period of 
dormancy for traits and factor structures. This was largely due to the debate over 
consistency (discussed more fully later). Despite this, Goldberg initiated work in the 
1980's on fresh sets of trait adjectives (1710 in total). Goldberg had participants rate 
their personalities on these adjectives and reported that the same five factor structure 
emerged across samples and factor analysis methods (Goldberg, 1990). Moreover, 
Goldberg indicated that the first five factors remained stable even when additional 
factors were rotated. These studies built on earlier findings that had shown that 
Peabody's three factor structure (tight vs. loose, assertiveness, general evaluation) 
could be readily represented as a five factor solution (Peabody and Goldberg, 1989). 
In a later study, Saucier and Goldberg (1996) factor analysed ratings on 435 trait 
terms that were described as highly familiar by participants. This also resulted in a 
five factor solution. The Big Five identified by Goldberg are shown in Table 1.1 and a 
selection of the 100 trait markers of the Big Five proposed by Goldberg (1992) are 
included to indicate the general domain of each factor. 
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Table 1.1 The Big Five personality domains and their behavioural characteristics. 
Trait 
Domain 
High Score 
extraversion or 
outgoing, sociable, assertive introverted, reserved, passive 
Low Score 
surgency 
agreeableness kind, trusting, warm hostile, selfish, cold 
conscientiousness organised, thorough, tidy 
emotional stability calm, even-tempered, relaxed 
openness or culture 
imaginative, intelligent, 
creative 
careless, unreliable, sloppy 
moody, temperamental, 
nervous 
shallow, unsophisticated, 
practical 
Further support for the lexical Big Five has been provided by cross-cultural analysis. 
The search for the most useful and encompassing model of personality should also be 
the search for one that is universally applicable. The lexical hypothesis is based on the 
foundation that in human evolution, the individual differences crucial for survival are 
those that are most important and so are those that become encoded in natural 
language. By an evolutionary perspective, if those individual differences are 
universal, then the language that represents them should also be universal (John and 
Srivastava, 1999). An adequate model of personality structure would therefore be 
expected to exist in various cultures and languages, thereby reflecting its 
identification of key universal individual differences. 
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Such investigation was initiated by lexical studies in Dutch (De Raad et al., 1988; 
1998; Hofstee et al., 1997) and German (Ostendorf, 1990). These studies resulted in 
the emergence of factor solutions identical or similar to those of the Big Five. Saucier 
et al. (2000) examined cross language evidence from 12 non English studies. They 
observe that procedural variation between studies may lead to different factor 
structures emerging. They base this on evidence from English studies that include 
highly evaluative terms or physical descriptors in their analysis. Such studies have 
identified two extra evaluative factors labelled positive and negative valence. When 
these are added to the Big Five and compared against the cross-language studies they 
reviewed, Saucier et al. found that the factor structures could generally be explained 
by the seven factors. Although it is worthy of note that not all seven were replicated in 
all studies (some finding 4,5 or 6 of the 7) and that replications of specific factors 
absolutely clear in all studies. It is noted that the Big Five most clearly exist in 
Northern European languages. Although they do not fully support the universality of 
the Big Five, these studies do offer some justification for its use as a common 
language in personality. 
The questionnaire approach. The second rationale for examining factor structure in 
personality, and the second source of support for the Big Five has come from 
questionnaire evidence. All models of personality are generally supported by some 
means of assessing personality in terms of that model. Such questionnaires offer a 
straightforward method of obtaining an independent variable in research. Digman 
(1990) describes how the factor analysis of responses to questionnaires assessing the 
Cattel and Eysenck systems were shown to fit well into the Big Five. Barrick and 
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Mount (1991) compared work performance studies that assessed personality using a 
variety of measures, collapsing all of the scales into the Big Five dimensions. This 
ability to explain other measures of personality and to accommodate their structure 
has proved to be a major advantage of the Big Five (Hampson, 1999). 
The most consistent and widely applied questionnaire based evidence has 
undoubtedly come from the studies of Costa and McCrae using their NEO-PI 
questionnaire. The original NEO-PI measured Neuroticism, Extraversion and 
Openness. Goldberg (1993) reports that after being influenced by lexical studies, 
Costa and McCrae became convinced by the evidence for a Five Factor Model and 
incorporated scales to assess both Agreeableness and Conscientiousness in addition to 
their three factors. The result was the revised NEO-PI-R (Costa and McCrae, 1985a). 
Two research programmes undertaken by Costa and McCrae provided huge support 
for the five-factor model. Firstly, as described above, they used the NEO-PI scales to 
incorporate data from a wide variety of other scales included those developed by 
Eysenck (McCrae and Costa, 1985b), Jackson (Costa and McCrae, 1988), Spielberger 
(Costa and McCrae, 1987), Wiggins (McCrae and Costa, 1989a) aswell as the scales 
included in the MMPI (Costa et al., 1986) and the MBTI (McCrae and Costa, 1989b). 
The conclusion of these studies is that these other measures can be shown to reflect or 
assess elements of the Big Five. 
The second programme aimed to purport the universality of the Big Five (McCrae and 
Costa, 1997), a similar aim to the lexical approach. However, McCrae and Costa used 
a different methodological basis for their study than is typically used in lexical 
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approaches. An emic approach, used in most lexical studies adopts an exploratory 
perspective to see what factors emerge from investigative research. McCrae and Costa 
used an etic approach, which involves applying an existing factor structure (in this 
case, that represented by the NEO scales) to a different language to see if individuals 
using that language respond to the questionnaire in a way that replicates them. From 
analysis of five translations of the NEO (each representing a particular unique 
language group, reflecting different grammatical and phonetic properties) McCrae and 
Costa (1997) reported good replications of the NEO scales and conclude that the Big 
Five is a human universal that crosses culture and language. A question is raised, 
however, from lexical studies which might suggest that the NEO scales are 
universally replicable, but that the Big Five do not universally exist naturally in 
language. 
Genotypic or phenotypic. The above discussion of the history and evidence for the 
emergence of the Big Five has detailed how from these two approaches, five fairly 
robust dimensions have been extracted from a range of data sources. The 
psychometric extraction and labelling of the Big Five is, however, quite distinct from 
an understanding of how the Big Five are conceptualised - the question of essentially 
`what are the five-factors? ' 
Lexical approaches have taken traits at their face value and ascribed them phenotypic 
meaning (Goldberg, 1990). A phenotypic perspective means that lexical approaches 
view traits as descriptors of behavioural tendencies. They do not make any 
assumption about their role as a causative element in behaviour or personality, 
viewing them purely as a means for describing them. John et al. (1991) examined how 
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traits are used to describe others in comparison with more general evaluations and 
more specific behaviours, finding traits to be the `basic' or most frequently used level 
in describing other people and personality. 
This is in contrast to Costa and McCrae who adopt a genotypic perspective. By this, 
traits are viewed as internal causative structures that interact with physiological 
functioning, emotions attitudes and values to result in behaviour. This is described 
fully by the five-factor theory personality system (McCrae and Costa, 1999). 
The distinction between these two perspectives is important as it has implications for 
measurement. Adopting a genotypic trait theory of personality applies to the Big Five 
the characteristics of traits as described by Hampson (1988): 
` ... that personality is stable, internal, consistent and different. ' 
Hampson, 1988. pl 
This notion is open to criticism based on its assumptions (the most widely quoted 
being Mischei, 1968). Furthermore, by ascribing the Big Five an internal existence in 
the argument that they influence behaviour in all humans, there is an inevitable 
criticism from the observation that the Big Five are not uniformly observed and that 
different studies extract slightly different forms of the Big Five (Block, 1995). The 
advantage of the phenotypic perspective becomes clearer then in the light of these 
considerations. Below are three conceptualisations of what the Big Five represent: 
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`The Big Five model is a useful framework for organising personality attributes, but 
neither the lexical approach nor the Big Five model is intended to provide a sufficient 
or exhaustive model of personality. ' 
Goldberg and Saucier, 1995. p223. 
`... traits can refer to thoughts, feelings or behaviour. ' 
`... (trait based personality) questionnaires measure a trait I call self presentational 
style. ' 
Johnson, 1997. p74; p86. 
These definitions demonstrate the conclusion that the Big Five provides a framework 
for organising personality traits and attributes. They act as a descriptive model for 
thoughts, feelings and behaviours and reflect the way that individuals present 
themselves to others. By these definitions, the Big Five are not absolute. The slight 
differing of the nature of the Big Five across studies surely only strengthens their 
position as it may be concluded that although the Big Five are not uniform and 
ubiquitous, there are few samples for which the Big Five are not found in some form, 
and for which the Big Five descriptive framework would be described as inapplicable 
or useless. 
In this research, the Big Five are viewed as the best and most appropriate available 
framework for organising personality assessment. The reviewed evidence has 
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demonstrated that despite criticism, the Big Five have been rigorously investigated to 
this end, and that they provide a convenient, robust set of scales on which to compare 
individuals. For these reasons, the Big Five are used as a framework for measurement 
in this thesis and as a basis for addressing some of the criticisms of personality theory. 
In the following discussion, personality factors will be taken to mean those of the 
five-factor model. 
Behavioural Consistency 
Mischei (1968) initiated a debate in personality psychology that continues to be 
influential today. Mischel's critique was levelled at trait theories of personality and 
although wide in its reach, the critique focused on the issue of behavioural 
consistency. This had been a central tenet of trait theories, that behaviour is 
consistently similar or equivalent (i. e. representing the same stable trait make-up) 
over time and across situations. Mischei demonstrated that the case for consistency 
had been overstated and that behaviour across situations was easily manipulated by 
altering situational variables. He purported that consistencies were not broad or 
pervasive enough to be described in terms of personality traits. He illustrated this by 
observing that behaviour was more reflective of a reaction to situational stimuli than 
of a stable behavioural tendency, epitomised by the observation that trait-behaviour 
correlations rarely reached beyond a 0.3 ceiling. This critique engineered a split in 
personality theory and research (Revelle, 1995) leaving two fields, one focussing on 
personality structure and the other on dynamics. 
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Initially, the position assumed by Mischei and other critics was situationism. This was 
the perspective by which situations are seen as the sole influence on behaviour. 
However, research in defence of traits (e. g. Bem and Allen, 1974; Bem and Funder, 
1978) aimed to account for both situations and individual underlying dispositions or 
traits in predicting behavioural outcomes. This interactional approach yielded support 
for the influence of dispositions on behaviour. In a review of evidence from the 
person-situation debate, Kenrick and Funder (1988) suggested that traits were more 
than simply reflections of the consistency of situational properties. Moreover, Funder 
and Colvin (1991) also demonstrated that where situational properties were held as 
constant as possible, behavioural consistency across those situations was 
demonstrated, correlations routinely reaching 0.4 or greater. 
Overall, what conclusions may be drawn? Despite the case presented for consistency, 
it would appear that inconsistencies in behaviour across situations do exist (e. g. 
Mischel, 1984). Indeed, Funder and Colvin (1991) point out that participants can 
judge which behaviours will be consistent and which will not, demonstrating an 
awareness or almost expectation of behavioural variation as the norm. Funder and 
Colvin distinguish these as operant (learned tendencies) and response (situationally 
determined) behaviours. Funder (2001) points out that although this has been 
interpreted as evidence that personality does not affect behaviour, individual 
differences in behaviour are likely to remain constant, reflecting the influence that 
personality does exercise. However, this observation of low consistency is 
problematic only where traits are viewed as genotypic. If a phenotypic perspective is 
adopted, then some behavioural tendency variation becomes acceptable as a position 
as traits would be a descriptive reflection of behaviours thoughts and feelings related 
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to a specific situation or context. This kind of thinking is apparent in social cognitive 
approaches to personality. 
Social Cognition 
Although rooted in early behaviourist approached to personality (Funder, 2001), 
social cognitive approaches have moved away from the extreme behaviourist stance 
that negated the person as a causative element in behaviour. The individual and their 
cognitive processes are placed as centrally important in behaviour for contemporary 
social cognitive approaches. 
The distinction drawn by contemporary social cognitivists is between dispositional 
and processing approaches (Mischei and Shoda, 1999; 1998). Dispositional 
approaches are represented by the trait theorists. Traditional processing approaches 
construe personality as `a system of mediating units (e. g. encodings, expectancies, 
goals and motives) and psychological processes or cognitive-affective dynamics, 
conscious and unconscious, that interact with the situation. ' The basic concern has 
been with `discovering general principles about how the mind operates and influences 
social behaviour as the person interacts with social situations'. This contrasts with the 
dispositional perspective's search for stable, consistent and enduring characteristics. 
Social learning theory (e. g. Bandura, 1999) describes cognitive processes by which 
individuals learn, express and regulate behaviour. Learning is viewed as a social, 
observational process where behaviour is undertaken based on regulation by processes 
such as self-efficacy and commitment to personal standards. Whilst social learning 
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theory is thorough in its description of the levels of processing involved in the 
function of personality, its complexity makes the theory difficult to operationalise 
practically. It is difficult to conceive of a measurement strategy that would encompass 
the multiple processes that Bandura proposes and therefore it is difficult to set them 
up as reliable and valid independent variables. This is essential in the context of 
personnel selection. 
This criticism is addressed by contemporary social cognitivists, who attempt to 
reconcile dispositional and processing approaches (Shoda et al., 1994; Mischel and 
Shoda, 1999; 1998). Mischel's Cognitive Affective Personality System (CAPS) 
proposes a three stage processing system. The first stage involves a perception and 
encoding of the features of the situation. Shoda et al. (1994) addressed the problem of 
cross-situational inconsistency by observing children's' behaviour on a summer camp. 
They used a simple classification system to filter out the physical differences of 
situation and to capture the psychological features. It was hypothesised that it is the 
perception of these psychological features that is important in determining a 
behavioural response to the situation. By examining physiological features rather than 
nominal situations, it is possible to recognise the differences between situations that 
appear similar and similarities in those that appear different. 
Mischei and Shoda (1999) then propose a second stage that reflects a traditional social 
learning approach. In this stage, cognitive processing of the situation and possible 
responses occurs with a view to producing a behavioural response. Mischel and Shoda 
do not suggest an orderly system, but hypothesise unique interactions between five 
types of cognitive and affective units (CAUs). These are shown in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2. Types of cognitive affective units (CAUs) in CAPS theory (adapted from 
Mischei and Shoda, 1999). 
1. Encodings: Categories (constructs) for the self, people, events, and situations 
(external and internal). 
2. Expectancies and Beliefs: About the social world, about outcomes for behaviour 
in particular situations, about self-efficacy. 
3. Affects: Feelings, emotions, and affective responses (including physiological 
reactions). 
4. Goals and Values: Desirable outcomes and affective states; aversive outcomes 
and affective states; goals, values, and life projects. 
5. Competencies and self-regulatory plans: Potential behaviours and scripts that one 
can do, and plans and strategies for organising action and for affecting outcomes 
and one's own behaviour and internal states. 
Mischei describes how the relationships between CAUs give rise to individual 
differences. The organisation of relationships between them constitutes the 
underlying, basic and stable structure of the personality system. In other words, the 
organisation of CAU relationships defines how an individual responds to a particular 
situation. Differences between individuals in terms of responses reflect differences in 
the organisation of these relationships. 
The third stage in the CAPS theory is behavioural generation. Mischel and Shoda 
(1999) discuss how behaviour is typically viewed in dispositional theories. In these 
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theories, behaviour on a given dimension (e. g. agreeableness) is aggregated across 
many situations to obtain an overall true score. This removes the variation across 
situations as a variable, treating it as error in the study design. 
For CAPS theory, situation is as important a component of personality as behaviour. 
By combining information regarding psychological features and behavioural 
responses to them, CAPS theory aims to describe personality in terms of a set of 
behavioural signatures in the form of if ... then ... statements. In this form, 
situational inconsistency in behaviour can be understood as reflecting consistent or 
stable patterns of variability in behaviour, in response to the diverse psychological 
features of situations. By this, personality is conceptualised as a variable, yet 
consistent pattern of behavioural signatures. 
CAPS theory offers a coherent framework for predicting behaviour in response to 
particular situational psychological features. There is a problem, however, with the 
description of personality that it provides that can be identified by considering the 
bandwidth-fidelity trade-off (Hampson et al. 1986). This describes the trade-off 
between accurately predicting specific behaviour in specific situations (High fidelity, 
low bandwidth) and predicting behavioural trends less accurately across several 
situations (low fidelity, high bandwidth). CAPS theory adopts the former position. It 
provides an excellent framework for predicting isolated behaviours, which, 
theoretically can be extended to give a full description of personality. The number of 
if. .. then ... statements, however, that would 
be required for this is inexhaustive and 
the resulting description of personality would be so complex that it would be difficult 
to make sense of. This is due to the fact that any number of psychological features 
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might be combined to constitute a situation's characteristics. Furthermore, CAPS 
theory would become difficult to apply to complex behaviour or outcome prediction 
where many specific behavioural signatures would be involved. In short, CAPS 
theory is neither adaptable nor flexible in its description of personality. 
Social cognitive theories of personality are discussed further in Chapter 3, but in this 
discussion, CAPS theory offers two key points of focus with regard to this thesis: 
1. Situations are important in defining personality. Situations are loaded with salient 
psychological features that act as cues to individuals acting in those situations. 
2. Those features activate behaviours. Behaviours are not expressed spontaneously, 
but require that some feature activates the propensity to behave in a certain way. 
Until activated, behaviours exist only in potentia. 
Evolutionary Perspectives on Personality 
The evolutionary perspective on personality provides supporting evidence for the 
points described above. Evolutionary theory focuses on psychological mechanisms 
and specifically why and how people have evolved to possess these mechanisms 
(Buss, 1999). This focus is grounded in Darwin's theory of evolution (Darwin, 1859). 
For evolutionary psychology, this process has yielded not only physical variants, but 
also psychological mechanisms that have offered an advantage in terms of 
reproduction or survival (Buss, 2001). These mechanisms can be viewed as past 
adaptations (Archer, 2001) and are activated by stimuli in the environment. They 
work in combination to result in behavioural output. 
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Buss (1999) describes personality as encompassing two facets, both of which may be 
explained by psychological mechanisms. The first is human nature. This is defined in 
content by the full range of evolved psychological mechanisms. Individual differences 
are made possible by their nature as numerous and problem specific. Different 
combinations of mechanisms allow for flexibility in adaptive problem solving and 
behaviour as they are differentially activated in response to environmental demands. 
Psychological mechanisms therefore exist as propensities, which are activated in 
response to environmental demands. This position is similar to that outlined in CAPS 
theory in that it is the features of the context or environment that is important in 
determining behaviours. Evolutionary theory, however, does not address the issue of 
tendencies or consistencies in behavioural styles. 
Socioanalytic theory. Hogan (1982) presents a socioanalytic theory of personality, 
which is founded in evolutionary theory. Hogan goes further to relate the assumptions 
of evolution to the expression of social behaviour and to trait and role perspectives on 
personality. 
Socioanalytic theory combines three influences. The first encompasses evolution and 
advises that human nature is best understood when placed in the context of the 
original conditions under which it evolved. The second is that, as identified in 
psychoanalysis, people are frequently unaware of the reasons for their actions, which 
can be a product of childhood experiences or defences. The third influence is from 
symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1934) and specifically the understanding from this 
that there is an evolutionary impulse to social interaction that serves an adaptive 
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function. Hogan observes two generalisations regarding humans. Firstly, they always 
live in groups and secondly, every group is organised in terms of a status hierarchy. 
This view of humans as group living and a culture bearing creature suggests to Hogan 
three key drives, those of the desire for social approval, the striving for power and 
status and the desire for order and structure. These three drives are viewed as continua 
upon which people vary. Social interactions reflect these tendencies and the 
hierarchical and social context to interactions afford them a set of rules that govern 
conduct in that context. A given social context therefore implies a structure and a 
corresponding set of rules that individuals are evolutionarily predisposed to 
acknowledge and abide by. Hogan illustrates this by referring to role theories. 
Hogan disputes the observation from these theories that there is an absence of a core 
personality and that role performance reflects purely the demands of the situation. 
Instead, he suggests a fixed set of needs, which are expressed differentially between 
individuals as different cognitive structures or psychological mechanisms are 
activated by exposure to situational demands. For Hogan, then, personality is always 
stable, while behaviour varies according to social contexts and the rules they impose. 
Socioanalytic theory therefore offers a relevant theoretical basis for a proportion of 
the ideas underpinning the present research. It allows the understanding that people 
are evolutionarily predisposed to being sensitive to contextual and social demands on 
behaviour and a further perspective on the idea that behaviours exist in propensity and 
are activated by situational or contextual cues. Evolutionary and socioanalytic theory 
also suggest that situations are loaded with social and physical properties that exert an 
influence on behaviour. If behaviours may be viewed as propensities, then it logically 
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follows that it is possible to view behavioural descriptors or phenotypic personality 
traits as activated propensities also. This kind of position is beginning to emerge in 
research into trait activation. 
Studies of Trait Activation 
Tett and Gutermann (2000) examined situation-trait relevance as a moderator of trait- 
behaviour relations and cross-situational consistency. They judged the relevance of 
situations as cues to particular traits. They found that behaviour prediction from a 
given trait or measure was more accurate where situations were judged to contain 
cues that were relevant to that trait. Further, they reported that cross-situational 
consistencies were highest where situations exhibited similar levels of trait relevance. 
This study demonstrates that situations contain multiple activating forces, which act 
on the person resulting in diverse behaviour. Trait expression is demonstrated as a 
propensity that is activated based on the demands or properties of the situation. 
Beeson (2001) develops the idea further by conducting a time-series design study 
across a 2-3 week period. Fleeson used the Big Five as a measurement framework and 
found that behaviour in terms of the Big Five was highly variable within persons. 
Fleeson made sense of the variation by incorporating conditional and contingent 
personality units thereby contextualising elements of personality. 
Mendoza-Denton et al. (2001) took a different perspective based on CAPS theory. 
They demonstrated that individuals were fully aware of the contextual nature of traits 
and were often inclined to describe themselves in the form of I am ... when ... 
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statements. These two studies show that viewing traits as linked to situations, or as 
contextual, adds incrementally to the understanding of behaviour over purely 
dispositional description. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The reviewed theory and research has suggested five conclusions: 
1. Traits can be viewed as patterns and systems of thoughts, feelings and behaviour. 
The Big Five (five factor model) are a robust and useful framework for organising 
personality traits. 
2. A phenotypic perspective of traits reduces the confines imposed by viewing traits 
as stable internal structures. 
3. Situations are loaded with psychological properties that activate particular traits or 
behaviours. Until activated, these exist as propensities. 
4. Behaviour, traits and therefore personality can be viewed as contingent on 
contextual or situational cues. On this basis, personality and context are mutually 
dependently linked. 
5. Assessment of personality should therefore acknowledge situations or contexts in 
measurement. 
This conclusion forms a rationale for designing a new approach to personality 
assessment to be used in the context of personnel selection. This approach 
acknowledges the dependence of personality on context, and accounts for context in 
an attempt to improve the predictive validity of personality assessment for predicting 
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work performance. This discussion has not highlighted a method that might achieve 
this without losing the high bandwidth of measurement that is achieved by traditional 
assessment. On this issue, Funder and Colvin (1991) have noted that whilst a well- 
supported taxonomy of personality is available (the Big Five), there is not likewise for 
situations. Funder offers the suggestion that situations be described in terms of the 
traits that they elicit. This would be achieved by measuring behaviour or personality 
in a specific context and viewing the situational properties as the profile that is 
measured. This seems appropriate here. One implication of such an approach is the 
assessment of trait-in-context without the separation of the two components. Instead, 
the trait configuration merely denotes the personality as expressed in context x, 
essentially that the meaning of context x for person y results in trait combination z. 
Given that Goldberg (1990) describes the Big Five as a framework for organising the 
measurement of phenotypic traits and that traits are descriptive constructs that 
describe behavioural patterns and tendencies, the Big Five are therefore the best and 
most concise framework for measuring context based profiles of personality. This 
would define the salient situational properties and psychological features in terms of 
the Big Five profile they elicit in the individual. This preliminary conceptualisation of 
the addition of contextual information to ratings is developed further and in relation to 
several approaches for adding context or situations to personality assessment in 
chapter 3. 
On the basis of this discussion, three preliminary questions may be posed. These are 
addressed in the next two chapters where the relevant literature addressing these 
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questions is reviewed. This past research will then form the basis for the development 
of the specific research questions to be addressed in this thesis (see Chapter 4). 
1. Given that contexts may be described in terms of trait profiles, how are the 
plethora of contexts that a person acts within to be organised or classified? 
This question is the subject of Chapter 3, which compares several approaches 
to adding context to personality ratings. 
2. Once organised and classified, how can it be decided which contexts are 
important to measure for specific purposes? This question is developed further 
in Chapters 3 and 4 in order to be investigated empirically. 
3. More broadly, does this conceptualisation of personality and its measurement 
offer incremental predictive power over more traditional assessment in 
predicting work performance? Relevant literature from the field of personality 
and work is reviewed in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2 
Personality and the Prediction of Work Performance: Overview of Theory and 
Research, and Potential Improvements Through Contextualised Assessments of 
Personality 
This chapter reviews the current state of research into personality as a predictor of 
work performance, and discusses further related theory concerning how the ideas 
presented in Chapter 1 may begin to be integrated with the personality and work 
literature. This research provides strong evidence for the predictive validity of 
personality assessment, but highlights the need to understand the mechanisms that 
underlie the relationship between personality and performance in more detail. Theory 
presented in Chapter 1, and evidence from studies of socially desirable responding and 
studies of bi-directionality in the personality-performance relationship are discussed to 
illustrate the value of treating personality as contextual in assessment for selection. 
Personality and Occupational Psychology 
The late 60's and early 70's were a time when we had no personalities. This often- 
drawn observation was highlighted by Barrick, Mount and Judge (2001) and describes 
the status of the field of personality psychology at the time. Occupational psychology 
(also called I/O, organisational, or work psychology) has always been closely tied to 
research into personality measurement (Hough, 2001), the first personality inventory 
being used to identify suitability for military occupations following World War I 
(Winter and Barenbaum, 1999). Two key sources can be identified as contributing 
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significantly to the fall in popularity of personality assessment for selection in 
organisations. Guion and Goitier (1965) concluded that personality measurement had 
little or no validity as predictors of work performance or selection tools, and 
Mischel's (1968) critique (reviewed in chapter 1) threatened to end research in the 
field completely. 
Why is it that in the face of such stern and robust criticism regarding the legitimacy of 
using personality measurement to assist in selection decisions, the field of assessment 
has flourished in the last 15 years to become a growing area of research, and a highly 
profitable industry? One reason is reasonably clear in the context of work psychology. 
Intuitively, personality matters. Asking managers to describe their staff and their 
strengths and weaknesses, invariably leads them to refer to personality characteristics. 
In a study of managerial perceptions, Dunn et al. (1995) reported that managers 
describe conscientiousness as being as important as factors related to general mental 
ability (GMA) when they rated interviewees for employability. Moreover, managers 
identified conscientiousness, agreeableness, and emotional stability as being most 
important for judging potential counter-productivity. Put simply by Hogan and 
Roberts (2001): 
`people whose income depends on the performance of others, understand that 
personality is important'. 
Hogan and Roberts (2001); in R. Hogan and B. W. Roberts (Eds. ) Personality 
psychology in the workplace, p5. 
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The rise of personality assessment for selection has undoubtedly been catalysed by the 
emergence of the five-factor model of personality (reviewed in Chapter 1). The five- 
factor model presents two particularly notable benefits for application in work 
settings. The first is that it offers an elusive property in psychology, namely consensus 
and a largely agreed terminology. Small differences in representations of the Big Five 
are greatly outweighed by their underlying consensus. Agreed terminology means that 
both researchers and practitioners understand the kinds of behavioural criteria that are 
described under the term Extraversion, for example. 
The second benefit has been notably useful in occupational psychology. The Big Five 
offer a simple and quantitative predictive framework. Studies of the effect of 
personality at work are generally of the kind that correlate personality with a facet of 
performance as a criteria. Progress in personality assessment has meant that the Big 
Five can now be measured quickly and straightforwardly, yet in a way that maintains 
reliability and validity (John and Srivastava, 1999). In predictive studies, the 
independent variables can therefore be measured with relative ease. Furthermore, 
research using the NEO-PI-R (e. g. McCrae and Costa, 1985; 1989a; 1989b; Costa and 
McCrae, 1987; 1988; Costa et al., 1986) shows that previous personality models are 
subsumed by the Big Five. This has allowed previous studies using various 
personality constructs to be reclassified so that the predictive framework of the five 
factors can be applied retrospectively to earlier research. Using the Big Five as a 
predictive framework, applied researchers have been able to pursue extensive research 
into the validity of personality assessment, confident that they are underpinned by a 
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strong foundation of trait research and that they are working to a common agenda, 
namely the use and implications of the five-factor model in organisations. 
Meta-analyses 
The first major application of the Big Five as predictors of job performance was the 
meta-analysis performed by Barrick and Mount (1991). Their study used the Big Five 
to predict job performance and training outcomes in different types of profession, 
concluding that conscientiousness and emotional stability were consistent, but 
moderate predictors (0.26 and 0.09 respectively; meta-analytic validity coefficients). 
This finding was replicated in several other meta-analyses, notably Tett, Jackson and 
Rothstein (1991), Salgado (1997) and Schmitt and Hunter (1998). Tett et al. (1991) 
extended the Barrick and Mount's (1991) study by looking at confirmatory studies 
and comparing them with exploratory studies. Their approach reflects a common 
criticism (e. g. Murphy and Shiarella, 1997) that the Big Five are often correlated with 
various performance criteria without a priori hypotheses about which should be 
significant. By basing hypotheses on job analysis, it is possible to specify which 
factors are likely to be relevant, thereby removing the reducing effect of non- 
significant correlations on validity averages. This methodology, following a critique 
and re-analysis (Ones et al., 1994; Tett et al., 1994) still resulted in increased 
predictive validities for Emotional Stability and Conscientiousness (0.28 - 0.29). 
Salgado (1997) similarly found validities for conscientiousness and emotional 
stability of 0.18 and 0.12 respectively, in a European sample. Schmitt and Hunter 
(1998) applied meta-analysis to a comprehensive range of selection methods, 
reporting validities for conscientiousness of 0.31 and 0.30 for job performance and 
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training criteria respectively, additionally reporting that personality variables were the 
only selection method to predict incrementally over GMA. In a more recent meta- 
analysis, Hermelin and Robertson (2001) standardised meta-analytic validity 
coefficients in order to compare across studies, reporting validities between 0 
(agreeableness) and 0.22 (conscientiousness). 
Whilst meta-analyses have consistently suggested that GMA is the strongest predictor 
of performance, concerns remain regarding the adverse impact caused by GMA 
testing for minority-ethnic groups and to a lesser extent for women. Advocates of 
personality assessment have been quick to point out that no such systematic variance 
exists for personality assessment (Ones and Anderson, 2002; Ones and Viswesvaran, 
1998b). 
The meta-analyses reviewed above are notable examples of this type of study from a 
total of 15 such studies that focus specifically on the Big Five (Barrick et al., 2001). 
Concurrent research has looked more closely at the mechanisms by which personality 
affects work performance. 
GMA and Personality 
The central status afforded by meta-analyses to the combined effects of personality 
and GMA in predicting performance (e. g. Schmitt and Hunter, 1998; Robertson and 
Smith, 2001) has made it a key area of focus. Their status is supported by evidence 
that GMA, along with emotional stability and conscientiousness have been found to 
predict career success across the lifespan (Judge et al., 1999). The GMA and 
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personality profiles of team members were also found to relate to team processes and 
rated team viability (Barrick, Stewart, Neubert and Mount, 1998), suggesting the 
individual differences also act at a collective level, significantly affecting the 
interaction of workers to achieve work outcomes. One hypothesis is that GMA and 
personality interact, with ability moderating the relationship between personality and 
performance. Mount et al. (1999) found no evidence of such a relationship between 
GMA and conscientiousness. McHenry et al. (1990) took a more structured approach 
to defining job performance criteria in the `project-A' study of military personnel. 
Their study suggested that GMA and personality were differentially suited to 
predicting particular criteria. Specifically, GMA predicted performance criteria such 
as technical proficiency, with personality being more useful for predicting military 
bearing and personal discipline behaviours that comprised non-task performance. The 
use of multivariate frameworks for validation research was advocated by Murphy and 
Shiarella (1997), who pointed out that the uni-variate criterion of job performance 
failed to adequately quantify the different methods and constructs used to measure it. 
They suggested that this acted as a limit on the validities that can be calculated using 
them together. This kind of thinking has led to personality researchers in this area 
giving greater consideration to defining the performance criterion space in the 
personality - performance relationship (Hough, 2001). 
Citizenship Behaviour 
A useful distinction in performance assessment separates job performance into task 
and citizenship (or contextual) performance (e. g. Motowildo and Van Scoffer, 1994; 
Borman and Motowildo, 1997; Borman et al, 2001). Motowildo et al. (1997) reported 
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that GMA and personality as measured by the Big Five, differentially predicted key 
aspects of overall performance. Task performance, loosely defined as performance 
based on job-specific tasks and task dimensions, was predicted most highly by GMA. 
A second class of performance criteria, termed contextual behaviours, consisted of 
extra-task behaviours that contributed to effective performance of self, team and 
organisation. These have been referred to as citizenship behaviours, and defined in 
terms of a three-part taxonomy (Borman and Penner, 2001; Borman et al., 2001). The 
taxonomy is shown in table 1 and has been used by Borman and colleagues to 
replicate earlier findings of the differential prediction of GMA and personality. 
Worker autonomy is an important factor in determining whether the demonstration of 
citizenship behaviours can be expected. For example, jobs on a factory production 
line are highly structured, and in such cases the opportunity to autonomously 
demonstrate citizenship behaviours is limited. In these instances, personality has little 
opportunity to be expressed and to have any influence on work outcomes, which are 
to an extent, predetermined. It is therefore sensible to suppose that job autonomy, that 
is, the extent to which workers can determine their own work patterns and work 
design, moderates the personality - performance relationship. Barrick and Mount 
(1993) supported this, finding that job-autonomy moderated the predictive validity of 
conscientiousness, emotional stability and agreeableness. Witt et al. (2002) found that 
agreeableness and conscientiousness interact in jobs which have interpersonal 
responsibilities, commenting that in such jobs, high agreeableness gives those high in 
conscientiousness `the edge' over those who are low in agreeableness. Witt et al. 
point out that modem industry and organisations are becoming more flexible and 
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autonomous, and that therefore the importance of personality in these new 
organisational cultures is increasing. 
Table 2.1. Revised three dimensional model of citizenship performance (adapted 
from Borman and Penner, 2001) 
Dimension Activities 
1. Personal support Helping, co-operating, showing consideration 
2. Organisational support Representing the organisation, supporting the 
organisation's mission 
3. Conscientious initiative Persisting, showing initiative, engaging in self- 
development 
Studies of Sales Jobs 
Sales jobs have been popular targets for research, largely due to the readily available 
performance data (Furnham, 1997) and clear hypotheses that outgoing people with 
good interpersonal skills are likely to perform highly. Barrick et al. (1993) found that 
conscientious sales people set themselves goals and plans to meet them, and through 
doing so, achieved higher sales volumes. Barrick et al. (2002) also found that 
motivation mediated the personality - sales-performance relationship. Vinchur et al. 
(1998) found that extraversion and conscientiousness both predicted sales 
performance, but concluded that sub-dimensions of the Big Five outperformed the 
factors themselves. Their conclusion advocates using facets of the Big Five in 
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personality assessment for selection to support the broader factors, a position similarly 
endorsed by Pauonen and Nichol (2001). Additionally, Mount et al. (1998) suggested 
that agreeableness, conscientiousness and emotional stability are important for all jobs 
involving interpersonal interaction. 
Integrity Tests 
In addition to being identified as valid predictors of performance in many of the 
studies reviewed above, emotional stability, conscientiousness and agreeableness are 
also a focus for research into integrity assessment. Integrity tests, as measures of 
aspects of personality generated interest because of their strong predictive properties 
(e. g. Ones et al., 1993). Ones et al. (1993) performed an extensive meta-analysis of 
the validity of integrity tests, concluding that both overt (tests that ask specifically 
about behaviours such as honesty and theft) and personality based (tests that form 
parts of wider measures of personality, e. g. the HPI reliability scale) integrity 
measures were valid predictors of job performance (r=0.41), demonstrating effect 
sizes almost twice as large as the Big Five. The relation of integrity to the Big Five 
has been found to centre principally around conscientiousness (Hogan and Ones, 
1997; Hogan and Brinkelmeyer, 1998). This is particularly relevant when aspects of 
rule-consciousness and conventionality are included in the factor, such as in the case 
of the HPI factor prudence (Hogan and Hogan, 1997). Furthermore, overt integrity 
tests have been found to be highly related to personality based integrity tests (Hogan 
and Brinkmeyer, 1997) suggesting some underlying personality basis to the construct. 
Integrity seems to represent planfulness, dependability and a lack of impulsive and 
delinquent tendencies, characteristics that are advantageous in most jobs. Hogan and 
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Brinkelmeyer (1998) do warn, however that with those characteristics goes 
suppressed flexibility and creativity, both important for progressing through 
organisational change. 
A second key factor in the integrity construct, emotional stability, has also been 
demonstrated above to be consistently important in predicting work performance. 
Understanding of its role has been broadened by Judge, Erez and Bono (1998), who 
examined emotional stability as part of a wider construct that they termed core self- 
evaluations. The core self-evaluation construct comprises emotional stability, self- 
esteem, locus of control and generalised self-efficacy. Judge and Bono (2001) cite 
evidence that core self-evaluations offered improved prediction over Neuroticism (the 
undesirable pole of emotional stability) alone in predicting both job performance and 
job satisfaction. Aspects of emotional consistency and perceived internal 
responsibility are congruent with the integrity construct. 
Work on integrity tests has moved further to encompass a broad array of criterion- 
focused occupational scales (Ones and Viswesvaran, 2001a; 2001b). Measures such 
as stress tolerance and customer-service scales focus on specific behaviours at work. 
Comparison of these tests with measures of the Big Five, suggest that they all tend to 
be associated with emotional stability, conscientiousness and agreeableness, in some 
order or other, a finding that is similar for integrity tests. Ones and Viswesvaran draw 
parallels with Digman's (1997) higher order factors of the Big Five: alpha and beta. 
Digman described factor alpha, consisting of conscientiousness, emotional stability 
and agreeableness, as representing the socialisation process involving the 
development of restraint and impulse control. It also seems to contain those 
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characteristics and personality traits that are important at work, and is therefore highly 
related to work performance. As identified, Schmidt and Hunter (1998), as referred to 
earlier, identify GMA and integrity as the best combination of selection measures as 
predictors of later job performance. With overwhelming evidence to support its 
validity, it will be of no surprise if a measure of factor alpha emerges as a selection 
tool, its opposition appearing to be lay scepticism that one personality factor would be 
enough to predict performance. 
Summary: Personality and Work Performance 
The evidence presented above indicates that the Big Five personality factors have 
been found to be important predictors of various aspects of performance in a range of 
jobs and employee status levels. The consistent evidence of 12 years of research since 
Barrick and Mount's (1991) first meta-analysis has convincingly answered the 
question `does personality predict work performance? ' Hogan (1998) declared the 
issue resolved, as did Hogan, Hogan and Roberts (1996), and more recently, Barrick 
et al. (2001) felt so confident of the validity of the Big Five as to call for a 
moratorium on meta-analyses to address the issue. The emergence of the Big Five has 
brought some consensus in the area of personality assessment and, by examining the 
predictive properties of personality in conjunction with other additive or interactive 
constructs, a clearer picture of how and when personality is important in predicting 
work performance has begun to emerge. As such, there has never been a better time to 
investigate personality at work, with such large and fundamental questions having 
already received detailed attention. With the underlying question answered, it is 
sensible to, as Barrick et al. (2001) suggest, concentrate on looking further into the 
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processes and mechanisms that might explain the findings to date. The remainder of 
this chapter will focus on the implications of theory discussed in chapter 1 for a future 
approach to personality assessment, making a case for its relevance in selection 
practice. 
In Chapter 1, a case was made to suggest that personality be viewed as context 
dependent. Essentially, personality is always expressed in context, each different 
context possessing social and psychological properties. Any particular presentation of 
personality is therefore in some way peculiar to a given context, with trait expression 
being activated by salient contextual psychological features. Work and organisations 
can be considered to form such contexts, eliciting from individuals, particular 
presentations of their personality. Central to this idea is that personality expression is 
neither unitary nor consistent, and that the Big Five are best viewed as a descriptive 
framework for organising different contextual components that make up each person's 
overall behaviours and interactions. One way to help illustrate the potential 
implications of contextualising personality in this way for selection assessment is to 
review the literature on impression management and socially desirable responding 
(SDR) in this field. 
Socially Desirable Responding (SDR) 
The general findings of numerous studies of SDR in personality measurement for 
selection indicate that firstly, response distortion to inventory items is possible, and 
secondly, that whilst the base rate of such distortion is low, some SDR does occur in 
selection testing (Hogan and Hogan, 1997). The curious, yet consistent finding is that 
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such distortion has negligible effects on predictive and criterion validities of the 
measures being distorted (Ones and Viswesvaran, 1998a; Barrick and Mount, 1996; 
Ones, Viswesvaran and Reiss, 1996). Hough (1998) corrected personality profiles for 
SDR in order to examine the effect of correction on long-term selection decisions. She 
concluded that whilst the correction changed the results of selection (e. g. who was 
selected and who was not), it again did not affect criterion related validities. These 
studies indicate that, as an example, if an individual rates themselves as high on 
conscientiousness, regardless of whether the response is distorted or otherwise, the 
rating does tend to predict higher performance in the job. 
One possible explanation is that the ability to act in a socially desirable way is in itself 
an advantage at work. Evidence using impression management scales (sometimes 
included on personality inventories to detect SDR) does not support this, as they are 
not predictors of performance (Viswesvaran et al., 2001). It is questionable though 
whether decontextualised impression management scales would be expected to 
predict performance. Hogan and Shelton (1998) suggest that job performance is 
related to the kind of reward structures that individuals perceive within an 
organisation. Different organisations have different reward structures, reward 
different behaviours and so elicit different behaviours from those who aim to obtain 
those rewards. From this, understanding what is socially desirable in general is only 
as important as the extent to which it reflects the ability to perceive desirable 
behaviour in a particular context or environment. Responding to the unique demands 
imposed by a particular context is the important tendency. Robins and Paulhus (2001) 
discuss the implications of `self-enhancers for' organisations. They suggest that self- 
enhancement is a trait-like construct, but that the expression of self-enhancing 
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tendencies varies across contexts. Self-promoting behaviours therefore emerge when 
the self-enhancer perceives an evaluative context that requires them. 
Paulhus and colleagues (e. g. Paulhus, 1984; Paulhus and Reid, 1991) have 
distinguished between impression management and self-deception as components of 
SDR. They comment that both are pervasive, and to remove them from personality 
data is to remove a central component of individual differences. Their observation is 
consistent with that from evidence that correction for SDR does not improve criterion 
validities. A further important observation by Tesser and Paulhus (1983) is that 
impression management is pervasive in both questionnaire responses and subsequent 
behaviour. They suggest that if someone presents themselves in a particular way on a 
personality inventory, they also tend to present themselves behaviourally in a way 
consistent with their responses. In other words the two presentations of personality 
(one rated, one behavioural) are congruent. In personnel selection, this would suggest 
that an individual perceiving the kind of behaviour that is required, and then 
responding and behaving accordingly, explains in part, impression management. Such 
a process is supported by evidence that self-monitoring predicts some aspects of work 
performance (Day et al., 2002) and in some respects, clarifies the observations from 
studies of SDR in personality assessment at work. 
In this case, evidence suggests that self-promotion or impression management is both 
context dependent and, once activated, context specific. The redundancy of 
impression management scales as performance predictors highlights the importance of 
contextualising personality and managed behaviour. By taking one contextual 
expression of personality as being personality at work, it is possible to begin focusing 
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in on the kinds of behaviours that an individual demonstrates within a work context. 
Taking this further, it is possible to focus in specifically on the social, interpersonal 
nature of personality (e. g. Hampson, 1988; Hogan, 1982; Burr, 1995), by considering 
the impression that an individual makes on others in an organisation. 
The realistic accuracy model (RAM; Funder, 1995; 2001) describes the stages 
involved in accurately describing the personalities of others. The RAM describes four 
stages. To be accurately judged, behaviour must be relevant, available to the 
observer, detected by the observer, and then utilised by the observer in a way that 
correctly interprets it in terms of personality. By this theory, the impression that an 
individual makes on others in an organisation reflects those behaviours that are only 
available within a work context, thereby using the availability stage of the RAM as a 
filter for measuring personality traits expressed in specific contexts. Personality may 
therefore be considered to be expressed in dyadic relationships at this one-to-one 
level. The impression that is presented to others in a given context, by definition, 
represents personality as expressed in that context. Adding interpersonal contextual 
information to measurement of personality is an area that previous research has not 
addressed and these ideas are discussed further in Chapter 3. 
Organisational and Job Diversity 
Organisations are unique. Their diversity has been described in terms of factors such 
as, for example, organisational culture (Schein, 1990) or the people that comprise the 
organisation (Schneider, 1987). These psychosocial factors are additional to the 
imposed structures in organisations such as management hierarchies, progression 
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ladders and, to an extent, the physical environment. Diversity can be further described 
in terms of the unique social norms, procedures, systems and relationships that exist 
within teams or groups embedded in the organisation. 
Given that this diversity exists, it is useful to consider how the reviewed evidence 
supporting the validity of personality assessment has accounted for it. Results from 
meta-analyses have frequently been divided into job categories (e. g. management, 
military; Barrick and Mount, 1991; Tett et al., 1991; Salgado, 1997), and despite 
reliance on available criteria (Furnham, 2001), studies have specified criteria type 
(e. g. training outcomes, supervisor ratings, sales figures). Furthermore, results form 
meta-analyses have been divided into exploratory and confirmatory, job-analysis 
based studies. Despite these partitions in results, reported coefficients are principally 
linear, performance assumed to be a linear function of conscientiousness, integrity, or 
some other personality variable. Whilst this approach can be largely credited with the 
evidence in favour of the validity of personality, it is in conflict with personality 
assessment practice. Taking the HPI as an example, the practitioner's manual (Hogan 
and Hogan, 1997) is quite explicit about the importance of scale combinations, and 
more specifically, that for certain types of jobs, average or low scores on factors like 
prudence or agreeableness are desirable rather than high scores. This suggests that the 
relationship between job performance and personality factors is sometimes negative- 
or non-linear. Conscientiousness, for example, was found to be a negative predictor of 
performance in some studies (e. g. Robertson et al, 2000). Hogan and Ones (1997) 
similarly warn that with high conscientiousness goes inflexibility and resistance to 
change, thereby inhibiting performance in environments characterised by uncertainty, 
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flexible practices or rapid change. A similar case has been made for other Big Five 
factors (Fett, Jackson, Rothstein and Reddon, 1999). 
The positive- and negative-linear relationships described here are collectively referred 
to as bi-directionality. Research from this perspective warns against treating 
conscientiousness as the intelligence factor g of personality (e. g. Murphy, 1996), g 
consistently positively predicting performance in the vast majority of jobs. Tett et al. 
(1991) and Tett et al. (1994) observe that in meta-analyses such as Barrick and Mount 
(1991), average signed values are used to arrive at a final validity value. In contrast, 
they advocate using absolute values, because some observed correlations are negative 
and significant. By using absolute values, signed values do not cancel each other out 
and the magnitude of meta-analytic values increase. Tett et al. (1991) applied this 
approach, and reported increased validity, a finding that has been replicated in later 
studies (Tett et al., 1999). These studies provide evidence for positive and negative, 
linear relationships between personality and performance. Robie and Ryan (1999) 
used polynomial regression to examine whether quadratic or cubic effects existed 
between variables. They found some evidence of non-linear relationships, but also 
found that quadratic and cubic effects could not explain the non-linearity. Robie and 
Ryan suggest that more careful consideration be given to the conditions under which 
the relationships they investigated might be relevant. Nevertheless, it can be 
concluded from this evidence that viewing the personality - performance relationship 
as a linear function may not adequately summarise the observed data. More 
importantly, the linear evidence described in meta-analyses does not correspond to the 
way personality assessment is applied in organisations (i. e. through the specification 
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of low or average Big Five factor scores as desirable for some selections), and so casts 
doubt on whether validity can be generalised from a research to an applied domain. 
Separating performance criteria, as described earlier, into task and citizenship (or 
contextual) performance can help to explain some unclear results. Results suggest that 
characteristics grouped under factor alpha are important for both interpersonal 
interactions (Mount et al. 1998) and the contextual performance described by 
Motowildo, Borman and others. These behaviours can be grouped as the `getting 
along' described by Hogan (1982), or the pro-social tendencies described by Penner, 
Midili and Kegelmeyer (1997). Linear relationships seem to be appropriately 
expected between personality and these organisational citizenship performance 
behaviours. Task performance, on the other hand, requires a different set of 
characteristics, or at least evidence does not support a similar linear relationship. A 
case can be more easily made for expecting task performance to exhibit negative- or 
non-linear relationships with personality. This is supported by Borman and Penner 
(2001), who observe that task activities vary across different jobs, whereas citizenship 
behaviours are similar across jobs. 
It is possible that by relying mainly on supervisor ratings (supervisors perhaps 
attending to citizenship behaviour and applying a `halo') to represent overall 
performance and then applying a linear model, meta-analyses have arrived at 
confounded results. If indeed, citizenship performance has masked non-linear task 
performance relationships, then it would explain firstly why validities are significant, 
but moderate. Assuming both linear and non-linear relationships for citizenship and 
task-performance and plotting them graphically (Figure 2.1), it is easy to see that if 
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the two are combined in a non-standardised way, a moderate linear relationship would 
be expected. Moreover, because the two are subjectively rather than mathematically 
combined, it is unlikely that clear polynomial effects will be observed. 
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Figure 2.1. Hypothetical non-linear relationship between personality and 
task/citizenship perfonnance. 
Importantly, Figure 2.1 shows that very high scores on the personality factor would 
result in poor task performance, in contrast to the implication from a linear validity 
result. A tentative conclusion is that factor alpha is a consistent predictor of 
citizenship performance, but that prediction of task performance requires more careful 
consideration to be applied to the characteristics and contents of the job in question. 
This is consistent with assessment practice, which uses job-analysis to decide on the 
profile required for a particular job. With this in mind, the value of treating 
personality as contextual can be highlighted. When using personality to predict task 
performance, measuring the characteristics that an individual demonstrates in a work 
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context could prove to be most appropriate approach when deciding whether their 
personality is appropriate for the kind of work they do. 
This approach draws on the person-organisation/environment fit approach discussed 
by Furnham (1997; 2001). Fit has often been discussed in terms of corporate culture 
and employee values (Schneider, 1988; 1996; Nicholson, 1996). The fit described 
here is between task requirements and the behavioural tendencies associated with 
personality in a work context. Furthermore, treating work contexts as placing unique 
demands on employees, it is possible to account for both the context and the 
personality associated with that context in investigating personality at work. Studies 
within this thesis begin exploring these issues, by examining the possibility of non- 
linear relationships between personality-in-context ratings and work performance. 
Summary 
This chapter has reviewed key trends in the field if personality assessment for 
selection, which have collectively provided a volume of evidence to support the 
validity of measures of personality as work-performance predictors and as selection 
tools. The ideas and theory discussed in the later sections of this chapter were 
intended to make some progress towards developing a theoretical framework to 
understand how both personality and performance can be conceptualised and applied 
in organisational research. Specific emphasis has been given to improvements in the 
definition of predictor and criterion space in using personality to predict performance. 
This has been supported by previous discussion that concluded that personality can be 
viewed as contextual. With reference to personality assessment at work, this has been 
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illustrated using evidence from SDR and interpersonal perspectives on personality. 
The discussion has also moved beyond the consistent linear relationships reported in 
meta-analyses, by integrating evidence from multi-variate performance frameworks 
and bi-directional findings form the personality - performance literature. This 
discussion points to the possibility of potential contextual effects on the form of 
relationships between personality and performance. These issues are set out explicitly 
in the form of research questions in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 
The Context of Personality and Dispositions: Situational, Cognitive, Social, and 
Interpersonal Aspects 
This chapter examines research that explores coherence in behavioural patterns with a 
view to improving the functional understanding and applied utility of trait assessment 
in predicting work performance. Three areas are considered, personality and 
situations, cognitive and processing aspects of personality, and social and 
interpersonal influences on the self. From this review, a method for adding context to 
trait ratings emerges that is based on an interpersonal perspective to personality 
assessment. 
Personality Traits and Consistency 
Hofstee (1984) argued that in personality research, `traits are inevitable'. Traits 
succinctly describe regularities and patterns in behaviour that summarise our 
intuitions that people's behaviour is both orderly and predictable. As discussed in 
chapter 1, behavioural consistency served as a focus for debate in personality theory 
for approximately 20 years with recent resurfacing of similar questions about 
personality traits. Nevertheless, traits remain stronger than ever, but it would be 
premature to discount the influence of the consistency debate on how traits are 
conceptualised theoretically. Contemporary understanding about trait function and the 
nature of the Big Five factors reflects renewed caution on the part of trait theorists 
about how personality is measured and applied in real world settings. 
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The legacy of the consistency debate includes acknowledgement of within-person 
variability in behaviour across situations. Variability might also be argued as 
inevitable based on Ten Berge and De Raad's (1999) assertion that `failing to alter 
one's behaviour across situations is a sign of pathology, not consistency'. The trait 
approach emphasises the functional equivalence of behaviour with reference to a 
personality trait rather than exact behavioural similarity. The consistency debate is 
therefore more easily understood as a debate about how personality is assessed and 
the extent to which behaviour can be attributed to traits or other factors. With the 
consistency debate largely resolved (Funder, 1999), the debate has shifted from 
demonstrating inconsistencies in behaviour to searching for coherence and patterns in 
behavioural variability. 
Personality and Situations 
Examination of the joint effects of personality and situations on behaviour was 
represented in the consistency debate by the interactionist perspective (Ekehammar, 
1974). This viewed behaviour as resulting from a combination of person and 
situational influences. Situations are thereby placed in the role of stimulus, eliciting 
behaviours and personality traits in response to them. This is in contrast to earlier trait 
approaches that tended to view cross-situational variance as noise to be removed from 
trait assessment (Cervone, Shadel and Jencius, 2001). 
Three issues have increased interest in situations and their effects in personality 
research (Van Mechelen and de Raad, 1999). The first is that the decontextualised 
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concept of trait is no longer postulated by contemporary trait theorists. in trait theory. 
Traits are expressed in trait relevant situations. Trait talkativeness, for example, can 
be more reliably observed in group working activities than in lone working activities, 
the latter situation having low trait relevance with respect to talkativeness. The second 
issue is the improvement in understanding of situations. Situations, rather than being 
seen as general contexts have recently been defined in terms of psychological features 
(e. g. Shoda and Mischei, 1999) allowing more reasoned associations between 
situations and behaviour. Taxonomic approaches have also viewed situations from a 
personality perspective in order to assess their trait-relevant properties (Ten Berge and 
De Raad, 2001; 2002). The third issue is the relation between traits and behaviours, 
which is seen as being a coherent relationship, moderated by situational factors. Ten 
Berge and De Raad (1999) describe traits as coherent situational responses. Van 
Mechelen and De Raad (1999) comment that the importance of these issues is clearly 
highlighted in calls by recent research reviews for a more integrated approach to 
personality research and understanding situational influence on personality. 
Situations may be examined in terms of the cognitions, behaviours or personality 
characteristics with which they are associated. Several attempts have been made to 
taxonomise situations (see Ten Berge and De Raad, 1999 for a review). The aim of 
these approaches is to reduce, simplify and classify the number of situation categories 
in a similar way to the reduction of personality traits by factor analysis. This 
addresses a disparity between the clarity about the structure of personality and that of 
situations (e. g. Funder and Colvin, 1991), making interactionism more balanced in 
terms of accounting for both variable types. In their own approach, Ten Berge and De 
Raad (2001; 2002; also De Raad, in press) maintain the primacy of traits, with 
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situations determining whether individual differences in traits will be expressed. This 
is extended to argue that the Big Five are each linked to specific behavioural realms 
and that trait measures should question individuals about traits in their relevant 
situations. 
Taking a personality perspective, Ten Berge and De Raad (2001; 2002) have 
constructed two situation taxonomies. The first used the AB5C taxonomy of traits as a 
basis. The AB5C model comprises 45 bipolar facets of the Big Five. These are 
derived by setting each of the factors against each other in ten circumplexes and 
classifying traits or items in terms of their primary and secondary factor loadings. 
Each circumplex is partitioned at 30-degree intervals giving a total of 90 factor 
blends. Ten Berge and De Raad first had participants generate lists of situations that 
were then reduced to a 233-situation set. They then asked a new sample group to rate 
each situation in terms of its relevance to triad sets of trait descriptive adjectives from 
the AB5C taxonomy. The result was a grouping of situations (through factor analysis) 
based on trait relevance, with a five-factor solution being most satisfactory. 
The second taxonomy derived its structure based on the relation between traits and the 
ability to deal with each of the 233 situations (e. g. How well would someone high on 
extraversion deal with a given situation? ), resulting in a four-factor taxonomy. Using 
this taxonomy, Ten Berge and De Raad were able to specify that there was greater 
difference in dealing with situations for the temperament factors (I, IV and V) than for 
the character factors (II and III). In other words, factors II and III represent fewer 
important situation-specific traits than factors I, IV and V. De Raad (in press) 
discusses these approaches to taxonomising situations, concluding that four situational 
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factors generalise across methods. The `situational four' are shown in Table 3.1. De 
Raad comments that in personality assessment, situations are often added to 
questionnaire items unsystematically, recommending that assessment should address 
the inclusion of situational and, by extension, contextual information with more 
structure. 
Table 3.1. The situational four (adapted from De Raad, in press) 
Situation type Example situations 
Positioning or social demand Being in charge 
Participating in a discussion 
Conduct or conflict 
Adversity 
Pleasure and Prosperity 
Being aggressive 
Someone is unreasonable 
Having lost something 
Having made a mistake 
Throwing a party 
Being in love 
Central to these models of situation-trait relevance is the nature of individual 
responses to situations. Van Mechelen and Kiers (1999) describe a three-component 
model of behaviour linking trait, situation and response, and highlight the situational 
relevance of traits. They similarly suggest that traits are expressed behaviourally in 
specific situational responses. Vansteelandt (1999) followed a similar line of 
reasoning to the second of the above taxonomies in a competency based model. 
Vansteelandt suggests that situations can be viewed in terms of the demands they 
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place on individuals. Dealing with those demands is dependent upon the individual 
performing the required competencies. This model widens the breadth of `dealing- 
with-situation' characteristics to encompass cognitive and motor skills in addition to 
personality traits. 
The issue of the relative magnitude of person and situation effects in person x 
situation interactions invites mathematical consideration of the effects of change in 
the equation on observed outcomes. Shoda (1999) uses a series of algebraic functions 
to illustrate that as the dependence of person variables on situational variables 
increases, people demonstrate lower cross-situational consistency, but greater 
coherence in their characteristic pattern of situational responses. This differentiates 
observations of cross-situational consistency from temporal stability. Shoda advocates 
viewing personality in terms of behavioural signatures, because it allows patterns of 
behaviour to be defined more coherently than in a decontextualised trait view. The 
definition of behavioural patterns involves an appreciation of the more complex 
cognitive processes that comprise the characteristic interaction of the individual with 
a diverse set of environments. This is the focus for social cognitive theory. 
Personality and Cognition 
Social cognitive theories have been dominant in the application of cognition in 
personality theories, emphasising internal processing dynamics as central to the 
understanding of behavioural patterns (Wright, Mischei and Shoda, 1994; Mischei 
and Shoda, 1998; 1999; Cervone and Mischei, 2002; Shoda and LeeTiernan, 2002). 
Social cognitive theories were discussed briefly in chapter 1, but further aspects of 
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social cognitive research are relevant here. The basis for social cognitive theory is 
reciprocal determinism between person, environment and behaviour (Bandura, 1999a; 
1999b). Personality is understood by reference to past behavioural, environmental and 
person interactions. Bandura describes how the Big Five approach to defining 
personality misses salient information such as the multi-faceted nature of the self, the 
human capacity for change and key cognitive moderators such as self-efficacy and 
goal setting. Integrating the diverse set of functions encompassed in social cognitive 
theory to account for dispositions is attempted by the cognitive-affective personality 
system (CAPS; Shoda et al., 1994; Mischei and Shoda, 1999). Mischei (1999) 
highlights that the challenge for social cognition is to explain dispositions occurring at 
four levels. The first is the psychological processing level. Individuals are 
hypothesised to develop characteristic styles of cognitive and affective responses to 
environmental stimuli. The second is the behavioural level where individual 
behaviour needs to be described in terms of its coherent situation-behaviour profiles. 
Thirdly, Mischei points out that personality consists of perceived stable dispositions 
reflecting people's ability to form a coherent sense of self (Cervone and Shoda, 1999). 
Fourth, and peripheral to the current discussion, Mischel highlights the genetic 
influence in dispositions. 
Psychological processing. The CAPS perspective attempts to explain the organisation 
of multiple personality processes. Shoda and Mischei (2000) describe how situations 
comprise salient psychological features. These features, once perceived activate a 
series of cognitions and affects that determine how the situation is encoded. 
Importantly, the pattern of interaction between cognitions and affects is non-uniform. 
One component may be linked with varying strength to several others. The resultant 
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system processes information in a way that means that small changes in stimulus 
input may result in larger differences in psychological processing. For Cervone and 
others (Cervone, Shadel and Jenicus, 2001; Cervone, 1999; Capara and Cervone, 
2000) processing dynamics represent the starting point for understanding personality. 
They argue for a bottom-up approach to understanding behaviour by focusing on 
context and cognition. Capara and Cervone (2000) describe how by attending to 
salient situational features, patterns of feature-response cognitions and affects can be 
generated, a position similarly endorsed by Shoda and LeeTiernann (2002). 
Theories of attachment suggest that styles of interaction with others and the 
environment can be influenced by early childhood experiences. In other words, 
typical cognitive and affective responses and perception styles in attending to 
psychological features gain some coherence from early development. This supports 
the CAPS proposition of consistency in processing styles. Further evidence is 
presented by Higgins (1999; 2000) who argues for a general principles approach to 
personality based on `accessibility' and `regulatory focus'. Higgins suggests that 
cognition is reinforced when it is activated, so that the likelihood of it recurring is 
increased. When cognitive and affective responses are repeatedly activated, they 
require less attentional resources, becoming more automated in style similar to 
procedural skills. Such response styles are described as chronically accessible and are 
deployed based on motivation toward a desired end state (regulatory focus). In 
combination, these two general principles explain the dispositional nature of 
psychological processing. CAPS theory expands on this to explain how established 
links between different processes leads to dispositional styles of process interaction. 
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Behavioural dispositions. Whilst social cognitive theory emphasises the importance 
of processing dynamics, traditional personality theory is more clearly reflected in the 
discussion of behavioural dispositions. Both the CAPS and general principles 
approaches relate the processing dynamics to the generation of behaviour (e. g. Shoda, 
1999). Cervone et al. (2001) are critical of trait approaches to behavioural assessment. 
They suggest that trait measures are measures of average tendencies that are rarely 
accurate within any specific context. Consistent with CAPS theory, they endorse the 
measurement of persons in context by examining behaviour-in-context statements 
referred to as behavioural signatures. In CAPS theory, these signatures take the form 
of if... then... statements specifying the psychological features of the situation and the 
associated behavioural response. According to the theory, they represent the coherent 
and invariant component in personality (Shoda and Lietermann, 2001) and the most 
adequate operationalisation of behavioural dispositions. 
Temporal stability and the self. Social cognitive research and theory is critical of trait 
psychology for treating personality and behaviour as decontextualised. This format of 
assessment is, however, congruent with individual capability to complete personality 
inventories. Personality assessment practice provides overwhelming evidence that 
individuals are firstly able to make overall judgements about their personality and that 
secondly, these impressions demonstrate remarkable stability over time (Costa and 
McCrae, 1999). McCann and Sato (1999) discuss the influence of the self and self- 
processes, concluding that they should be central to any theory of personality. A 
central tenet to their discussion is the ability of people to form a coherent and stable 
sense of self (Shoda and Mischei, 2000). Two interpretations are worthy of note. As 
discussed, Cervone suggests that measures of the Big Five are average dispositions. 
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Costa and McCrae (1999) suggest that personality and cognition represent different 
temporal domains, cognition exhibiting greater variation over time. If context specific 
cognition is altered because of a change in contextual stimuli, CAPS theory suggests 
that behavioural signatures are only affected in those contexts. The effect that this has 
on average dispositions is therefore limited. Secondly, the basis of social cognition 
(reciprocal determinism) highlights the risk in attributing stability in the sense of self 
to person factors alone. Temporal stability in the Big Five may also reflect stability in 
an individual's experienced environments and their behavioural interactions within 
them. A similar case can be made for the self. In sum, temporal stability and the self, 
although indicators of dispositional tendencies do not inevitably lead to a position 
where traits are ascribed causal properties in personality. Social and interpersonal 
influences on the self are discussed in detail later in this chapter. 
A Critique of Research in Personality and Cognition 
The limitations of the cognitive approaches described are twofold and result from 
some underlying assumptions made by social-cognitive researchers and in the way the 
theory is applied in measurement research and practice. Several sources are critical of 
trait theories on the grounds that traits are ascribed causal status (e. g. Cervone, 2001; 
Shoda and Mischei, 1999). From a phenotypic perspective, such as in the lexical 
approach (Goldberg, 1990; Saucier and Goldberg, 2002; 2003), traits are viewed as 
descriptive tools. This more flexible view of traits allows for greater situational 
dependence being included in their definition (Ten Berge and De Raad; 2001; 2002; 
De Raad and Kokkonen, 2000). 
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There has been relatively limited applied research using CAPS model. Cervone et al. 
(2001) describe research into the context-specific nature of self-efficacy. By adding 
situations components to questions, they were able to demonstrate increases in 
measured behavioural coherence across situations. Similarly, Shoda et al. (1994) 
applied CAPS theory to behavioural assessment of children at a summer camp. By 
attending to specific psychological features, they were able to demonstrate patterns of 
coherence in behaviour in the form of if... then... statements. Further evidence of 
coherence is reported by Shoda (2001), who describes data from a simulated situation 
study, which presented participants with pre-defined situations to assess the affect of 
changes in single situation components on behaviour. Shoda and Mischel (2000) 
report data from a computer simulation of the CAPS processing model, which 
simulated the process interactions between ten cognitions and affects. By predefining 
links and building in change based on activation, average coherence of 0.67 in 
behavioural output was observed. 
Several issues are highlighted in this brief selection of research. The first is that all of 
the studies have assessed behavioural coherence for its own sake. Demonstrated 
coherence does not provide a suitable basis for predicting future outcomes that are 
broader than the observed behaviour. Secondly, the levels of coherence in behaviour 
across contexts is better than in trait research, but still subject to significant 
incoherence. In the computer simulation, Shoda and Mischei (2000) reported an 
average value of 0.67 in a system of only ten variable processes. The essence of 
CAPS theory is that the processes activated in response to situations are numerous, far 
beyond the number simulated, suggesting that actual coherence would be lower still. 
Furthermore, Johnson (1999) points out that coherence in behavioural signature 
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models is in part due to the necessary dependence of situation and response on the 
same personality trait. 
The generalisability of some of the research is also questionable. Shoda (1999b) 
describes participant sample sizes for his experiments limited to between 7 and 12 per 
condition. These small numbers reflect the difficulty in operationalising the theory. In 
a single notable applied research adaptation, Shadel et al. (2000) describe how the 
application of a social cognitive theory of smoking cessation improved prediction of 
cessation behaviour. The complex process of assessment, however, casts doubt on the 
utility of the gains in applied practice. Finally, it is difficult to draw any trends from 
the research reported beyond that of evidence of coherence. The strength of the Big 
Five model is that it allows multiple research programs to be linked by underlying 
agreement about the five factors. Because social cognitive researchers negate such 
between individual models, finding consistency across their research findings is 
difficult. 
Social cognitive research demonstrates applications that appear to be most appropriate 
for use in individual interventions in clinical or therapeutic practice. In these cases, 
focussed assessment of person and a narrow set of behaviours is advantageous and 
Capara and Cervone (2000) review research specifically in this area. In other applied 
domains, the relevance of such narrow assessment has not been adequately 
demonstrated. Johnson (1999) suggests that such assessment is of little use in 
predicting broad life outcomes and that the information is too narrow to be practically 
useful. Hogan (1998) similarly advocates the assessment of broad bandwidth 
constructs because personality assessment is largely concerned with predicting broad 
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life-outcomes. He contrasts the usefulness of knowing whether an employee will be 
late next Tuesday (specific behavioural act) with knowing about someone's 
punctuality (broader personality trait). In these areas, it is the Big Five that have 
demonstrated significant predictive power to predict health outcomes (e. g. Hampson 
et al., 2004) and occupational criteria such as job performance (Barrick et al., 2001). 
In occupational psychology, traits have the advantage of providing a way to simplify 
the complexity of personality and provide a convenient way to measure and 
communicate about personality characteristics, all of which are advantages over social 
cognitive theory. 
What are the implications for the current research of studies of personality, situations 
and cognition? The first conclusion to be drawn is the disparity between the concept 
of trait and the traditional measurement of traits. Ten Berge and De Raad (1999) 
describe traits as coherent situational responses and yet Cervone et al. (2001) 
highlight that Big Five instruments tend to be decontextualised in their questioning 
(e. g. TDA; BFI). Even where context is added (such as in some items from the HPI; 
Hogan and Hogan, 1997), De Raad (in press) observes that the information is added in 
an unstructured way. Ten Berge and De Raad (1999; 2001; 2002) suggest that each of 
the Big Five represents a behavioural realm and, based on a structured empirical 
approach, the Big Five are best measured in their most appropriate situations. 
The second conclusion is that dispositional tendencies observed at the three levels 
reviewed above (processing, behavioural, temporal stability) can be explained with 
reference to the influence of the contexts within which those dispositions are 
expressed. Furthermore, there is a key distinction between personality and 
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dispositions. Dispositions are linked to specific contexts, whereas personality is 
necessarily linked to many. The ability of individuals to develop a coherent sense of 
self demonstrates that information from many life domains can be combined in an 
overall view. Decontextualised personality traits are described by Cervone (2001) as 
the average of contextual dispositions, and a case has been made for the utility of 
measuring the `average' (Johnson, 1999). 
However, average dispositions are only desirable insofar as they provide better 
prediction of broad outcomes (or indeed any desired criterion) than contextually 
linked dispositions. Individuals always exist in some context and so a context-specific 
set of dispositions will always be advantaged at the expense of dispositions that exist 
outside the context. Cervone and Mischei, (2002) recommend that personal qualities 
be studied within specific physical, social and cultural contexts that comprise the 
individual's life. Furthermore, they highlight the importance of addressing within- 
personality organisation. The implications of the reviewed theory may therefore be 
summarised in three points: 
" The Big Five are domain linked - particular Big Five behaviours are linked to 
specific situations. 
" Dispositions are linked to specific contexts, compared with personality, which 
is linked to many. Contextual disposition may therefore be viewed as separate 
constructs from decontextualised personality ratings. 
" Observed dispositions on three levels (processing, behavioural, temporal 
stability) demonstrate the influence of both person (cognitions and affect) and 
context on dispositions 
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The present research aims to investigate the utility of measuring contextual 
dispositions in terms of the increase in prediction of criteria that can be achieved over 
decontextualised assessment of personality. Two key questions immediately present 
themselves: 
1. How are contextual dispositions to be structured as constructs for assessment? 
2. How are contexts defined - in other words how are dispositions separated into 
contexts operationally? 
Both of these questions will be examined below in terms of social and interpersonal 
influences on the self. 
Social and Interpersonal Theories of the Self 
In the preceding discussion, the "personality" in personality research would seem to 
be most readily identified with that enduring sense of self that characterises human 
identity. It is, however, an oversimplification to equate personality with the self 
(Turner, 1982). One way to conceptualise the self is as a broad construct which 
comprises any piece of information that represents a component of an individual's 
identity. This may include group memberships, occupations, religions, and individual 
personality traits. This sense of individual self is therefore experiential (Sedikides and 
Gaertner, 2001). Importantly, personality traits comprise components of the self and 
so whilst a discussion of personality does not include all aspects of the self, it is 
nevertheless sensible to apply self-processes and self-theories to personality traits. 
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Theories of the self have examined the self in relation to others since early symbolic 
interactionist theories (Cooley, 1902; Mead, 1934), and more contemporarily in social 
constructionism (Burr, 1996; Gergen, 1971; 1985; 2001; Harre, 1988; Sampson, 
1988), continued in a similar vein in recent social psychological research (e. g. Aron 
and Aron, 1996; Aron, Aron and Norman, 2001; Brewer and Gardner, 1996). The 
underlying theme in these theories is that to view the self as decontextualised with 
respect to social and interpersonal influences is to ignore its foundation. These 
theories suggest that the self can be viewed as in part based on, and so expressed 
across, interpersonal interactions, highlighting the possibility of viewing the self on a 
dyadic basis. The rationale for symbolic interactionsim is that the contents of personal 
identity are not fixed, but may be as varied as the interpersonal contexts in which 
individuals find themselves. Gillet (1995) presents a similar argument, describing 
context-specific "subjectivities" as comprising the overall self. 
There are important implications of these observations for contextualising 
psychometric assessment of personality. Such assessment requires a method for 
separating one context from another. For example, the psychometric approach to 
adding situations to personality partitioned trait expression into discrete situational 
episodes (e. g. De Raad, in press). In interpersonal theories of the self, trait relevant 
behavioural expression can be viewed as separated based on interpersonal 
interactions. Each interpersonal or dyadic relationship forms a context in which 
particular aspects of personality (referred to earlier as contextual dispositions) are 
expressed. 
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A similar approach is considered in social cognitive approaches to the self, such as 
self-schemata theory (Markus, 1977; Markus and Kunda, 1986; Markus and Sends, 
1982; Markus and Wurf, 1987), self-aspect theory (Linville, 1985; 1987), and `bin' 
theory (Wyer and Srull, 1986). These theories describe the separation of the self into 
context-linked self-components that help individuals understand their social 
experiences. Self-components may represent broad behavioural domains (e. g. work 
vs. non-work), or specific interpersonal relationships, as discussed above. 
Operationalising Contextualised Assessments of Personality 
In summary, a key conclusion is that dyadic relationships represent psychological 
contextual conditions, which allow self-conceptions to be specified. Importantly, this 
interpersonal conceptualisation therefore provides a means of specifying context-, or 
in this case, relationship-specific components of the self. This allows the application 
of psychometric principles to the assessment of interpersonal aspects of the self, by 
adding context to ratings of personality by focusing the ratings on a particular dyadic 
relationship. This therefore integrates the psychometric approach to personality 
assessment, with social theories of the self in an overall assessment strategy. Several 
operational issues, however, remain relating to the selection of dyadic relationships 
and the methodology used to add interpersonal context to ratings. To this end, two 
areas of research are informative. The first social role identity theories, and the second 
is Kenny's (1994) social relations model of interpersonal perception. 
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Contextualising personality assessment through social roles: Self concept 
differentiation (SCD). In outlining a model of self-consistency, Hoelter (1985; 1986) 
describes how the self may be conceptualised as comprising social role-specific self- 
conceptions. In Hoelter's (1985) model, the individual self may be divided into 
categories such as self-as-parent, self-as-employee or self-as-daughter. In each of 
these cases, the self is evaluated with reference to a collective group thereby reflecting 
wider social psychological theories such as social identity and social categorisation 
theories (Tajfel and Turner, 1979; Turner and Oakes, 1989; Turner, 1985; Turner et 
al., 1987; Abrams and Hogg, 1999). In Hoelter's model, social roles are used to 
partition specific aspects of the self. This was applied further by Donahue et al. (1993) 
and Sheldon et al. (1997), who examined self-concept differentiation across social 
roles. In these studies, social role information was used to add context to regular 
ratings of personality traits and the Big Five factors. Participants were asked to rate 
their personality in specified social roles, and then the differentiation across role- 
based profiles was computed using factor analysis to provide an overall self-concept 
differentiation (SCD) construct. 
Studies of SCD provide two important findings. First, Donahue et al. (1993) and 
Sheldon et al. (1997) report that the SCD construct is predictive of negative aspects of 
well being, drawing conclusions similar to those drawn by Block (1961) that 
differentiation of the self-concept reflects a failure to integrate aspects of 
interpersonal life into an overall sense of self. Sheldon et al. (1997) demonstrated this 
further by showing that integration of role ratings with the general self-concept was 
associated with higher role satisfaction. This is in contrast to Linville (1985; 1987) 
who suggests that varied self-aspects (i. e. a differentiated self) ensure flexibility in the 
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self by reducing the likelihood that a single self-aspect will take over the self in 
general. By limiting the effects of negative appraisals of the self to specific self- 
aspects, a complex self-concept also acts as a buffer to the effects of stress, by 
permeating other aspects of the self (Linville, 1987). This view of self complexity is 
disputed by Woolfolk et al., (1995), who suggest that it overlooks the negative aspects 
of a complex self-concept, which they link to negative well being. 
The second important finding is related to contextualised ratings themselves. Sheldon 
et al. (1997) compared ratings of the Big Five in different role conditions. They found 
that there was systematic variation in Big Five trait scores across conditions (for 
example, people tended to rate themselves as more extraverted in their role as friend 
than in other roles). This is an important effect of contextualising personality ratings 
and suggests that the addition of context to ratings results in prototypical patterns of 
ratings across participant groups. 
Studies of SCD are important methodologically and conceptually for this thesis. The 
relationship of differentiation across contextualised ratings to well being, and 
systematic variation on contextualised ratings of the Big Five, are important areas of 
focus for subsequent empirical chapters. 
Social relations analysis. A proposed rating methodology for examining the self in 
dyadic relationship contexts is presented by social relations analysis (Kenny, 1994), 
which identifies nine basic questions and corresponding processes in interpersonal 
perception. The most relevant to this research concerns meta-perceptions (Kenny and 
DePaulo, 1993). Meta perceptions are an individual's perception of how others see 
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them. Kenny discusses meta-perceptions in the context of meta-accuracy, that is, how 
accurately an individual's meta-perception corresponds to the target other's actual 
perception of them. Kenny (1994) reviews several empirical studies, concluding that 
meta-accuracy is typically quite low, with one potential explanation being that self- 
processes regulate subjective perceptions of how an individual thinks they are seen by 
others (e. g. Schoeneman, 1979; Tice and Baumeister, 2001). Differences between 
meta- and actual other-perception are therefore always to be expected. The utility of 
meta-perceptions lies in the method itself, offering a straightforward means of 
assessing how an individual views themselves in specific dyadic relationships. This 
would involve participants considering behaviour in particular dyadic relationships, 
and rating their personality from the perspective of the other. 
Personality and work performance. Chapter 2 reviewed extensive evidence of the 
validity of personality as a predictor of work performance (e. g. Barrick et al., 2001; 
Salgado, 1997; Tett et al., 1991). An important research question for this thesis is 
whether contexualised personality assessments can improve on decontextualised 
assessments as predictors of work performance. A related question is also presented 
by the preceding discussion of two possible methods of adding context to ratings 
(role-based and meta-perceptive ratings). If improvements are obtainable, is the 
method of adding context to ratings important? To this end there are two potential 
advantages of the meta-perceptive method compared with the role-based approach: 
1. The meta-perceptive judgement is based on relationships as they exist at the 
time of assessment. Role based approaches are likely to account for more past 
behaviours and longitudinal self-impressions. Therefore, by focusing on 
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current contextual dispositions, the meta-perceptive method is likely to be 
more relevant to current work performance. 
2. The meta-perceptive judgment requires the individual to consider how 
dispositions would be observable to others in context rather than taking a 
purely self-evaluative impression, as in the role approach. This is more 
consistent with work-performance assessment, which is almost always 
observed or based on demonstrated behaviour. 
General Summary 
This chapter has reviewed approaches to understanding how dispositions are 
contextually linked. The discussion provides an integrative theoretical framework in 
that it argues for a social and interpersonal approach to conceptualising context, but 
maintains an emphasis on the psychometric approach, and underlying cognitive 
processes. These latter emphases were discussed with relevance to personality and 
situations and cognitive aspects of personality respectively. A theoretical position is 
therefore set out combining the three approaches. Whether situational or social, 
personality dispositions always exist in some context. This leads to the 
conceptualisation of contextual dispositions, which are distinguished from broad 
personality traits. Psychometrically, the Big Five model provides a phenotypic, 
descriptive framework for structuring contextual dispositions. Contextual dispositions 
therefore represent the Big Five factor domains as expressed in a particular context. 
Social cognitive theories provide evidence of how the self may be structured based on 
self-schemata, cognitive-affective processes, and self-aspects that are all context 
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specific, and invoked in response to particular behavioural domain. An interpersonal 
approach provides a means of conceptualising these domains. In this thesis, the 
interpersonal self is viewed from a dyadic relationship perspective, where individuals 
exhibit particular dispositions in specific dyadic relationships (termed contextual 
dispositions). Using the meta-perceptive component of social relations analyses, 
psychometric assessment of these interpersonal contextual dispositions may be 
operationalised, providing a method for contextualising assessments of personality. 
An important final component of the discussion described previous studies, which 
have applied social roles to personality ratings, in order to examine self-concept 
differentiation. Several potential comparisons are highlighted in this discussion 
between these approaches and the meta-perceptive methodology that is proposed. 
These important comparative questions about social role ratings and meta-perceptions 
form the basis of several research questions set out in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 4 
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In chapters 1,2 and 3, the areas of personality trait and alternative theories, 
personality and work and the context of personality were discussed in detail to outline 
a theoretical position to guide proceeding empirical chapters. This chapter briefly 
summarises the main issues discussed in the literature review and, based on these 
summaries, sets out eight research questions to be investigated. This chapter is 
therefore pivotal in terms of placing subsequent investigations in context. The chapter 
is separated into three sections, which distinguish the research questions into three 
specific areas. 
Contextual Assessment 
In personality trait and psychometric research, the Big Five model provides some 
consensus regarding the structure and assessment of personality. A phenotypic 
approach to the Big Five views the factors as a descriptive and organising framework 
for human personality traits. The model has several advantages in occupational 
psychology. One particular feature of the Big Five is the ability to subsume earlier 
models allowing meta-analytic studies of the personality and performance literature. 
A key criticism of traditional assessment approaches to measuring the Big Five is the 
decontextualised nature of measurements. However, this is not reflected in wider trait 
theory which views traits as coherent situational responses and moreover, the 
phenotypic perspective on the Big Five does not preclude the addition of contextual 
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information to questionnaire items. The Big Five model can therefore be used as a 
framework for organising dispositions expressed in particular contexts (termed 
contextual dispositions). 
In this research, an interpersonal approach to conceptualising context is adopted. 
Dyadic relationships are argued to be associated with particular aspects of the self, 
which through cognitive self-management processes (e. g. formation of self- 
schemata), lead to particular dispositional profiles linked to specific dyadic 
interactions. This dyadic contextual information may be added to ratings of the Big 
Five using meta-perceptive methodology, asking participants to consider how their 
dispositions are observed and would therefore be rated by others within dyadic 
relationships. Significant others may be located within important behavioural 
domains, such as work and non-work domains. In studies of self-concept 
differentiation, systematic trends in ratings from different role perspectives are 
observed. Furthermore in situational studies, particular situations are found to be 
relevant to specific traits. This raises questions about the nature of different dyadic 
contextual dispositional (meta-perceptive) ratings in relation to each other, and in 
relation to the Big Five model. Two research questions are therefore presented. 
1. Do meta-perceptive ratings of the Big Five demonstrate systematic variation? 
For example, are particular trait score means higher or lower when rated from 
particular meta-perceptive perspectives? 
2. Based on this, is it possible to suggest links between particular traits and 
interpersonal domains, in a similar way to studies of personality and 
situations? 
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Meta-analytic studies consistently suggest that personality is a valid predictor of work 
performance. These studies tend to focus on conscientiousness, emotional stability 
and agreeableness either as individual predictors or as components in the integrity 
construct. Personality measures are identified as the only measures to add 
incrementally to prediction beyond measures of general mental ability. Two relevant 
issues in this literature concern socially desirable responding and the linear nature of 
relationships between predictors and criteria. Both suggest that there may be a 
contextual component to the expression of personality dispositions at work, which 
firstly allows people to identify appropriate self-presentations at work, but secondly 
may also result in negative- or non-linear relationships between dispositions and 
performance, that are not accounted for in the results of meta-analytic studies. The 
prediction of work performance is a central emphasis in the proceeding empirical 
investigation and provides an applied rationale for investigating the nature of 
contextual dispositional ratings. An implication of a contextualised approach is that 
research participants must provide multiple ratings of the Big Five. In applied 
research, where participant time is limited, this presents the methodological problem 
of obtaining several measures of the Big Five in as concise a way as possible. Three 
research questions are presented: 
3. Do meta-perceptive ratings result in improvements in the prediction of 
performance criteria when compared with traditional, general assessments? 
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4. When compared with role-based ratings as an alternative method for adding 
context to ratings, are the meta-perceptive ratings more predictive of 
performance criteria? In other words, is it merely the addition of context that 
results in any improvement, or is the meta-perceptive approach itself that is 
particularly more effective? 
5. Do contextual dispositional ratings result in negative or non-linear 
associations with performance criteria? 
6. Is it possible to construct a very brief measure of the Big Five, which is 
acceptably reliable and valid, to make meta-perceptive ratings less time- 
consuming and more applicable in work settings? 
Profile Incongruence 
Self-concept differentiation (SCD) is the focus of study in the application of social 
role information to personality ratings. SCD is essentially an assessment of the 
similarity of sets of rating profiles, or the extent to which particular aspects of the 
self-concept are different from one another. Findings from these studies suggest that 
high SCD is associated with several indicators of lower well being (e. g. higher stress, 
depression and neuroticism, and lower self-esteem). The studies examine profiles as a 
whole and describe overall differentiation rather than looking at specific personality 
factors and roles. The findings regarding SCD are therefore reasonably broad. Well- 
being is an important focus in occupational psychology and so these observations 
raise questions relevant to two particular areas of interest. The first is whether similar 
results are observed for differentiation across meta-perceptive contextual dispositions. 
Differentiation refers to an assessment of the unshared variance across a set of meta- 
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perceptive profiles. This differentiation is termed incongruence to avoid confusion 
with SCD. The second relates to potential variation in incongruence effects across 
particular meta-perceptive rating conditions, and across different Big Five factors. 
This may provide important information about the nature of profile incongruence. 
Two research questions are presented. 
7. Does incongruence among meta-perceptions predict well-being criteria in a 
similar way to SCD? 
8. If so, does the relationship between incongruence and well being vary in form 
across particular meta-perceptions and across different Big Five factors? 
Empirical Chapters 
These eight questions prompted the seven studies reported in the seven subsequent 
empirical chapters. Specific hypotheses relating to the questions are set in respective 
studies. Table 4.1 summarises the structure of the empirical chapters, and highlights 
which of the research questions they address. The seven research questions are used to 
structure a general discussion of the empirical findings in chapter 11. 
A glossary of frequently used terms, created or modified for this thesis, is provided at 
the end of this chapter. 
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Table 4.1. overview of empirical chapters. 
Chapter Studies reported Research questions addressed 
Chapter 5 Study 1 Question 6 
Study 2 Question 7 
Chapter 6 Study 3 Questions 1,2 and 6 
Chapter 7 Study 4 Question 2 
Chapter 8 Study 5 Question 8 
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Chapter 9 Study 6 Question 6 
Chapter 10 Study 7 Questions 3,4 and 5 
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Assessment centre Selection process comprising a group of activities 
representing managerial tasks. Multiple assessors are 
used to assess participants based on a set of 
behaviourally defined competencies. 
Assessment centre assessor/ Trained individual who observes behaviour at an 
observer assessment centre, classifies behaviour according to 
competencies and evaluates performance against a set 
of behaviourally anchored rating scales. 
Bi-directionality Issue that emerges from meta-analytic studies of 
personality and work performance, which average 
signed values in calculating overall coefficients, 
thereby neglecting significant negative-linear values. 
These become `lost' in average values, which are 
predominantly positive. 
Big Five factors Referring to the factors of the lexical Big Five model. 
Big Five trait scores Scores calculated based on scale items to give values 
for each of Big Five factors. 
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Big Five traits Traits subsumed by the Big Five (summarised by trait 
descriptive adjectives). 
Competency Behavioural performance criterion assessed through 
observation at an assessment centre, based on a 
particular managerial aspect of work performance 
(e. g. planning and organisation). 
Contextual dispositions Dispositions (behavioural tendency) expressed within 
a given context (measured by a contextual rating). 
Contextual(ised) ratings Trait / Big Five ratings for a given meta perceptive or 
(assessments) role-based perspective. 
Contextualised approach Assessment methodology that advocates 
conteztualised ratings. 
Critical rating condition Meta-perception that is linked to a Big Five factor by 
(CRC) either maximising or minimising scores on that factor. 
(also referred to as critical interpersonal perspective). 
Dispositions Behavioural tendencies in a specific context reflecting 
a trait-relevant behavioural domain. 
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First critical rating condition Meta-perception under which a particular Big Five 
rating is maximised. 
General (decontextualised) Trait / Big Five ratings made without context added 
rating (representative of traditional self-reports). 
Incongruence Differences / variation across meta-perceptions. 
Independent prediction Prediction of unique variance in the criterion from 
two contextualised ratings of the same personality 
construct. 
Interpersonal (dyadic) Interactions / relationships between the individual 
interactions / relationships providing meta-perceptive ratings and the specified 
other in the meta-perceptions (interaction involving 
two people). 
Interpersonal domain Defines a context in terms of interactions with a 
specific other. E. g. Trait relevant behaviour within the 
supervisor interpersonal domain = trait behaviours 
expressed when interacting with a supervisor. 
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Lexical Big Five The Big Five factors as represented in lexical 
research. Factors are referred to by number (I, II, III, 
IV and IV; see below). Factor numerals overcome 
slight differences across the representation of the Big 
Five across scales / models. 
Factor I Extraversion or surgency 
Factor II Agreeableness 
Factor III Conscientiousness 
Factor IV Emotional stability (negatively keyed as Neuroticism 
in some scales e. g. BFI; NEO-PI-R) 
Factor V Openness or intellect 
Meta perception (meta- Trait / Big Five rating made from the perspective of a 
perceptive rating) specific other (i. e. using the stem `This person would 
say that I am e. g. talkative). 
Meta perceptive perspective The specified other defining the meta-perception (e. g. 
supervisor meta-perceptive perspective = meta- 
perception from the perspective of a supervisor). 
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Negative-linear Negative correlation between predictor and criterion. 
Non-linear Relationship between predictor and criterion that 
cannot be represented with a straight line on a scatter 
plot, or be identified through linear bivariate 
correlations. 
Non-work domain ratings Trait / Big Five contextualised ratings based on 
interpersonal interactions or behaviour in a non-work 
context. 
Perfect congruence Occurs between two contextualised ratings when they 
are equal. 
Profile similarity indices Calculation that attempts to quantify the differences 
(PSI) across two or more ratings of the same set of 
constructs (profile). 
Rating condition Specific contextualised rating (e. g. the supervisor 
(perspective) meta-perception). 
Role identity Refers to the personality component of identity within 
a given role (Big Five ratings from a given role 
perspective). 
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Role-ratings Trait / Big Five rating made from the perspective of a 
given social role (i. e. using the stem `In this role, I see 
myself as e. g. talkative). 
Second critical rating Meta-perception under which a particular Big Five 
condition rating is minimised. 
Self (-concept) Used to refer to the personality component of the self, 
rather than the broader conceptualisation used in 
social psychology and elsewhere. 
Self-components The self as expressed in specific contexts. Contribute 
to an overall sense of self. 
Self-concept differentiation Differentiation across a set of role-ratings. Calculated 
(SCD) as the proportion of unshared variance across the 
rating set. 
Specialisation Adaptation of behaviour to particular contexts in 
order to deal with / behave in contexts more 
effectively. 
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Surface plot Three-dimensional graphical representation of three 
variables based on a polynomial regression equation. 
Trait-in-context ratings See Contextualised ratings. 
Work domain ratings Trait / Big Five contextualised ratings based on 
interpersonal interactions or behaviour in a work 
context. 
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Chapter 5 
The Development of an Assessment of Personality Incongruence Based on Meta- 
perceptions 
An extensive discussion of relevant literature has been presented in chapters 1-4. 
Some key points related to this chapter are reviewed here. As a phenotypic, trait based 
structure of personality, the Big Five model has proven to be comprehensive, widely 
replicable and importantly predictive of criteria in many research areas (Hampson, 
1999). In occupational psychology, the Big Five have allowed extensive evidence to 
be sourced through meta-analyses to reinvigorate the field of assessment and provide 
clear evidence of the predictive properties of personality assessment in the prediction 
of work behaviours and performance. The five factor model has, however, been 
criticised for over simplifying personality and ignoring important information such as 
intra-individual processes and life histories as contributing to the understanding of 
behaviour (Block, 1995; McAdams, 1992; Cervone et at., 2001). An important 
implication of the lexical or phenotypic approaches to the Big Five is that they are 
viewed as descriptors of personality rather than causative structures or physiological 
systems. Adopting this perspective allows a flexible approach to assessment, 
removing the potential constraints of viewing traits as being stable dispositions that 
cause behaviour rather than describe it. 
Also relevant here is the issue of behavioural consistency (Mischel, 1968), a pervasive 
debate that although largely resolved through rationalisation and clarification of the 
trait position (Funder, 2001), still remains influential. The central criticism offered by 
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this debate is the differentiation of trait expression across contexts and situations. 
Further developments in trait theory to incorporate contextual information into the 
understanding of traits in two research areas (personality and situations, e. g. Ten 
Berge and De Raad, 2001; personality and cognition, e. g. Cervone et al., 2001), have 
led to traits being conceptualised as coherent situational responses rather than as 
decontextualised dispositions. McCrae and John (1992) highlight that there is nothing 
in the Big Five model to preclude consideration of intra-personal dynamics and 
indeed encourage investigation in this area. The Big Five then provide a descriptive 
framework for describing and representing individual patterns of behaviour or 
characteristic response styles to contextual cues. 
A central component of personality theory is the idea of selfhood. The ability of 
individuals to form a coherent sense of self is presented as a critical argument for the 
trait approach (Costa and McCrae, 2002). Further evidence for this may be sourced 
from research into the self-concept. The literature on personality disorders such as 
dissociation (e. g. Ruiz, Pincus and Ray, 1999; Kluft, 1993) highlight the potential 
negative well being effects of being unable to identify with a sense of self. Similar 
issues are abundant in theories of personality that examine self-based personal 
constructs (Kelly, 1955), identity formation (e. g. Erikson, 1968), and conflict between 
actual and ideal selves (e. g. Rogers, 1961). The broad trend from these and more 
contemporary paradigms (e. g social constructionism; Burr, 1995, Harre, 1983, 
Hampson, 1988) is that the self is not a unitary construct, and may be multi-faceted, 
diverse, and sometimes fragmented. 
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Studies of self-concept differentiation (SCD) examine the self as reflected in social 
roles (Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon et al, 1997; Roberts and Donahue, 1995). These 
studies approach the differentiation question as a function of consistency. It is 
suggested that the self-concept is divided into a number of discernible role identities 
that are more or less important for individuals based on their demographic 
background (e. g. employee, parent, romantic partner, student). The theory reflects 
wider role identity theory that suggests that a total identity or self concept may be 
placed in a hierarchical model of the self, underpinned by specific role-identities, and 
at a narrower level, contextual indicants (e. g. Hoelter, 1985a). In forming an overall 
sense of self, role theory therefore implies that individuals draw on role-based 
behaviours and identities. Participants have demonstrated that such a distinction is 
widely accessible, with participants able to identify differences in trait or dispositional 
tendencies across roles. The consistency in the self that is measured in studies of self- 
concept differentiation examines the role-level of the hierarchy, examining the 
differences between role-based dispositional ratings. Such research has examined the 
effects of consistency of ratings across roles on criteria such as well being and role- 
satisfaction, as well as their prediction of scores on the Big Five, tending to conclude 
that self-concept differentiation (SCD) is maladaptive in this respect, and should be 
viewed as fragmentation rather than role-specific specialisation (Donahue et al., 
1993). 
An important component missing from the role approach to SCD is interpersonal 
interactions. Role identities are self-perceptions, thereby neglecting the consideration 
of how actual behaviour is perceived by others. Taking an example, it is possible to 
imagine that an individual may subjectively view their role as a student as organised, 
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but not behave accordingly, nor be viewed as organised by others. Meta-perceptions 
(Kenny, 1994; Kenny and DePaulo, 1995) are perceptions of how one is seen by 
others, and may be applied to ratings of personality. The use of meta-perceptions does 
not entirely remove the subjectivity inherent in such ratings, but does invite more 
direct consideration of the demonstration of behaviours observed by others in rating 
dispositions. Moreover, the focus on social interaction in the meta-perceptive 
approach reflects theories that place the formation and perception of personality 
firmly in this domain (e. g. symbolic interactionism, Cooley, 1902, Mead, 1934; social 
constructionism; Gergen, 1985; theories of relational self e. g. Brewer and Gardener, 
1996). Moreover, the classification of self-components according to context reflect 
some cognitive theories of self-organisation (e. g. Markus, 1977; Markus and Wurf, 
1987). 
Meta-perceptions and role-based ratings therefore differ conceptually. Role-based 
differentiation examines self-components. Meta-perceptive ratings, by contrast, 
address differences in perceptions of interpersonal behaviour across different 
contexts, by focussing on specific relationships. These potential differences are 
assumed, but in order to justify making a distinction between the two approaches to 
contextualising personality ratings, investigation of the meta-perceptive approach is 
required. This chapter reports a preliminary study of the meta-perceptive approach to 
ratings in two studies. The first discusses operational methodology and reports data 
from an adaptation of the BFI (John and Srivastava, 1999) in order to provide two 20- 
item measures of the Big Five. The second study uses this measure to examine 
differentiation across meta-perceptions in 56 employed adults, comparing results with 
those reported in previous role-based SCD research by others. 
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Study 1: Adaptation of the Big Five Inventory as two 20-item measure of the Big 
Five 
In studies of SCD (Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon et al., 1997), one methodological 
necessity that generalises to the present research is the need for multiple ratings of 
personality. These studies use constructed, short trait adjective lists for participants to 
rate the various role identities. Reliable, concise measurement in this respect is 
essential. Lengthier measures are not only impractical for this purpose, but are also 
likely to mean that ratings are less reliable as a result of participant fatigue. Based on 
the discussion of the phenotypic perspective on the Big Five and following Sheldon et 
al. (1997), the five factors are an appropriate model around which differentiation may 
be assessed. This study reports validation data from the adaptation of an existing, 
short measure of the Big Five to reduce the items further for the purposes of the 
present research. In doing so, both reliability and construct validity will be examined 
for the adapted scales. 
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Participants were 131 undergraduate students (mean age = 19 years; 32% male, 68% 
female; response rate = 100%). All participants were enrolled on a research methods 
program and participated in order to assist in writing a course assignment. 
Measures 
The Big Five Inventory (BFI). The BFI (John, Donahue and Kentle, 1991; John and 
Srivastava, 1999) is a 44-item measure of the Big Five factors. Extraversion is 
assessed with 8 items (a = 0.83), agreeableness with 9 items (a = 0.81), 
conscientiousness with 9 items (a = 0.88), Neuroticism with 8 items (0.84) and 
Openness with 10 items (0.83). The mean convergence of the scales with the NEO-Pl- 
R scales is reported as 0.77 and 0.81 in two samples in the questionnaire's technical 
report (John et al., 1991). The questionnaire items are shown in Table 5.1. Participants 
use a 5-point rating scale to respond to each item (e. g. I see myself as someone who 
has an active imagination; 1= Disagree strongly; 5= Agree strongly). 
Although John and Srivastava (1999) report that the BFI items take 5 minutes to 
complete, this is still too long given the multiple-rating nature of the present study. 
The items were therefore adapted to provide two parallel forms, each 20 items in 
length. Items 15,23,25 and 37 were removed from the inventory. Items 23 (tends to 
be lazy) and 37 (is sometimes rude to others) were removed from the 
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conscientiousness and agreeableness scales because they were considered to be the 
most socially desirable items in those scales. Items 15 (is ingenious, a deep thinker) 
and 25 (is inventive) were randomly selected for removal from the positively keyed 
items of the openness scale (as the scale has only 2 negatively keyed items). The 
result was two modified BFI forms, each comprising a 20-item measure. Each 
measure consisted of 4-item measures of each of the Big Five consisting of a total 13 
positively keyed and 7 negatively keyed items in each form. 
The distribution of negatively keyed items differed across the two forms. In form A 
(BFI adapted version A; BFIA-A) the distribution of the negative items was one, two, 
two, one, and one for the extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism 
and openness scales respectively. For form B (BFIA-B), the respective distribution 
was two, one, one, two and one. The same question stem (I see myself as someone 
who) and rating scale was used in the two reduced BFI forms. The items contained in 
both the BFIA-A and BFIA-B are also shown in Table 5.1. In the validation study, 
participants simply completed the whole BFI and so the items were presented in the 
order they appear on the original inventory. 
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Table 5.1. BFI-44 items, factor labels and BRA locations. 
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Item 
PM I" to Item 
"h "" 0 
Is talkative E a Tends to be lazy - CO 
Is emotionally stable, not easily 
Tends to find fault with others A(-) a N(-) b 
upset 
Does a thorough job c a Is inventive 0- 
Is depressed, blue 
Is original, comes up with new 
ideas 
Is reserved 
Is helpful and unselfish with 
others 
Na 
0a 
E(-) a 
Aa 
Has an assertive personality Eb 
Can be cold and aloof A(-) b 
Perseveres until the task is Cb 
finished 
Can be moody Nb 
, aesthetic Values artistic Can be somewhat careless C(-) a O b 
experiences 
Is relaxed, handles stress well N(-) a Is sometimes shy, inhibited E(-) b 
Is curious about many different Is considerate and kind to almost 0 a A b 
things everyone 
Is full of energy E a Does things efficiently C b 
Starts quarrels with others A(-) a Remains calm in tense situations N(-) b 
Is a reliable worker C a Prefers work that is routine O(-) a 
Can be tense N a Is outgoing, sociable E b 
Is ingenious, a deep thinker 0 - Is sometimes rude to others A(-) - 
Makes plans and follows through M 
Generates a lot of enthusiasm E a C b 
with them 
Has a forgiving nature A a Gets nervous easily N b 
Tends to be disorganised C(-) a Likes to reflect, play with ideas 0 b 
Worries a lot N a Has few artistic interests 0(-) b 
Has an active imagination 0 a Likes to co-operate with others A b 
Tends to be quiet E(-) b Is easily distracted C(-) b 
Is sophisticated in art, music or 
Is generally trusting A b literature 
0 b 
E= Extraversion; A= Agreeableness; C= Conscientiousness; N= Neuroticism; 0= Openness; () = 
negatively keyed item; a= BFIA-A; b= BFIA-B; Questionnaire stem =I see myself as someone who. 
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Trait Descriptive Adjectives (Bipolar Format; TDA-35). The bipolar form of the 
TDA (Goldberg, 1992) is a 35-item measure of the Big Five. The inventory consists 
of 35 adjective pairs, which are presented transparently (i. e. clustered into the Big 
Five groups). Participants use a 9-point rating scale to indicate the extent to which 
they feel the two traits are accurate (1 = very introverted; 9= very extraverted). 
Goldberg (1992) reports a mean convergence of 0.72 between the bipolar format and 
the 100 unipolar markers constructed in the same study. Factor scores from the 100 
markers have a mean convergence of 0.62 with the NEO-PI-R domain scales. 
Procedure 
All participants completed the entire BFI, followed by several other short scales not 
reported here, in a single session. A subset of 71 individuals from the sample also 
completed the TDA-35 two months prior to the session. 
Analyses 
There were two broad aims in the analyses of the adapted BFI measures (BFIA 
scales). The first aim was to examine the psychometric properties of the scales. 'Iwo 
assessment criteria were used. The first was the internal consistency of the ten factor 
scales, assessed by coefficient alpha. The second was the construct validity of the 
scales. This was assessed by examining convergent correlations with the full BFI 
scales and the TDA-35 scales. The full BFI scales, although containing the same 
items included in the reduced scales and thereby inflating convergence, was included 
in order to assess any effect of the removal of the remaining items in the adapted 
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forms. The TDA-35 addressed the issue of scale independence by providing an 
independent assessment of the Big Five with which to compare the BFIA scales. 
The second aim relates directly to the proposed use of the BFIA scales. By reducing 
the BFI, the breadth of the assessment of the Big Five factor domains is reduced. Each 
domain is assessed by four items rather than eight, nine, or ten. In order to combine 
scale scores across both forms of the BFIA in analyses, it is important that the scales 
are demonstrated to be equivalent. To assess this, the convergence between the Big 
Five as measured by both forms is examined, by correlating the BFIA-A with the 
BFIA-B. The scale scores were then evaluated in within-sample t-tests to check for 
systematic mean rating differences across the scale pairs. Finally, mean and standard 
deviations for all ten scales are reported. 
Results 
Table 5.2 shows the coefficient alpha values for the BFIA scales, and also the mean 
factor alphas across the scale pairs. As can be seen, alphas in BFIA-B tended to be 
higher than in BFIA-A. However, among the ten scales all but one have an internal 
consistency of 0.65 or greater. Kline (2000) points out that as scales decrease in 
length, so their alpha values can be expected to decrease. Consequently, alphas lower 
than the usual 0.7 criterion may still be considered to be consistent, whilst remaining 
reasonably broad in content. The range of alpha values are therefore acceptable in the 
present study, with the mean alphas across the five factors all exceeding 0.7, with the 
exception of neuroticism, which is at 0.66. 
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Table 5.2. Scale alphas for the BFIA - A/B 
Scale BFIA-A BFIA-B Mean 
Extraversion . 67 . 79 . 73 
Agreeableness . 68 . 72 . 70 
Conscientiousness . 73 . 71 . 72 
Neuroticism . 68 . 63 . 66 
Openness . 65 . 80 . 72 
Mean . 68 . 74 . 71 
Means based on Fisher r to Z transformations. 
Table 5.3 shows the convergence of the BFIA scales with the original BFI scales and 
the TDA-35 scales. All of the convergent values with the original scales are extremely 
high, with only the BFIA-A openness scale being below 0.9. The effect of reducing 
the scales on the overall factor assessment domain is therefore negligible. Among the 
convergent values with the TDA-35, all convergent values are substantial and 
significant. Overall, the mean convergence across the two BFIA forms is similar 
(mean values: BFIA-A = 0.65; BFIA-B = 0.67), but among the scales there are some 
slight differences in convergent values. Agreeableness and openness were higher in 
form B, and conscientiousness higher in form A. It is notable that these convergent 
values exceed those reported by Sheldon et al. (1997) in their SCD study (convergent 
values ranging from 0.43 to 0.75). Table 5.4 also shows the convergent correlations 
between both forms of the BFIA. The Table shows substantial levels of convergence 
between all of the scales, with openness demonstrating slightly lower convergence 
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than the remaining four factor scale pairs (0.56). The remaining four values are at 
0.69 or above. From theses correlations, the BFIA scales demonstrate an acceptable 
level of convergence across factor constructs. The BFIA scales are therefore a 
satisfactory representation of the Big Five in this study. 
Table 5.3. Convergent values between the BFIA - AB, BFI and TDA-35 scales. 
BFIA-A BFIA-B Convergence 
BFI TDA-35 BFI TDA-35 between BFIA 
Scale forms 
Extraversion . 91** . 72** . 94** . 73** . 72** 
Agreeableness . 92** . 64** . 91** . 76** . 71** 
Conscientiousness . 91** . 78** . 90** . 65** . 69** 
Neuroticism . 93** . 54** . 91** . 51** . 69** 
Openness . 82** . 52** . 90** . 67** . 56** 
Mean . 91 . 65 . 92 . 67 . 68 
* *p<0.01 
To examine whether mean scores are systematically different across the two scale 
forms, ten within-sample t-tests were used. The results from these analyses are shown 
in Table 5.4, with the associated means and standard deviations for each scale. There 
were no significant differences in mean scores for the neuroticism and openness 
scales across the two BFIA forms. For the remaining scales, significant, and therefore 
systematic differences were observed. These can be examined further in the light of 
mean and standard deviation values for the scales. For extraversion the BFIA-A scale 
had a slightly higher mean and for agreeableness, the BFI-B scale was slightly higher. 
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In context, these differences are reasonably small. In the context of the standard 
deviation values, the differences represent distribution shifts of between 0.2 and 0.25 
standard deviations at most. The difference between the conscientiousness scales is 
slightly larger, with the mean for the BFIA-A scale being the higher of the two. The 
difference represents a shift of approximately 0.5 standard deviations across the two 
scales. 
Table 5.4. Scale means, standard deviations and t-tests between scale forms 
BFIA-A BFIA-B Mean 
Scale Mean SD Mean SD dill t 
Extraversion 3.56 . 66 3.39 . 80 . 17 3.42** 
Agreeableness 3.71 . 70 3.87 . 70 -. 16 -3.33** 
Conscientiousness 3.67 . 74 3.32 . 71 . 
35 7.00* * 
Neuroticism 3.30 . 79 3.22 . 72 . 08 1.58 
Openness 3.62 . 65 3.66 . 85 -. 03 -. 46 
* *p<0.01; SD = Standard deviation; Mean diff = difference between scale means; 
t= paired sample t-test of difference across scales. 
Finally, further examination of the mean and standard deviation values highlights two 
notable differences among the standard deviation values. For the extraversion scales, 
the standard deviation is lower for the BFIA-A and likewise for openness. This 
suggests that that these two scales of the BFIA-A exhibit slightly narrower score 
ranges, and therefore discriminate slightly less between individuals at the edges of the 
score distributions. This in part, explains the slightly lower alphas and convergence 
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with the TDA-35 for the two scales and convergence of the openness scale with the 
full BFI scale. 
Discussion 
In Study 1, two sets of reduced BFI scales were constructed and evaluated. The results 
demonstrated that the two sets of scales exhibited acceptable reliability and good 
levels of convergence with the full BFI scales and an independent assessment of the 
Big Five (IDA-35). As assessments of the Big Five domain represented by the BFI, 
the scales are therefore acceptably reliable and valid for use in Study 2. The TDA-35 
is based on the lexical Big Five model. The demonstration of convergence with these 
scales therefore lends further support to the use of the BFIA scales as assessments of 
the Big Five that maintain their convergent properties across Big Five domains that 
are not derived directly from the original scales. 
To ensure that item coverage of the entire BFI is maintained in Study 2, it is desirable 
that both sets of reduced scales are used and treated as equivalent. To this end there 
was substantial overlap between the two BFIA forms, indicated by convergent 
correlations and t-tests of mean score differences. On balance, the exhibited 
differences were slight, with only the conscientiousness scales being of some concern. 
For the purposes of this study the difference was not considered to be critical. The 
BFIA forms are acceptable to proceed with in Study 2. In the light of the results, 
conclusions concerning conscientiousness will be drawn with consideration of 
possible small effects attributable to the scale difference. Although there were some 
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slight differences in the standard deviations of the extraversion and openness scales, 
overall these values were highly similar. 
In conclusion, Study 1 has shown that the BFIA-A/B scales are acceptable both as 
representations of the Big Five and also for use in Study 2. The scales will form the 
basis of participant ratings and be adapted to enable participants to provide meta- 
perceptive ratings of the Big Five. 
Study 2: Measuring incongruence across ratings of the Big Five and its 
relationship with perceived stress 
Study 2 introduced and measured incongruence in personality ratings by using meta- 
perceptions. The study had two broad aims. The first was to examine the methodology 
of the measurement of incongruence. In wider consideration of the relevance of a 
meta-perceptive approach, there is a clear potential application of the assessment 
technique in occupational settings (see Chapters 1-4). Whilst not investigated in this 
study, this is an important area to be addressed in later chapters. Evidence from meta- 
analyses (e. g. Barrick, Mount and Judge, 2001) has shown that personality 
consistently emerges as a predictor of work performance, but also that it significantly 
underpredicts when compared with assessments such as work-samples and tests of 
ability (Schmidt and Hunter, 1998). In the theory underpinning both SCD and, here, 
incongruence, dispositions described by the Big Five model are seen as variable 
across contexts. This view is shared in research into social cognition, personality and 
situations and social and interpersonal influences on the self. Arguably, it is 
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dispositions demonstrated at work that are likely to be most relevant in predicting 
work performance and so by adding context to ratings in the form of interpersonal 
information, ratings are improved by making them relevant in terms of context (by 
targeting work relationships) and chronology (by targeting meta-perceptions at 
current relationships). Furthermore, information from non-work contexts is removed, 
which may otherwise add `noise' to the traditional general view of personality. These 
interpretations of the personality-performance link are at this stage hypothetical, with 
alternate interpretations and potential findings possible. Given the importance of this 
issue though, Study 2 considers the accessibility of making ratings using meta- 
perceptions. Accessibility refers to the ease with which participants are able to rate 
themselves differently from different meta-perceptive perspectives. 
Evidence from Kenny (1994) regarding individual consistency assumptions suggests 
that people have a tendency to rate themselves as consistent across rating conditions, 
even if their behaviour or self-concept is differentiated. This is an obvious problem 
for the study of cross-context congruence or consistency, as it suggests that the 
assessment of congruence across a series of rating conditions is as much about 
assessing self-awareness than actual differentiation. It is likely that some participants 
will see themselves as the same regardless of the context. The issue of participant 
tendency toward rating consistency suggested a need for a procedural intervention to 
encourage participants to generate differentiated ratings. 
This issue was also addressed in Study 2 by using a questioning technique similar to 
the repertory grid methodology (Kelly, 1955) as an intervention to encourage 
participants to consider differences. The repertory grid technique is a method that is 
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based on the assessment of differences across a set of targets to produce a map of 
personal constructs. Whilst the outcome of the technique (the map of constructs) is 
unsuitable for the present research, the question strategy that is employed to elicit 
rating differences is relevant. For example, in the repertory grid technique, 
participants are presented with a triad of rating targets (e. g. people) and then asked to 
identify a construct (property, characteristic, trait etc. ) that differentiates one from the 
remaining two. The construct is then represented as a bipolar rated construct 
(represented by a Likert-scale) and the participant rates the remaining targets using 
the generated scale. 
Studies of SCD suggest that the differentiation of the self is predictive of negative 
aspects of well being. SCD is also negatively related to lower conscientiousness and 
agreeableness and higher levels of neuroticism (Donahue et al., 1993). In the present 
study, incongruence was examined in relation to these observations. Study 2 was 
largely exploratory, in comparing incongruence with SCD. Nevertheless, 
incongruence scores were expected to follow a similar pattern of predictive 
coefficients to SCD with the Big Five factors. In relation to well-being, incongruence, 
similar to SCD is likely to reflect a failure to integrate aspects of interpersonal life 
into an overall sense of self (Block, 1961). This follows Sheldon et al. 's (1997) 
conceptualisation and findings relating to the integration of role-ratings with the 
general self-concept. Additionally, the demands placed on the individual by the 
constant management of behaviour and the inconsistency of self-regard (which may, 
for example, change considerably when at work and when at home) is likely to result 
in lower well being and higher levels of perceived stress. Although Linville (1985; 
1987) highlights the stress buffering effects of a complex self-concept, Woolfolk et 
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al., (1995) dispute this, suggesting a negative component to self complexity that is 
associated with depressive symptoms over time. Notably relevant is Hampson's 
(1988) consideration of deconstruction: 
"The construction of personality is a social process involving the active participation 
of the actor, observer, and self-observer. Removing social support (as in periods of 
solitary confinement), or radically changing (as in moving to a foreign country) is 
likely to result in the adjustment problems associated with the deconstruction of 
personality (i. e. breakdown). 
Hampson, S. E. (1988) The construction of personality: An introduction. pp 200. 
Incongruence may be considered small-scale changes and deconstructions of aspects 
of the self based on social structures, but which are sustained consistently throughout 
everyday life. Applying this, the demands of the changes in interpersonal interactions, 
represented by changes in meta-perceptions of those high on incongruence, is likely to 
place psychological demands on those individuals, again leading to higher levels of 
stress. For these reasons, incongruence scores are predicted to be positively 
associated with levels of perceived stress. 
The second broad aim in Study 2 was therefore to consider some of the properties of 
incongruence across ratings when compared with SCD. The term incongruence is 
used in this research to refer to the differences between meta-perceptive profiles 
although its definition is operational based on how the differences are measured. SCD 
as assessed from the role perspective represents the total variation across role-based 
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ratings. The measurement of cross-context consistency in personality or the self- 
concept in these studies is assessed by examining patterns of responses across items. 
To this end correlations are used to assess the level of convergence between one 
rating perspective and another. The result is an overall consistency coefficient that 
represents the extent of the shared variance among the rating perspectives. The 
remaining variance represents the SCD score, which is then used as a predictor in 
subsequent analyses. A similar construct was calculated for meta-perceptive ratings 
and was examined in terms of its predictive properties. The calculated construct is 
referred to as the incongruence score, with the ratings themselves termed contextual 
dispositions (see Chapter 3). 
Method 
Participants 
Participants were 56 local government employees (mean age = 36 years; 54% female 
46% male), from various financial, office based organisational functions and 
divisions. They participated voluntarily following circulation of a research brief. 
Based on those having potential access to the research brief the response rate for the 
study was approximately 20%. The organisational nature of the sample addressed the 
concern raised about the accessibility of making meta-perceptive judgements, thereby 
lending ecological validity to study. 
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Big Five Inventory (Adapted) - Forms A/B (BFIA - A/B). The two forms of the 
BFIA that were constructed in Study 1 were used in Study 2. Each is a 20-item 
measure of the Big Five. The scales were operationalised to measure meta-perceptions 
by altering the stem of the scale. In the original BFI, the stem is `I see myself as 
someone who'. This was changed so that the participant was still the subject in the 
stem, but the perception was that of a significant other. The new stem was `I see 
person X as someone who' with participants instructed that they were person X and to 
answer as if the target other was rating the items. Participants therefore thought about 
how they were perceived by the target other in terms of the BFIA items, by using the 
same 5-point response scale (1 = Strongly disagree; 5= Strongly agree). 
Perceived stress. Participants indicated their level of perceived stress using the 14- 
item perceived stress scale (Cohen et al., 1983). The perceived stress scale assesses 
the frequency with which an individual experiences stressful feelings (e. g. "In the last 
month, how often have you felt unable to control the important things in your life? "; 0 
= Never; 4= Very often). Cohen et al. report a mean alpha value of 0.85 and 
predictive coefficients of 0.52 and 0.76 with physical and psychological 
symptomatology. 
Procedure 
All measures were presented to participants on a laptop PC using Microsoft Excel 
(Microsoft Corp., 1997). The presentation of the assessment in this study represents a 
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dynamic approach to assessment with technology, where questions are altered based 
on participant responses. Participants were first asked to nominate six significant 
others in total. Two were controlled in order to ensure that some work-based meta- 
perceptions were elicited. These were a work supervisor and a work colleague. 
Participants were then asked to nominate four further targets. The six targets were 
then entered into the assessment items. All participants completed only one form of 
the BFIA. In each case this was used for rating the meta-perceptions and the general 
self (using the original BFI stem). 
This method asks individuals explicitly about how difference is expressed across the 
targets. In the present study this questioning format was used as a priming technique 
to engage participants to think about differences. Examining the relevant components 
of a meta-perceptive approach to assessing cross-rating congruence leads to two 
operational factors in this case, questionnaire items and rating targets. Each 
questionnaire item represents a construct, with rating targets used in the same way as 
the repertory grid technique. 
For each BFIA item, participants were first presented with a structured selection of 
three of the target individuals and asked to identify which of the three would answer 
the questionnaire item differently from the remaining two. Through EXCEL cell 
formulae, the answer to this led to programmed, automatic entry of actual scale 
ratings for the selected three individuals for that item. If the `different' individual 
target was rated as lower, then a `1' was entered for that individual and a `5' for the 
remaining two. If the different individual was rated as higher then these values were 
reversed by the cell formulae. Participants were then asked to rate the item, and were 
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given opportunity to alter the pre-entered ratings depending on their accuracy. 
Participants proceeded through each item completing ratings for all six targets for 
each item before moving to the next. 
Each participant therefore provided six meta-perceptions of the Big Five. The 
repertory grid priming question was simply used as a cue to consider differences 
among the six ratings. Because participants were able to alter pre-entered values for 
each item, the question had no direct effect on these values. The priming question was 
not therefore, used in any further analyses. 
Following completion of the meta-perceptions, participants completed the perceived 
stress scale and the same form of the BFIA, in the usual context-free manner. Because 
instructions for completing the items were lengthy, all instructions were presented on 
screen, and were also described on a reference card. 
Analyses 
Computation of incongruence. Incongruence is conceptualised as dissimilarities 
across rating-based patterns of item responses for sets of personality items, assessed 
by means of correlations between items rated from two different perspectives. Using 
procedures outlined by Donahue et al. (1993) for the calculation of SCD, a total- 
overall incongruence score was calculated for each individual reflecting the total 
unshared variance across the six ratings. This involved conducting a one-factor 
principal components analysis for each participant. In each case participant data was 
rearranged to make items cases, and rating perspectives the variables. The 
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perspectives were then entered into a correlation matrix, upon which the principal 
components analysis was performed. From the extraction of a single factor, the 
variance explained by the factor represented the proportion of shared variance among 
the ratings. Incongruence scores were therefore calculated as the shared variance 
subtracted from 1, giving a new variable for each participant. 
Examination of incongruence effects. Using independent samples t-tests, 
incongruence scores were examined to see whether there were differences in the 
scores for men and women, and for the two forms of the BFIA. Incongruence was 
then correlated with the general ratings of the Big Five and with perceived stress. 
Results 
Table 5.5 shows the means and standard deviations of incongruence scores for the 
whole sample, for men and women separately and for each form of the BFIA. The 
sample mean was 0.30, with scores ranging from 0.04 to 0.58. Compared with the 
results reported by Donahue et al., (1993), this mean value was slightly higher, with a 
greater proportion having incongruence scores of above 0.4 (approximately 25% in 
this study; less than 10% reported by Donahue et al. ). Overall though, very high levels 
of incongruence were infrequent in this sample (only 3 individuals above 0.5). There 
were no significant differences in the incongruence scores of men and women, 
although the female mean was 0.07 lower than the male mean. In a larger sample 
replication, this effect should therefore be examined again. Across the two forms of 
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the BFIA, the mean incongruence scores were highly similar, and the difference 
between them non-significant. 
Table 5.5. Means and standard 
deviations for incongruence scores. 
Sample Mean 
Incongruence 
Total (N = 56) . 30 
Men (N = 30) . 34 
Women (N = 26) . 26 
BFIA-A (N = 25) . 32 
BFIA-B(N=31) . 28 
Table 5.6 shows the correlations between incongruence, perceived stress and the Big 
Five. For the purposes of comparison, correlations from SCD studies are also listed in 
the Table. The Table shows that in the present study, incongruence was significantly, 
and substantially correlated with perceived stress, neuroticism, conscientiousness and 
extraversion. Overall the values for both the role and meta-perceptive approaches are 
similar, with the clear exception of extraversion. The strong association of 
extraversion with incongruence, compared with its non-significant correlation with 
SCD is an important difference between the two approaches to adding context to 
personality ratings. 
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Table 5.6. Correlations between incongruence, perceived stress and the Big Five. 
Correlation with Incongruence SCD+ 
Perceived Stress . 42** . 38* 
Extraversion -. 52** -. 13 
Agreeableness -. 18 -. 27** 
Conscientiousness -. 35** -. 45 ** 
Neuroticism . 45** . 30** 
Openness -. 05 -. 07 
* *p<0.01; SCD = Self-concept differentiation (Values 
from Donahue et al., 1993, and Sheldon et al., 1997) 
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From the correlations in Table 5.6, incongruence was associated three personality 
factors (extraversion, conscientiousness, and neuroticism). To assess the extent to 
which incongruence is predicted by overall general personality factors, the three 
factors were entered into a multiple regression. The results of this are shown in Table 
5.7. In the first model, the three factors predicted 45% of the variance in incongruence 
(R = 0.67, p<0.001), but with conscientiousness having a non-significant beta value. 
By removing conscientiousness (model two), there was only a small reduction in 
explained variance to 41%, (R = 0.64, p<0.001). Overall, this multiple R is 
substantial, indicating a strong relationship between these two factors and 
incongruence across meta-perceptive ratings. 
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Table 5.7. Regression analyses of incongruence on extraversion, 
conscientiousness and neuroticism. 
Model components Model Model 
One Two 
R . 67** 64** 
R2 . 45** . 41** 
Extraversion -. 40** -. 46** 
ß Neuroticism . 38** . 39** 
ß Conscientiousness -. 21 NA 
* *p<0.01 
Discussion 
The comparison of findings using the incongruence construct calculated in this study 
with the SCD construct calculated in previous studies suggested general similarity 
between the constructs in terms of their correlations with perceived stress and with the 
Big Five, but also an important difference, in the correlations with extraversion. The 
analyses indicate that individuals higher in incongruence tend to score higher on 
neuroticism, lower on extraversion, lower on conscientiousness and report higher 
levels of perceived stress. 
Taking the associations with perceived stress and neuroticism results, it is widely 
acknowledged that these constructs are predictive of a number of negative well-being 
outcomes (e. g. Matthews et al., 2000) and so this pattern of results suggest that 
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incongruence is indeed associated with negative well being and by extension health 
outcomes. Perceiving interpersonal behaviour as incongruent across interpersonal 
relationships is therefore likely to be an indication of poor psychological health (a 
fragmented view of the self). This is in contrast to a `specialised-view', that would 
suggest that cross-rating inconsistency reflects the appropriate adaptation of 
behaviour to context and is therefore psychologically adaptive. 
Both incongruence and SCD correlate significantly with conscientiousness. One 
possible explanation is that the social desirability associated with high 
conscientiousness means that in order to deal with contextual demands, those low in 
conscientiousness need to adapt their behaviour, thereby differentiating the self. 
However, Ten Berge and De Raad (2002) highlighted that the ability to deal with 
most situations was not related to conscientiousness or agreeableness. This means that 
there is no functional purpose for those low in conscientiousness to differentiate 
across contexts. An alternative is a dispositional explanation, with the negative 
correlation being due to the flexible and disorganised approach associated with low 
conscientiousness. This might be reflected in a more random rating style, or 
behaviourally in less orderly conduct in different contexts. 
A further interesting result is the observation that SCD correlated with agreeableness, 
where incongruence did not. This is a finding that would need to be replicated in a 
larger sample, as the magnitude of the differences in correlation coefficients is small, 
and the two indices were obtained from different samples in different studies. 
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The combination of neuroticism and extraversion as predictors in the final regression 
analyses suggests a `temperament' influence on the incongruence construct. The two 
factors are both described as the temperament factors (De Raad, in press) and are a 
subject of interest in research into personality and emotion (e. g. Matthews et al., 
2000; Plutchik, 1997). An important observation is the relationship of the two factors 
to affect. Neuroticism is found to be associated with negative affect, with extraversion 
associated with positive affect (Rusting and Larsen, 1998; 1997; Larsen and Ketelaar, 
1991; Watson and Clark, 1992; Plutchik, 1997). Combining this with the observation 
by Donahue et al. (1993) that emotional distress, and adjustment are important factors 
in an individual developing a divided self, suggests a possible emotional component 
to incongruence, with a differential influence of the two factors, or affect types, with 
SCD and incongruence. This finding requires further empirical support in order to see 
if the effect is replicable, before drawing conclusions about its implications. 
The meta-perceptive methodology itself was reasonably acceptable to participants in 
this study. From the results, it seems that participants were able to identify differences 
across meta-perceptive ratings and that when combined in the congruence construct, 
these differences were meaningful. In this sample, this is important evidence that 
dependent on empirical evidence of the benefits of the approach, the method may be 
applied in organisational contexts. One consistent difficulty for participants to 
understand, however, was the priming question set before each of the BFIA items. It 
is unclear whether this question contributes to differences across meta-perceptive 
ratings. This evidence is required to justify its inclusion in the method given the 
increased time taken to complete the items as a result. 
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Overall, the results suggest sufficient differences between incongruence and SCD to 
warrant further investigation. Firstly, the findings concerning the association of 
incongruence with extraversion and neuroticism need to be assessed in a new sample, 
and compared directly with SCD (role differentiation). This would remove the 
possibility that any observed differences are due to confounding variables such as the 
item design. The same rationale applies to the correlations with conscientiousness and 
perceived stress. A further possible confound is the selection of rating targets or social 
roles. In SCD studies, participants are instructed to make ratings based on pre-defined 
role domains. In this study, participants nominated significant others from at least 
three life domains outside of work. In order to make a direct comparison between the 
two, both need to involve ratings made from nominated, and equivalent life domains 
(e. g. rating in the role as a friend; rating from the perspective of a friend). This is also 
important in understanding how the Big Five vary across particular interpersonal 
relationships and if there are systematic rating differences across these interpersonal 
contexts. Finally, the effect of the priming question on the magnitude of incongruence 
should be examined more closely in order to decide whether its inclusion adds to the 
method or complicates it unnecessarily. These questions are addressed in Chapter 6, 
which examines the effects of SCD and incongruence in a larger sample. 
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Chapter 6 
Comparing Meta-perceptive and Role Approaches to Contextualising 
Personality Ratings: An Examination of Incongruence across Contextualised 
Assessments and the Effects of Rating Conditions on Big Five Trait Scores 
This chapter reports findings from Study 3, which conducted a between-participants 
comparison of role-based and meta-perceptive approaches to contextualising 
personality ratings. The Study developed the comparison of the two approaches 
reported in Study 2 by standardising conditions across the two approaches. Two 
properties of the contextualised ratings were examined. The first was differentiation 
among the sets of meta-perceptive and role-based ratings. This was referred to as 
incongruence for the meta-perceptive ratings and self-concept differentiation for the 
role based ratings, and in each case was examined in terms of its predictive effects on 
levels of perceived stress and the Big Five. The second was an examination of 
patterns in Big Five trait scores across rating conditions in order to see whether the 
variation among the sets of contextualised ratings was systematic (i. e. did particular 
rating conditions elicit higher or lower scores on specific Big Five factors for across 
the participant group). 
Contextualised Trait Ratings 
One fundamental assumption of personality trait theory is that traits and behaviours 
tend to co-occur. The co-occurrence of traits has given rise to the factor analytic 
method in personality research and the emergence of factorial models such as the Big 
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Five. Psychometrically, evidence for the co-occurrence is based on both self- and 
observer-ratings on trait sets (Goldberg, 1990). Given the lexical basis for trait 
adjectives, it also follows that the links between traits are important historically, given 
that they are now built into language. Essentially, it may be assumed from these 
observations that patterns of behaviour that are summarised in the Big Five are 
enduring trends in human behavioural style. Although a basic assumption, this is 
nevertheless important when considering the nature of traits and their relationship to 
contexts or situations. Taking a view of traits as being coherent situational responses 
or context dependent styles of behaviour (see Chapter 3), invites the consideration of 
the mechanisms and systems that facilitate the co-occurrence of personality traits. 
Studies reviewed in Chapter 3 report efforts to taxonomise situations according to the 
lexical Big Five model. These studies have shown that situations may be structured in 
this way, with some ambiguity remaining about the best way to operationalise the 
trait-situation relationship. These studies suggest that trait co-occurrence is dependent 
on properties that exist within situations or contexts. Traits and behaviours tend to be 
demonstrated together because of particular situational or contextual features that 
elicit them. By conceptualising behaviours and traits in domains (e. g. bipolar 
constructs such as the Big Five), it is possible to incorporate individual differences 
into this model. If particular contexts tend to activate traits and behaviours relevant to 
a particular personality construct, then inter-individual differences in behavioural 
responses within contexts reflect differences with respect to that construct. A 
conclusion to be drawn from this is that in part, trait structure is a product of 
situational and contextual properties, which, because of enduring trends in human 
perceptual and behavioural styles, act with a degree of uniformity across individuals. 
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Specific contexts tend to elicit the expression of similar groups of traits or broader 
constructs. 
This observation may be extended to social role identities and interpersonal 
interactions in the present research. In studies of self-concept differentiation (SCD), 
context is added through the specification of social role identities that partition the self 
into role-specific selves. The ratings in these studies are therefore role-based ratings. 
In the meta-perceptive approach outlined in Chapter 5, context is added by asking 
participants to consider how others would rate their personality. This encourages 
participants to consider observable expression of behaviour within contexts. 
Both meta-perceptions and role ratings are approaches to contextualising trait ratings. 
Extending the argument presented above regarding traits-in-context to these 
approaches, raises the issue of the relationship of traits or behaviours to particular 
social roles, or interpersonal contexts. Given the evidence for systematic trait- 
situation relevance, it is sensible to hypothesise systematic trait-context relationships 
in both social roles and interpersonal contexts. Sheldon et al. (1997) examined this in 
terms of the Big Five, by examining the differences in ratings across five social roles 
(child, student, employee, romantic partner, and friend). Rather than role differences 
being random across factor ratings, they found that rating difference trends tended to 
be systematic. Specifically certain roles did result in systematic variance for particular 
traits, participants tending to rate themselves as most extraverted in their friend role, 
most neurotic in their student role, most conscientious in the employee role, most 
open in the romantic partner role, and least agreeable in the student and child roles. 
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It may be concluded from this that role contexts are related to particular traits in a 
systematic way for individuals. By extension, the same effect may be hypothesised for 
interpersonal (meta-perceptive) domains, and this is to be examined in relation to the 
Big Five factors in the present study. If systematic variation in trait means across 
meta-perceptive ratings is observed, this will have important implications for how 
personality is assessed. If particular factors are linked to particular meta-perceptive 
rating conditions, then there is a clear rationale for measuring traits with specific 
reference to those relationships or contexts, a position similarly endorsed by Ten 
Berge and De Raad (2002) with reference to situations. 
Personality and Work Performance 
The validity of personality as a predictor of work performance has received extensive 
research interest (e. g. Ones et al., 1993; Salgado, 1997; Tett et al., 1994). The 
investigation of the systems and mechanisms that underpin the relationship is an area 
where research is needed in this area (Barrick, Mount and Judge, 2001), and the 
influence of context on personality ratings provides a focus to this end. Chapter 5 
discussed the potential applied benefits of contextualised assessments of personality 
for occupational psychology for predicting work performance. Measuring traits with 
reference to the interpersonal contexts with which they are associated may provide a 
more accurate reflection of the contextual expression of those traits, than would a 
decontextualised assessment. Based on this, such assessments may improve the 
predictive validity of personality assessments in predicting work-performance. 
Evidence of improved performance prediction would provide further support for the 
meta-perceptive approach. 
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Incongruence 
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Chapter 5 explored the construct of incongruence across meta-perceptive ratings. 
Incongruence represents the proportion of unshared variance among a set of meta- 
perceptive ratings, assessed in Chapter 5 through principal components analysis, 
extracting one factor. The construct therefore reflects the extent to which an 
individual sees their trait behaviour as differentiated across a set of interpersonal 
interactions. Incongruence was found to correlate negatively with extraversion and 
conscientiousness, and positively with neuroticism and perceived stress. Incongruence 
was concluded therefore to be related negatively to well being. The observed 
association with extraversion is a point of difference between incongruence and SCD 
as assessed in role-based studies (Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon et al., 1997). In order 
to draw more specific conclusions about this point of difference, several 
methodological issues need to be examined. First, Donahue et al., (1993) and Sheldon 
et al., (1997) predefined rating conditions, whereas Study 2 allowed participants to 
nominate significant others. Second, role-based studies used trait-descriptive 
adjectives, in contrast to the mixture of traits and behavioural items used from the BFI 
in Study 2. Third, the differences in sample characteristics between role-based studies 
(students) and study 2 (managers) may influence respective findings. Finally, the 
method for assessing meta-perceptions included a priming question in Chapter 5, the 
effects of which need to be more directly examined in order to justify its inclusion. 
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The present study addressed some of the issues raised above. Firstly, the study 
examined meta-perceptive ratings that mirrored as closely as possible the social roles 
defined in the two SCD studies central to this research (Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon 
et al., 1997). In doing so, patterns in ratings of the Big Five factors across rating 
conditions were assessed to see if there were similar systematic rating differences 
across meta-perceptions as were exhibited in role-approaches. Systematic differences 
were expected and hypothesised to follow a similar pattern to role approaches; higher 
extraversion in a friend meta-perception, higher conscientiousness in a work-based 
meta-perception, higher neuroticism in a student meta-perception, higher openness in 
a romantic partner meta-perception and lower agreeableness in a student and child 
(i. e. with parents) meta-perception. These hypotheses specified rating trends for single 
poles of each of the Big Five. In addition, the remaining poles of the Big Five were 
also examined (i. e. the conditions under which extraversion, neuroticism, 
conscientiousness and openness are minimised and agreeableness maximised). 
Secondly, this study examined the differences between incongruence and SCD more 
directly, by standardising the two approaches in terms of methodology and sample 
characteristics. It was expected that results would be similar to those reported in Study 
2 (Chapter 5). SCD was expected to correlate positively with neuroticism and 
perceived stress, and negatively with conscientiousness. Incongruence was expected 
to similarly correlate with these three, plus negatively with extraversion. 
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In these comparative sections of the study, the characteristics of previous SCD studies 
are preserved where possible. Computation of incongruence and SCD and analyses of 
the variation among factor-in-context ratings therefore followed procedures outlined 
in Donahue et al. (1993) and Sheldon et al. (1997). Incongruence and SCD were 
calculated in the same way as in Chapter 5. Each participant's data from the context- 
ratings was restructured to make items the cases in the data file and the rating 
perspectives the variables. Principal components analysis was then conducted using 
SPSS XI (SPSS Corp., 2001), specifying a one-factor extraction model. The 
proportion of explained variance was then subtracted from 1 to provide a measure of 
the unshared variance among the ratings. These values are taken as incongruence 
scores, and were used as a new variable in the analyses. Factor-in-context effects on 
rating patterns were assessed using multivariate analysis of variance. 
Two further, more focused issues were also addressed in the present study. The first 
was the inclusion of the priming question in the assessment methodology. This 
question was based on the repertory grid technique (Kelly, 1955) and asked 
participants to identify how one target among a triad would rate the participant's 
personality differently from the other two. Given the relatively small differences 
between the proportions of unshared variance in SCD studies and Study 2, it was 
expected that the inclusion of the question would add little to the assessment of 
incongruence or SCD. By accounting for this, a clearer picture will emerge about 
whether individuals tend to see themselves as more differentiated across roles or 
across meta-perceptions. 
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The second focused issue examined the relation of the various rating perspectives 
with an objective assessment of performance. This issue is important for the potential 
application of meta-perceptions in organisational assessment and research. Student 
assignment grades were correlated with the various contextualised ratings of 
conscientiousness and openness to test whether the addition of contextual information 
improved prediction of performance. These two factors were used in this analysis 
because of the evidence in research literature of the link between performance and 
conscientiousness coupled with the intuitive hypothesis that high standards in 
academic assignments require higher levels of flexible thought, insight and general 
interest in abstract ideas. No hypotheses were set for these analyses, with results 
treated as exploratory. 
Method 
Participants 
Participants were 168 postgraduate students (85% female, 15% male; mean age = 23 
years; response rate = approximately 55%). All participants were enrolled on 
postgraduate psychology courses, predominantly in organisational psychology and all 
participated voluntarily. To compare SCD and incongruence, the sample was split into 
two subsets. Sample one consisted of 89 individuals who completed role ratings of the 
Big Five (82% female; mean age = 23 years). Sample two consisted of 79 individuals 
who completed meta-perceptive ratings of the Big Five (88% female; mean age = 23 
years). 
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Big Five Inventory (adapted forms A/B; BFIA - A/B). The adapted versions of the 
Big Five Inventory (BFI; John et al., 1991) that were described in Study 1 (Chapter 
5), were used in this study. Each consists of a 20-item measure of the Big Five factors 
(4 items per factor scale), and the scales demonstrated acceptable reliability in the 
validation sample (mean a=0.71). Participants use a 5-point rating scale to indicate 
the extent to which they agree with each item (e. g. "I see myself as someone who is 
talkative"; 1= strongly disagree; 5= strongly agree). In operationalising the items to 
measure role identities and meta-perceptions, the common stem of the items was 
altered. For the meta-perceptions, "I see myself as someone who" was changed to 
"person 1 thinks you are someone who", with person 1 representing a nominated 
other. For the role-ratings, the stem was changed to "in this role, I see myself as 
someone who". 
Perceived stress. Participants indicated their level of perceived stress using an 
abridged 4-item version of the perceived stress scale (Cohen et al., 1983; Cohen and 
Williamson, 1988). As with the full 14-item version used in Chapter 5, Study 2, the 
perceived stress scale assesses the frequency with which an individual experiences 
stressful feelings (e. g. "In the last month, how often have you felt unable to control 
the important things in your life? "; 0= Never; 4= Very often). Cohen et al. report 
predictive coefficients of 0.52 and 0.76 with physical and psychological 
symptomatology for the full scale. 
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Assignment grades. As a measure of performance, participants provided their best 
two assignment marks and their six most recent marks. These acted as different 
approaches to performance assessment reflecting the typical vs. maximal performance 
differences. Maximum scores were calculated by calculating the mean of the two 
provided scores. Typical scores were based on the mean of the first four provided 
scores, as not all participants provided six scores. Some missing data in this section 
led to smaller samples for these analyses (N = 69 for meta-perceptive ratings; N= 64 
for role ratings; N= 139 for general ratings). Assignment grades were not based on a 
standardised assessment, relying on the standardised conditions for allocating 
academic grades to provide as consistent an assessment as possible. Academic grades 
generally range between 20% and 90%, but with the majority of grades falling 
between 40% and 80%. 
Procedure 
Participants were randomly allocated across eight conditions, reflecting three 
variables. The first was based on whether participants rated roles or meta-perceptions. 
The number of ratings required from participants made the assessment lengthy 
(completing ratings under either the role or meta-perceptive condition took around 40 
- 45 minutes). Constraints on participant time meant that it was impractical for them 
to complete both of these conditions. Within these two conditions, two further 
variables were applied. The first concerned the form of the BFIA that was completed. 
From the validation of the BFIA forms (Chapter 5, Study 1), differences in ratings 
across forms were generally only slight, and not sufficient for ratings to be viewed as 
different. However, in order to ensure that incongruence effects are not attributed to 
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item selection, both forms were used in this study. A further potential point of concern 
from the previous study is the use of the same form of the BFIA to measure 
contextual and general ratings, given that the general rating is treated as a criterion of 
interest. Whilst the general rating is not included in the calculation of incongruence, it 
is nevertheless possible that there is some perceptual effect incurred by responding to 
the same items as a general rating after completing several context ratings. For these 
reasons, the alternate forms of the BFIA were used for each individual, with 
participants completing one form for the context-ratings (meta-perceptions and roles) 
and the other form for the general rating. The order of presentation of the forms for 
these two purposes was varied in order to counterbalance any potential item selection 
effects. 
The final condition concerned the use of the priming question, with approximately 
half of the participants receiving the priming question and half not. The questionnaires 
in this study were presented in paper format, removing the dynamic properties of the 
assessment used in the computer-based presentation. The priming question was 
therefore presented in the same way (i. e. how does one individual see you different 
from the remaining two with respect to the item). Three individuals were identified 
for each item, allowing all possible combinations of individuals to be presented. The 
only difference between this and the previous presentation format was the absence of 
subsequent automatic entry of scores in the assessment. As these could be altered in 
the original form, the effects are likely to be slight. 
In each condition, participants completed the assessment in a single session. All 
participants completed the contextual (role-based or meta-perceptive ratings) first, 
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followed by the general rating of the Big Five and the perceived stress scale. Finally, 
participants indicated best and recent grades. For both contextual rating types, rating 
conditions were specified, following roles used by Sheldon et al., (1997). For the role 
ratings, participants were given definitions of social role identities of friend, 
employee, child, romantic partner and student. Five significant interpersonal dyadic 
relationships were targeted to represent these life domains in the meta-perceptive 
ratings. Participants were asked to nominate individuals according to five specified 
definitions. The first person should be a close friend, the second a work supervisor, 
the third a parent or guardian, the fourth a romantic partner, and the fifth a university 
tutor or supervisor. These definitions reflect the five domains defined in the role- 
based ratings. Tutors or supervisors were used to represent the student role because it 
was felt that targeting university colleagues (other students) would likely demonstrate 
too much overlap with the friend meta-perception. Rating forms for both role ratings 
and meta-perceptions are shown in Appendix one. 
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The first points of comparison across conditions were the ratings using different forms 
of the BFI. These between-participants analyses supplement earlier reported within- 
participants data supporting the equivalence of the scales. For each rating type (e. g. 
work supervisor meta-perception of extraversion), mean ratings across the two BFIA 
forms were examined to check for any differences. This was assessed by examining 
means, standard deviations and performing independent samples t-tests. In total, fifty 
t-tests were performed reflecting five factor pairs for five rating perspectives, across 
each of the two types of context rating. In order to balance conservative analyses with 
the avoidance of spurious differences, p was set at the . 01 level in the analyses. Table 
6.1 shows the results of the difference tests across scale means. For the role ratings 
only five of twenty five analyses show significant differences, with all actual 
differences being small. The maximum difference between scale scores is 0.5 standard 
deviations. For the meta-perceptions, there were eight significant differences among 
the ratings. Several of these differences exceeded 0.5 standard deviations. Overall, an 
important observation is that differences tended to be distributed across different 
rating perspectives and factors, with no observed pattern (e. g. consistent differences 
for extraversion). For these reasons, the equivalence of the two sets of scales is 
supported by these analyses. The maximum numbers of within factor differences were 
for the openness and agreeableness scales, where 2 and 3 of the 5 were significant 
respectively. 
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The second point of comparison involved the magnitude of incongruence and SCD 
values across BFIA forms, and with and without the priming question included in the 
questionnaire. For the two constructs differences across the two sets of conditions 
were assessed with 2x2 factorial ANOVA. Table 6.2 shows the mean values for the 
two approaches and two conditions. For the meta-perceptions, there were no 
significant main effects of BFIA form in terms of calculated incongruence, both forms 
having a mean of 0.35 (F(1,75) = 0.00, p>0.1). For the priming question inclusion, a 
significant main effect was demonstrated, with the incongruence score mean being 
0.08 higher when the question was included (F(1,75) = 7.41, p<0.01). For the role 
approach, there were no significant main effect of either BFIA form (F(1,85) = 0.22, 
p>0.1) or inclusion of the priming question (F(1,85) = 0.03, p>0.1) the mean 
incongruence scores remaining consistent across all conditions. Neither ANOVA 
analyses demonstrated significant interactions (Meta-perceptions: F(1,75) = 2.18, 
p>0.1; Role-ratings: F(1,85) = 2.27, p>0.1). The effect of the priming question is 
therefore unclear because its effect is differential across the two approaches to adding 
context to the ratings. This, combined with the reasonably small increase in mean 
incongruence scores makes a conclusion difficult to draw. As the sample sizes are 
smaller as the conditions are compared in more detail, the generalisability of the 
finding is also questionable. For the purposes of the present study, the inconsistency 
of the priming question effect, suggests that the conditions may be combined in 
subsequent analyses, albeit more confidently for the role ratings. 
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Table 6.2. Incongruence and SCD descriptives 
Incongruence SCD 
Condition N Mean SD N Mean SD 
Full sample 79 . 35 . 14 89 . 44 . 13 
BFIA-A (for context) 40 . 35 . 16 40 . 43 . 13 
BFIA-B (for context) 39 . 35 . 13 49 . 44 . 13 
Prime included 40 . 39** . 13 49 . 44 . 12 
Prime excluded 39 . 31 ** . 14 40 . 44 . 13 
* *p<0.01 (F test of means; 2x2 ANOVA); SD = Standard deviation. 
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When combined, there is a slight difference in the mean scores of incongruence and 
SCD. Generally people tend to rate themselves as more consistent across meta- 
perceptive ratings than across role ratings. Notable is the difference between the mean 
SCD score in this study (. 44), compared with that reported by Donahue et. al (. 25). 
One possible explanation for this is the difference in item format used for each study 
(traits for Donahue et al., 1993 vs. behavioural / trait items in this study). The higher 
differentiation based on items combining traits and behavioural indicators suggests 
that these may be easier to rate in terms of identifying differences. 
The consistency of ratings within factors was explored further using alpha reliability 
analyses. In these analyses, scale scores across the rating perspectives were treated as 
scale items and entered into the alpha reliability analyses. So for example, the 
employee, child, friend, romantic partner, and employee ratings of extraversion were 
entered into a reliability analyses. The results of this are shown in Table 6.3. As can 
be seen the result suggest considerable and similar consistency in both conditions 
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across all of the factors. The only notable difference is for extraversion, which tends 
to be less consistent for the role ratings than for the meta-perceptions. 
Table 6.3. Factor consistency across rating perspectives 
Coefficient alpha 
Factor Incongruence SCD 
Extraversion . 83 . 72 
Agreeableness . 84 . 89 
Conscientiousness . 80 . 85 
Neuroticism . 80 . 81 
Openness . 85 . 86 
Next, the association of both SCD and incongruence with perceived stress and the Big 
Five was assessed using bivariate correlations. This analyses allowed the direct 
comparison of the two constructs in terms of their predictive properties that was 
previously unobtainable. The results are shown in Table 6.4. The results for both 
approaches are again highly similar, with the exception of extraversion. Although in 
this study, the correlation was smaller than in Chapter 5, the difference between the 
approaches was clearly demonstrated, with a non-significant correlation for the role 
approach and a significant negative correlation for the meta-perceptive approach. 
Among the remaining results, incongruence and SCD were correlated positively with 
neuroticism and perceived stress, and negatively with conscientiousness. There were 
also similar negative correlations between the constructs and openness, with the 
differences in sample size leading to differential significance. Neither construct 
correlated with agreeableness. 
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Table 6.4. Correlations of incongruence and SCD 
with perceived stress and the Big Five. 
Correlation with Incongruence SCD 
(N = 79) (N = 89) 
Perceived Stress . 37* * . 41** 
Extraversion -. 24* -. 08 
Agreeableness -. 07 -. 16 
Conscientiousness -. 32** -. 38** 
Neuroticism . 43** . 43** 
Openness -. 21 -. 21 
*p<0.05; * *p<0.01 
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To examine trait-context effects, two repeated-measures MANOVA analyses were 
conducted, one using data from participants who completed the role ratings and one 
using data from the meta-perceptive ratings (see Table 6.5). In each case, the 
dependent variables were set as the 25 ratings (5 sets of Big Five scores) taken from 
the five rating conditions (see Table 6.1 for the respective meta-perceptions and 
roles). Rating perspective (the 5 rating conditions in each case) and factor scale 
(extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability and openness) 
were entered as the independent variables. Significant main effects of rating 
perspective were observed for each approach (F(4,352) = 18.93, p<0.001 for the role 
ratings; F(3,324) = 47.03, p<0.001 for the meta perceptions). This indicates that 
individuals generally rated themselves differently across the different meta- 
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perceptions or roles, adding further support to the accessibility of the method. 
Systematic variation among the ratings was examined by the significance of the factor 
x rating perspective interaction. This serves as a test of the hypothesis that rating 
differences on particular traits are elicited by particular rating perspectives. 
Significant factor x rating perspective interactions were observed for each approach 
(F(16,1408) = 17.50, p<0.001 for the role ratings; F(16,1296) = 6.49, p<0.001 for the 
meta perceptions), suggesting that specific trait scores did vary systematically 
according to rating perspective. 
Table 6.5. Repeated measures MANOVA for meta-perceptions and role ratings 
Model Component 
F-Values 
Meta- SCD 
perceptions 
Main effects 
Trait 47.03** 18.93** 
Rating condition 37.63** 34.29** 
Interaction 
Trait x Rating condition 6.49** 17.50** 
* *p<0.01 
This finding was explored further by examining differences between pairs of ratings 
to identify the rating conditions, under which particular factor scores were either 
maximised or minimised. Differences between score pairs were assessed through 
paired sample t-tests. The results are shown in Tables 6.6 and 6.7. In each case, 
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maximised values are in bold and minimum values in italics. Where more than one of 
these values is identified for each, this indicates that the difference between the 
ratings was non-significant. Table 6.6 shows the mean scores for the five meta- 
perceptive ratings, indicating which are significantly different among the rows. 
Extraversion and agreeableness were both highest in friend meta-perception and 
lowest in the university tutor meta-perception. Conscientiousness was highest for the 
work supervisor meta-perception and lowest in the university tutor, and parent or 
guardian meta-perceptions. Neuroticism was highest in the romantic partner meta- 
perception and lowest in the work supervisor meta-perception. Finally, openness was 
highest in the romantic partner meta-perception and lowest in the university tutor 
meta-perception. 
Table 6.7 shows the results for the role-based ratings. The trends are generally similar 
for the role ratings as for the meta-perceptions. Extraversion is highest for the friend 
role and lowest for the employee role. Agreeableness is highest for the friend role, but 
lowest for the child role, a finding similar to that for Sheldon et at. (1997). 
Conscientiousness is highest in the employee role and lowest in the child role. 
Neuroticism is highest in the child role, and lowest in the friend role. Openness was 
highest in the romantic partner role and lowest in the employee role. T-test 
significance values indicated that these differences are meaningful and systematic 
across rating conditions. Hypotheses regarding the conditions under which ratings 
were maximised or minimised were therefore largely supported. 
Two trends are notable in both sets of analyses. The first concerns the respective 
domains of rating conditions. Ratings can be usefully separated into work and non- 
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work domains. These are also highlighted in tables 6.6 and 6.7 next to each rating 
condition. Of the ten conditions (five roles and five meta-perceptions), eight have 
maximum and minimum values that cover conditions representing a difference in the 
two social domains. Second, within these two domains, the highest ratings for 
extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism, and openness are in the non-work ratings 
and for conscientiousness, the highest rating is for a work domain. 
Table 6.6. Meta-perceptive rating means and differences. 
Meta- Parent or Work Romantic University Friend 
perceptions Guardian Supervisor Partner Tutor (NW) 
(Nm (W) (NW (W) 
Extraversion 3.73 3.40 3.86 3.27 3.98 
Agreeableness 4.02 3.92 3.87 3.57 4.18 
Conscientiousness 3.71 4.05 3.75 3.71 3.95 
Neuroticism 2.90 2.54 3.07 2.67 2.81 
Openness 3.81 3.43 3.93 3.37 3.88 
Bold values indicate maximum values; italic values indicate minimum values; shared 
bold or italic values within rows are non-significantly different; NW = Non-work 
domain; W= Work domain. 
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Table 6.7. Role rating means and differences. 
Roles Child Employee Romantic Student Friend 
(NW) (W) Partner (W) (NW) 
(NW) 
Extraversion 3.75 3.32 4.05 3.41 4.18 
Agreeableness 3.71 3.81 3.94 3.87 4.09 
Conscientiousness 3.38 4.12 3.72 3.95 3.91 
Neuroticism 3.02 2.64 2.92 2.84 2.55 
Openness 3.85 3.48 3.98 3.76 3.91 
Bold values indicate maximum values; italic values indicate minimum values; shared 
bold or italic values within rows are non-significantly different. NW = Non-work 
domain; W= Work domain. 
Reported assignment grades were correlated with ratings of conscientiousness and 
openness across the rating conditions to see if they were differentially predicted by 
any particular rating perspective. In the role ratings, none of the ratings of 
conscientiousness or openness were correlated with assignment grades. Within the 
meta-perceptive ratings, however, correlations were higher for the maximal and 
typical performance averages for the romantic partner rating of openness (r = 0.25, 
p<. 01 and r=0.28, p<0.01 respectively) and for the typical performance with work 
supervisor rating of conscientiousness (r = 0.15, p=0.20). These are interesting 
findings because it is under these rating perspectives that scores on those factors were 
found to be highest. When compared with the general ratings on the BFIA, the general 
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rating of conscientiousness was slightly stronger than the context rating (r = 0.18, 
p<0.05), and the openness rating non-significant (r = 0.10). 
Discussion 
In this study, both incongruence and SCD scores were calculated for a postgraduate 
student sample and examined in terms of their predictive properties. Additionally, 
contextual ratings themselves were examined to see under which conditions scale 
scores were maximised, and contextual ratings of conscientiousness and openness 
were used to predict assignment scores, both typical and maximal. Overall, results 
showed general support for hypotheses regarding these analyses, and produced some 
important findings for theory in this area. 
Firstly, an interesting observation was the difference between the calculated 
constructs of SCD and incongruence. The mean incongruence value was lower than 
that for SCD, indicating the people generally see themselves as more consistent across 
interpersonal interactions than across roles. Donahue et al. (1993) comment on the 
integration of role identities with the general self concept as being relevant here. They 
suggest that dissatisfaction with a particular role, or distress in a role contribute to that 
role identity being less well integrated with the general self-concept. This mechanism 
leads to individuals being more differentiated across role identities. The questioning 
approach in the role ratings is such that it asks individuals to consider themselves in 
social roles, some of which will have been embedded in the individuals sense of self 
for 20 years or more (considering the roles of child, friend etc. ). It would be expected 
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that given traditional perspectives in personality, the longevity of such roles would 
contribute significantly to an individual's self concept, have permeated other role 
identities and so be reasonably consistent. Sheldon at el. (1997), however show that 
satisfaction and felt authenticity are important factors in integrating role identities, 
explaining much of the variance in the integration coefficients they calculate. 
Furthermore, the longevity explanation is also challenged by the results in this study. 
The meta-perceptive approach asks specifically about current dyadic interactions, 
thereby including some consideration of observable behavioural styles as currently 
adopted by individuals. Given this, and again taking a traditional developmental, 
view, it would be expected that these would be less well integrated and therefore more 
differentiated. The opposite is infact shown in the results, with consistency across 
meta-perceptions being higher than for role-ratings. This finding has two important 
implications for how individuals perceive themselves. The first suggests that current 
behaviour and social relationships are more meaningful for gaining a consistent sense 
of self than embedded social role identities. This adds support to theories which 
emphasise the importance of social interaction, subject positioning and interpersonal 
processes in developing and maintaining the self concept, such as symbolic 
interactionism, social constructionism, and social relations theory (Cooley, 1902; 
Mead, 1934; Gergen, 1985; 2001; Harre, 1983; Hampson, 1988; Kenny, 1995; Kenny 
and De Paulo, 1993). It seems that the self is actually more reflective of current 
interpersonal interactions than of historical social roles. Extending this, the second 
implication is for why particular aspects of role identities are not integrated. It is 
possible to reason that social roles are characterised more strongly by expectations of 
behaviour than are interpersonal interactions, meaning that it is more easy for 
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individuals to conceptualise an ideal friend or employee role, which they then attempt 
to aspire to. If the expectation is higher than can be achieved, then some 
dissatisfaction is likely to occur and role to be less well integrated. Meta-perceptions 
are reciprocal in that they are based on the behaviour of others, as well as the 
individual. For this reason, behaviour may be less likely to be appraised negatively, 
because it is attributed to the relationship rather than as a personal failing to meet an 
aspired social role expectation. It is interesting to note that in all but eight of the 
twenty-five sets of like-for-like scale scores across ratings, role ratings were more 
socially desirable than their meta-perceptive equivalents, and three of these were in 
the child / parent comparison (individuals generally reporting being more socially 
desirable in this role than their parents would say they were). Interpersonal behaviour 
then, despite being a key behavioural indicator of social role, is rated as less socially 
desirable than the corresponding role perception, perhaps reflecting a tendency toward 
`rating as would like to be seen' in the role ratings. 
The second important finding in this study was the replication of the differential 
prediction trend of incongruence and SCD with extraversion. In this study, both 
constructs were found to correlate with perceived stress, neuroticism and 
conscientiousness. Well-being is therefore again negatively associated with both 
incongruence and SCD. The strength of the association with conscientiousness adds 
further support to the idea that people higher in conscientiousness tend to differentiate 
less. As suggested in Chapter 5, this may reflect increased flexibility and less orderly 
behaviour across contexts associated with those low on conscientiousness. The 
important difference is however, still the association with extraversion. Two potential 
interpretations cover the affective and social aspects of extraversion. First, evidence 
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consistently highlights the association of extraversion with positive affect (Plutchik, 
1997; Rusting and Larsen, 1997; 1998; Larsen and Ketelaar, 1991; Watson and Clark, 
1992; Matthews et al. 2000). Congruence among ratings may therefore reflect a 
tendency toward positive appraisal of contextual components of personality. Second, 
the finding may simply reflect interpersonal style. People high on extraversion may 
tend to alter behaviour less than introverts, tending to take a more dominant, shaping 
role in interpersonal interactions. By this argument, introverts are more receptive to 
changes between interpersonal relationships and adapt dispositions to contexts. 
The third finding in this study concerned patterns in ratings across rating conditions. 
Traits such as the Big Five have slowly been reconceptualised in contemporary 
personality theory and are now viewed as being contextually linked rather than as 
decontextualised dispositions. However, personality assessment reflects this in only a 
limited number of cases and inspection of trait marker lists (e. g. Goldberg, 1992; 
Saucier 1994), and behavioural items (e. g. Hogan and Hogan, 1997; Costa and 
McCrae, 1985; John et al., 1991) shows that context figures very lightly in the 
behavioural item approach and not at all in the trait marker approach. De Raad (in 
press) highlights the unstructured way that context is added to many personality 
questionnaires. 
This study assessed if particular interpersonal domains tended to affect trait scores 
systematically, and it was expected that particular traits would be maximised under 
particular conditions. In the analyses of contextual ratings, this was supported. It 
seems that at a population level, particular interpersonal and social contexts are linked 
to specific traits. One interpretation of this finding is that the lexical structure of the 
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Big Five is, in part, a function of trait-context relevance, or that traits occur together 
factorially because they are expressed in similar situations. In the present study trends 
were examined for both roles and meta-perceptions. The results showed that for each 
approach, rating conditions could be specified under which factor scale scores were 
maximised and minimised and these demonstrated some consistency across the two 
approaches. These are summarised in Table 6.8. 
Table 6.8 highlights which rating conditions tended to elicit high (maximum) or low 
(minimum) scores for each of the Big Five. Both the role ratings and the meta- 
perceptions were specified in this study to represent similar domains (i. e. the `friend 
role', corresponding to `interaction with a friend'). Across the two rating approaches, 
however, the patterns of high and low trait ratings exhibit some consistency. For 
extraversion and agreeableness, scores are consistently maximised for the friend 
ratings. For extraversion, scores are minimised in the work domains (university tutor 
and work supervisor), but for agreeableness there is no consistent trend across 
approaches. For the meta-perceptions, university tutor ratings were lowest, and child 
ratings for the role approach were lowest. 
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Table 6.8. Summary of maximised and minimised rating conditions. 
Meta-perceptions Roles 
Factor Maximised Minimised Maximised Minimised 
Extraversion Friend Work Friend Employee, 
Supervisor, Student 
University 
Tutor 
Agreeableness Friend University Friend Employee, 
Tutor Student, Child 
Conscientiousness Employee, Parent or Employee Child 
Friend Guardian, 
Romantic 
Partner, 
University 
Tutor 
Neuroticism Romantic Work Child, Employee, 
Partner Supervisor, Romantic Student 
University Partner, 
Tutor Friend 
Openness Romantic Work Child, Employee 
Partner, Supervisor, Romantic 
Parent or University Partner, 
Guardian, Tutor Friend 
Friend 
For conscientiousness, ratings were consistently highest for the work supervisor / 
employee ratings, with no consistent trend for where scores were lowest. For 
neuroticism, maximised conditions tended to be in the child / parent and romantic 
partner ratings, with lowest scores more consistently being in the work supervisor / 
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employee ratings. For openness, highest ratings were consistently in the romantic 
partner domain, and in this study, lowest in the work supervisor / employee ratings. 
This sets out the general form of the relationships between interpersonal domains 
(represented by rating conditions in this study) and the Big Five. One interesting 
observation is that there is increased consistency across approaches and studies for the 
conditions under which factor scores are shifted toward the positive poles on the Big 
Five (conceptualising neuroticism as emotional stability, and therefore reversing the 
trends). An interpretation of this is that there is an influence of social desirability that 
affects the rating conditions under which scores are maximised. By extension, there 
may therefore be a contextual component to social desirability and impression 
management. 
The broader implications of these findings are for personality assessment. Examining 
values in tables 6.6 and 6.7 highlights a problem of decontextualised assessment. The 
addition of contextual information to ratings resulted in participants providing five 
contextualised Big Five profiles and one general, decontextualised profile. The 
question for applied research is which of these is the most appropriate to use as a 
predictor of criteria? The relationships between Big Five factors and rating conditions 
previously discussed identified rating conditions that appear to be `critical' for each 
factor, specifying generally, two or more rating conditions between which difference 
in rating scores tend to be maximised. For assessment, the implication of this is that 
ratings of particular factors are best made with reference to their critical interpersonal 
contexts. For example ratings of conscientiousness were consistently maximised 
under the work supervisor meta-perception, suggesting a link between this 
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interpersonal context and the personality factor. Assessment of conscientiousness may 
therefore be most accurate when contextualised by the work interpersonal domain. 
This supposition is made solely on the basis of trait rating patterns in this study. The 
analyses of ratings with assignment grades, though, did result in further support for 
the position. The findings from these analyses showed that conscientiousness 
predicted typical assignment grades comparably across the general rating and work- 
supervisor meta-perception. Among the meta-perceptions, this rating was identified as 
most relevant for conscientiousness, and it was this rating that produced the highest 
correlation. More important though was the result for openness. Only the romantic 
partner meta-perception rating was significantly correlated with both forms of 
assignment grades, with neither the general rating nor the role ratings being correlated 
with either criterion. In this finding, there is a clear link between the rating condition 
that was specified as `critical' for openness, and the strength of its criterion 
correlation. Moreover, the meta-perceptive approach emerged as stronger than the 
role approach in terms of predicting this criterion. 
Based on this finding the relationships of traits to interpersonal domains assessed 
through meta-perceptions warrant further research. If this predictive effect were 
replicated in the prediction of work performance in organisations, then there are clear 
implications and potential benefits for assessment practice, and also for how 
dispositions are conceptualised in the personality-performance relationship. 
Subsequent studies should therefore address the predictive properties of personality 
ratings for a wider range of performance outcomes. Given that rating patterns were 
identified for both the role and meta-perceptive approaches, both should be applied to 
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any study of the predictive validity of contextualised assessments. Although in this 
study, only the meta-perceptive ratings predicted the performance criteria, it would be 
premature to discount the role ratings based on these findings. Moreover, comparison 
of the effects of both approaches is likely to add to the understanding of their nature. 
Incongruence Across Factor-specific Rating Dyads 
One further implication of the patterns in scale scores across ratings is the potential 
influence on the understanding of incongruence and SCD. Given that particular rating 
conditions differentially elicit high and low trait scores, it is reasonable to suppose 
differential effects of incongruence across specific rating pairs. For example, 
differences across ratings from the identified critical rating conditions may differ in 
their relationship with some of the well being criteria when compared with other 
rating pairs. In the current calculations of incongruence, it is impossible to specify 
whether incongruence effects are attributable to particular factors or particular ratings, 
because the constructs are represented by single coefficients. Separating the 
components in this way is a methodological challenge that is discussed more fully in 
Chapter 8. The ability to specify more precisely the nature of incongruence and SCD 
across factors and rating conditions would enable a more detailed understanding of 
the constructs in relation to their nature and their effects on criteria. 
Priming Methodology 
The inclusion of the priming question as a condition in the present study aimed to 
assess its effect on incongruence and SCD. The analyses is a minor factor in this 
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study, but is a methodological issue that nevertheless requires closing. The effect of 
the question is inconclusive based on the analyses, with the question leading to no 
differences in levels of SCD, but some difference in levels of incongruence. However, 
comparing across the sample used in Chapter 5 and this study, mean incongruence 
scores seem reasonably consistent with or without the inclusion of the question (0.30 
in Chapter 5 with the question, 0.31 in this study without the question). On balance, 
the question probably does increase incongruence scores, by facilitating thought about 
difference. The differential effect across SCD and incongruence would require further 
data to substantiate. The drawbacks of the question, however, seem to outweigh the 
potential benefits. The question is conceptually difficult for participants to engage 
with, and to represent easily in a presentation format. Therefore, it is not possible to 
be confident about whether the question is used in a uniform way across participants. 
It is notable that all of the unusable questionnaire returns in this study (incomplete 
data etc. ) included the priming question. In summary, given the increased 
administration time, lack of consistent effects, and ambiguity surrounding the use of 
the priming question, it is concluded that its inclusion contributes little to the study of 
incongruence in this research. For these reasons the methodology will be removed in 
subsequent studies. 
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Chapter 7 
Expert Judgements of Trait-relevant Behaviours for the Big Five in Different 
Interpersonal (Meta-perceptive) Domains 
This Chapter reports findings from Study 4, which investigated the relationship 
between interpersonal domains and the Big Five personality factors, by asking expert 
judges to rate the likelihood that trait-relevant behaviours would be demonstrated in 
particular interpersonal interactions. The study develops findings presented in Chapter 
6 (Study 3), in which rating patterns among mean ratings for meta-perceptions of the 
Big Five were examined. In Study 3 it was found that for each of the Big Five, rating 
patterns emerged across the participant group, with particular meta-perceptive ratings 
tending to elicit particularly high or low ratings. By identifying interpersonal 
interactions that are likely to elicit particular trait-relevant behaviours, this study 
examines whether similar patterns emerge in the relationship between Big Five traits 
and interpersonal domains. Findings reported in this Chapter therefore address 
question 2 in Chapter 4 (Question 2: Is it possible to suggest links between particular 
traits and interpersonal domains, in a similar way to studies of personality and 
situations? ). 
Meta perceptions and Rating Patterns 
Assessment of personality using self-report instruments based on models such as the 
Big Five are often criticised for neglecting context in their design. In personality 
research, contextual influences on behaviour have typically been represented as based 
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on situational properties (e. g. Mischei and Shoda, 1999), such as psychological 
features. In Chapters 1,2 and 3, it was argued that an alternative representation of 
context in personality assessment is to examine dispositions in specific dyadic 
relationships. Dyadic relationships and interactions were the subject of research in 
social relations analysis (Kenny, 1994). Using meta-perceptive methodology outlined 
by Kenny, interpersonal contextual information was added to ratings of the Big Five 
in Studies 2 and 3 (see Chapters 5 and 6). Meta-perceptions are judgements about how 
individuals think their personality would be rated by a specific other. 
Studies of self concept differentiation add contextual information to personality trait 
descriptors in the form of social roles. Sheldon et al., (1997) examined rating patterns 
in role ratings of the Big Five, suggesting that in some social roles, participants 
typically rate themselves as higher or lower on particular Big Five factors. Rating 
patterns in both role ratings and meta-perceptions were investigated in Study 3 
(Chapter 6). Both meta-perceptions and social roles were selected from similar social 
domains (e. g. `in the role of friend' corresponded to a meta-perception from the 
perspective of a friend). Findings from the study suggested that patterns in rating 
means did emerge, with some marked consistencies across the rating methods. Based 
on the meta-perceptive results, it was therefore suggested that particular Big Five 
factors are important in particular interpersonal domains, with those domains tending 
to elicit characteristically high or low ratings. For each Big Five factor, the rating 
conditions under which these patterns emerge may therefore be thought of as critical 
among a set of meta-perceptive ratings. For this reason they are referred to as the 
`critical rating conditions', and represent the two conditions under which trait ratings 
are typically maximised or minimised. Critical rating conditions (CRCs) for each of 
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the Big Five are shown in Table 7.1. The first CRC identifies where traits were 
typically highest, and the second CRC, where trait scores were typically lowest in 
Study 3. 
Traits and Situations 
Trait descriptive adjectives form the basis of the lexical Big Five domain (Goldberg, 
1990), and identify clear markers of the poles of each factor. In contemporary trait 
theory, traits tend to be conceptualised as coherent situational responses (Van 
Mechelen and DeRaad, 1999). The implication of this view is that particular traits are 
expressed in response to particular situational cues. Based on this theme, Ten Berge 
and De Raad (2001) reported a taxonomy of situations, structured around the lexical 
Big Five factor structure. The structure of the situation taxonomy was derived based 
on situations that were associated with the expression of particular Big Five traits. The 
basis of the present study on similar associations between interpersonal domains and 
the Big Five, means that the methodology used by Ten Berge and De Raad is relevant. 
Their study involved participants being presented with a list of Big Five traits and 
situations. Participants were instructed to rate the extent to which they thought an 
individual who possessed each trait, would demonstrate it in their behaviour in each 
situation. The taxonomy was therefore based on perceptions of the potential for trait- 
relevant behaviours to be expressed in situations. Similar methodology may be 
applied to the examination of interpersonal domains, by examining perceptions of the 
expression of trait-relevant behaviours in particular interpersonal interactions. 
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Study 4 examined expert judges' perceptions of the likelihood that trait-relevant 
behaviour would be expressed in interpersonal interactions. A set of 40 trait markers 
of the Big Five (Saucier, 1994) were used in the study, so that results could be 
structured around the poles of the each factor. Participants were asked to consider an 
individual who possessed each trait, and then to rate the likelihood that the individual 
would demonstrate it in their behaviour when interacting with five specific others. 
These reflected three meta-perceptive rating domains used in Study 3 (romantic 
partner, work supervisor and friend interpersonal domains), but were also broadened 
to encompass further dyadic interactions within the work context (work colleague and 
customer interpersonal domains). Expert judges were therefore important for this 
study and were required to be familiar with the Big Five and trait-relevant behaviours, 
especially within work domains. Examination of the magnitudes of ratings for each 
factor pole indicated the likelihood that behavioural expression in each interpersonal 
domain would be characteristic of high or low factor ratings. This therefore allowed 
definition of the CRCs in each case. Although this study included two new 
interpersonal domains, tentative hypotheses regarding the CRCs for each factor are 
presented based on findings in Study 3, and are summarised in Table 7.1. In each 
case, the hypothesised first and second CRCs represent the highest and lowest rating 
means respectively, among the friend, supervisor or romantic-partner meta-perceptive 
ratings from that study. 
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Table 7.1. Expected first and second CRCs. 
Factor (with Expected First CRC Expected Second CRC 
abbreviation) (Meta-perceptive domain) (Meta-perceptive domain) 
Extraversion (I) Friend Work Supervisor 
Agreeableness (U) Friend Work Supervisor 
Conscientiousness (III) Work Supervisor ?* 
Emotional Stability (IV) Work Supervisor Romantic Partner 
Openness (V) Romantic Partner Work Supervisor 
*Not clearly identified from Study 3 (Chapter 6). 
Method 
Participants 
Participants were 21 postgraduate students studying occupational psychology (16 
female, 5 male; mean age = 29 years). Participants were approached based on the 
relevance of their knowledge to the study, and all those approached agreed to 
participate. 
Measures 
The Mini-markers. The mini-markers (Saucier, 1994) are a set of 40 trait descriptive 
adjectives adapted from the 100-marker set presented by Goldberg (1992). The 40- 
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traits comprise 8-item scales for each of the Big Five. Extraversion, agreeableness and 
conscientiousness have equal numbers of positively and negatively keyed items. 
Emotional stability has six negatively keyed items and openness has six positively 
keyed items, reflecting the relative abundance of traits in lexical analyses of these 
factor domains. Data from Study 6 demonstrated the acceptable reliability of the five 
scales (mean a=0.80; N= 171; see Chapter 9). In the validation sample reported by 
Saucier (1994), all of the traits showed absolute primary factor loadings of 0.44 or 
greater, indicating that the traits are good indicators of the factor poles that they 
represent. The trait markers are shown in Table 7.2, organised by factor, and with 
their respective primary factor loadings reported. 
Procedure 
For each of the 40 traits, participants were asked the question `For each of the 
following trait words indicate the extent to which you would expect an individual who 
possesses the trait to demonstrate it in their behaviour when they interact with a... ' 
(e. g. work supervisor; 0= highly unlikely to demonstrate the trait, 4= highly likely to 
demonstrate the trait). Five interpersonal interactions were used included in the study 
from both work and non-work domains (work-domain: work-supervisor, work 
colleague, customer; non-work domain: friend, romantic partner). The questionnaire 
used for this study is shown in Appendix two. 
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Table 7.2. Mini-markers and factor loadings. 
Extraversion Ld. Agreeableness Ld. Conscientiousness Ld. 
Talkative . 73 Sympathetic . 72 Organised . 83 
Extroverted . 70 Warm . 67 Efficient . 65 
Bold . 51 Kind . 66 Systematic . 63 
Energetic . 44 Cooperative . 52 Practical . 
51 
Shy -. 79 Cold -. 65 Disorganised -. 82 
Quiet -. 76 Unsympathetic -. 64 Sloppy -. 62 
Bashful -. 73 Rude -. 55 Inefficient -. 62 
Withdrawn -. 71 Harsh -. 54 Careless -. 61 
Emotional 
Ld. Openness Ld. 
Stability 
Unenvious . 68 Creative . 69 
Relaxed . 49 Imaginative . 65 
Moody -. 64 Philosophical . 56 
Jealous -. 63 Intellectual . 54 
Temperamental -. 62 Complex . 51 
Envious -. 61 Deep . 44 
Touchy -. 59 Uncreative -. 66 
Fretful -. 54 Unintellectual -. 52 
Adapted from Saucier (1994); N= 636; Ld. = Primary factor loading. 
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Items were grouped by Big Five factor, firstly in complete 8-item scales and secondly 
according to the keying direction of the item. For each participant, the scores for the 
items were averaged for each factor. This provided three scores for each factor, an 
overall score based on all factor relevant traits, and scores for the positive and 
negative traits separately. These three scores were then averaged across participants. 
The difference between the mean positive and negative trait scores within rating 
conditions was then calculated (negative traits score subtracted from the positive 
traits score). 
Results 
Table 7.3 shows the results for each of the three scores per factor in each rating 
condition. Among the total factor scales, several trends are noticeable. For emotional 
stability, trait-relevant behaviours were rated as less likely to be demonstrated in the 
work domain rating conditions than in the non-work. However, this is likely to reflect 
the increased number of negative items in this scale. Among the remaining factors, 
there were also marked trends for agreeableness and openness, with a distinction 
again between the work and non-work rating conditions. In each case the work 
supervisor rating condition has the lowest score. 
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Table 7.3. Mean demonstrated trait scores for all rating conditions. 
Factor 
Work 
Supervisor 
Romantic 
Partner Friend 
Work 
Colleague Customer 
I 2.34 2.49 2.53 2.40 2.10 
1+ 2.85 3.33 3.40 2.92 2.55 
I- 1.83 1.64 1.65 1.88 1.64 
I (Diff) 1.02 1.69 1.75 1.04 0.91 
II 2.16 2.60 2.70 2.47 2.08 
II+ 2.64 3.77 3.70 2.98 2.82 
II- 1.68 1.42 1.70 1.96 1.35 
II (piff) 0.96 2.34 2.00 1.02 1.47 
III 2.48 2.32 2.35 2.70 2.14 
In+ 3.70 2.48 2.51 3.48 3.29 
III- 1.26 2.15 2.18 1.92 1.00 
III (Dill) 2.44 0.33 0.33 1.56 2.29 
N 1.62 2.94 2.77 2.04 1.19 
N+ 2.04 3.14 3.02 2.29 2.00 
N- 1.48 2.87 2.68 1.96 . 92 
N (Diff) 0.52 0.27 0.36 0.33 1.08 
V 2.26 2.76 2.79 2.24 1.69 
V+ 2.62 3.13 3.10 2.48 1.91 
V- 1.14 1.64 1.83 1.50 1.02 
V (Diff) 1.48 1.49 1.27 0.98 0.89 
I= Extraversion, H= Agreeableness, III = Conscientiousness, IV = Emotional 
Stability, V= Openness; +/-= positive / negative keyed item means. Scores are item 
level equivalent scores (score range =0- 4); Difference scores (diff) are calculated as 
factor (+) - factor (-). 
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In defining CRCs, the trends among positive and negative items, and the difference in 
scores between them are considered. In all of the factor score by rating condition 
combinations, the positive scale items were more likely to be endorsed than the 
negative scale items. Overall, the positive scales had consistently higher scores than 
their polar opposites. This means that none of the difference scores are lower than 0. 
The endorsement of the positive and negative traits by participants in this study give 
an indication of the relative magnitude of corresponding meta-perceptive ratings that 
can be expected for each of the interpersonal domains. Higher difference scores 
indicate that trait-relevant behaviours for positive trait markers are more likely to be 
demonstrated than for negative markers. Correspondingly, if meta-perceptive ratings 
were to be made in these cases, high scale scores would be expected (i. e. representing 
trait-relevant behaviour more characteristic of positive traits). By contrast, when 
scores for the negative traits are maximised in the table, the difference scores are 
reduced. In these cases, lower scale scores for corresponding meta-perceptive ratings 
would be expected. Collectively, this means that first CRCs are defined as the 
condition with the highest positive rating and the highest difference value, and that the 
second CRC as the condition with the highest negative rating and the smallest 
difference value. CRCs are clearly defined, when both conditions in each case are 
satisfied. 
For extraversion, the highest score for factor-positive traits was for the friend 
interaction. This rating condition also exhibited the highest difference between polar 
opposite trait means and so this is therefore the first CRC. The work-domain ratings 
demonstrated the lowest differences, with factor-positive traits reduced. The work 
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colleague interpersonal domain demonstrated the highest negative trait score, and the 
work supervisor domain, the lowest difference. Either rating is therefore a likely 
second CRC. 
For agreeableness, the highest factor-positive trait score is for the romantic partner 
rating, which also has the highest difference value. Although the work supervisor 
interpersonal domain demonstrates the lowest difference score, the highest factor 
negative trait is again for the work-colleague rating condition. Either of these are 
again likely second CRCs. The first CRC is therefore defined as the romantic partner 
interpersonal domain, with the work colleague and supervisor interpersonal domain 
set as possible second CRCs. 
Conscientiousness demonstrates a marked pattern across the positive and negative 
trait scores. The first CRC is clearly for the work supervisor interpersonal domain 
(high positive values, high difference between positive and negative trait ratings). The 
second CRC is set as the friend rating, because between the two identical difference 
scores for the non-work rating domains, this has the highest negative trait marker 
scores. This factor demonstrates a distinction in scores between work and non-work 
meta-perceptive perspectives, with the positive pole of the scale much more likely to 
be demonstrated in work contexts than the negative. 
For emotional stability, the romantic partner interaction emerged as having the highest 
scores for both positive and negative trait markers. However, the low difference value 
indicates that under this condition, rating scores are likely to be minimised due to the 
high likelihood of negative traits being indicated. The romantic partner CRC therefore 
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forms the second CRC for the factor. The customer rating shows the highest 
difference between positive and negative trait ratings. This difference score is 
markedly larger than for all other interpersonal domains and so this is set as the 
second CRC. 
For openness, the romantic partner interpersonal domain showed the highest positive 
trait mean score and the highest difference, and so is set as the first CRC. The 
customer interpersonal domain shows the lowest difference score, with the friend 
domain having the highest negative trait score. These two ratings are therefore set as 
possible second CRCs. 
The final first and second CRCs are shown in Table 7.4. The table shows strong 
concordance generally with the expected CRC positions, with the additional 
interpersonal domains contributing to some uncertainty for three of the second CRCs. 
The clear differences between findings and hypotheses were for the agreeableness 
first CRC (set as romantic partner rather than friend domain), the conscientiousness 
second CRC (set at the friend domain) and the openness second CRC (set as the friend 
or customer domain rather than the work supervisor). 
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Table 7.4. Final first and second CRCs. 
Factor (with First CRC Second CRC 
abbreviation) 
Extraversion (I) Friend Work Supervisor / 
Work Colleague 
Agreeableness (II) Romantic Partner Work Supervisor / 
Work Colleague 
Conscientiousness (III) Work Supervisor 
Emotional Stability (IV) Customer 
Openness (V) Romantic Partner 
Discussion 
Friend 
Romantic Partner 
Friend / Customer 
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This short study aimed to provide data that would enable two CRCs to be defined for 
each Big Five factors among a set of meta-perceptive rating conditions. All first CRCs 
were identified unambiguously, with second CRCs identified unambiguously for 
conscientiousness and emotional stability. These findings are therefore important on 
two levels, one relevant to the present analyses and the second for this thesis more 
widely. 
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This study was based on the principle that among a set of interpersonal domains that 
represent the major social domains for most adults, trait-relevant behaviours for Big 
Five traits would be rated as more relevant for some interpersonal domains than 
others. Observations from previous studies that particular rating conditions tend to 
elicit particular trait scores, supported this principle. This study hypothesised that 
among a set of interpersonal domains, patterns in ratings of the likelihood that trait- 
relevant behaviours would be demonstrated within those interpersonal domains, 
would point to conditions under which actual ratings would be maximised or 
minimised. Collectively, these conditions form the first and second CRCs. 
First and second CRCs emerged clearly in seven out of the ten cases. Furthermore, 
the findings represented reasonable concordance with patterns in actual meta- 
perceptive ratings included in Study 3 (see Chapter 6). This is an important finding 
because it lends support to the classification of contextual dispositions according to 
the selected meta-perceptive rating conditions. From the results, there are clear and 
important differences in the kinds of traits that are elicited and expressed in the 
different meta-perceptive rating conditions. 
One implication is that interpersonal contexts differentially elicit factor positive and 
factor negative traits. The instructions used in the study stated that participants should 
consider an individual who possesses the trait. The findings therefore indicate that 
even if an individual possesses a trait, the likelihood of it being demonstrated depends 
on the interpersonal context and moreover, participant responses suggest that this 
influence of context acts systematically across different individuals (i. e. the same 
traits tend to relevant in the same contexts). This argument can be extended to ratings 
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of personality. When participants are asked to rate their personality, an assumption is 
made about their level of awareness about themselves generally. The present study 
suggests that in rating particular traits, participants would need to attend to particular 
contextual information. This is assumed in decontextualised assessment, but the 
findings from this study show the potential effects on personality ratings of 
participants not attending to contextual evidence from either the first or second CRCs. 
Respectively, scores on the factor would be reduced or inflated in these cases. For 
example, if two people with the same `true' trait profile were to rate their personality 
and one person were to base their general self rating mostly on the first CRC, and the 
other the second CRC, the result would be a false degree of difference between them. 
Specifying the context for the assessment of particular traits ensures that participants 
attend to those conditions which are most trait relevant, therefore providing the most 
adequate assessment of the constructs of interest. 
The benefit of specifying context in this way is important only insofar as it has effects 
for the prediction of criteria. In occupational psychology, this would apply to the 
demonstration of increased predictive validity coefficients for the prediction of work 
performance. This is a crucial effect to investigate in order to support the position set 
out in this discussion, and will form an important component of subsequent empirical 
study in this thesis. 
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Chapter 8 
The Effect of Incongruence on Perceived Stress: An Application of Polynomial 
Regression Analyses to the Assessment of Incongruence Effects 
This Chapter reports findings from Study 5, which examined the relationship between 
perceived stress and incongruence across meta-perceptions in greater detail than in 
previous chapters. Studies 3 and 4 (Chapters 6 and 7) indicated that particular meta- 
perceptive rating conditions tend to elicit high or low ratings on the Big Five. In 
Chapter 4, it was therefore suggested that the five factors are linked with different 
interpersonal domains. By contrast, incongruence and SCD in Studies 2 and 3, and in 
previous research (e. g. Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon et al., 1997) have been 
calculated on entire profiles, thereby neglecting the possibility of different effects of 
incongruence for each of the Big Five and across specific rating pairs. Investigation of 
these potential effects is currently prevented by the method of calculating 
incongruence. Study 5 addressed this by applying polynomial regression analyses to 
examine the effects of incongruence across specific meta-perceptive rating pairs, and 
for each of the Big Five. 
The Big Five Personality Factors and Interpersonal Domains 
The argument developed in this thesis from both existing literature and empirical 
findings, is that the Big Five factors are differentially relevant and therefore 
differentially expressed across different interpersonal contexts. Assessing contextual 
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dispositions within these interpersonal contexts, through the use of meta-perceptions 
to target particular dyadic interactions, has demonstrated differences in the contextual 
relevance of the Big Five from two perspectives. The first is from actual meta- 
perceptions, which demonstrated systematic trends in Big Five factor means across 
rating conditions (Study 3, Chapter 6). The second is from a study of the perceptions 
of the likelihood that positive and negative Big Five traits would be demonstrated 
behaviourally in interpersonal domains. This study also showed systematic trends 
across interpersonal contexts under which the Big Five were most and least likely to 
be rated as high or low. An important finding from these two empirical approaches 
was the general consistency that emerged across them. Generally, there was 
concordance between the interpersonal that were identified as factor-relevant for each 
of the Big Five across studies. 
Incongruence 
Incongruence is defined as the level of unshared variance or difference across two or 
more ratings of the same personality construct. In this thesis, the different ratings are 
classified according to interpersonal interactions in a few key behavioural domains. In 
previous studies in this thesis, ratings have been adapted by changes to item stems, 
that are then applied across the original scale items (e. g. "I see myself as" changed to 
"this person would say that I am"). The classification of interpersonal interactions 
based on these social domains is also reflected in research into role identities (e. g. 
Hoelter, 1985a; Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon et al., 1997), which identify and 
examine identities within the self-concept. This suggests that the classification of 
interpersonal interactions into similar domains as identified in role research, gives 
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access to the most salient social domains for rating contextual behaviour. Research 
examining role based ratings (Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon et al., 1997) has also 
examined the differences between those ratings, termed self-concept differentiation 
(SCD). Research into incongruence and SCD across role ratings both in the past and 
in studies reported in this thesis has consistently highlighted the relationship of the 
constructs to well being. SCD has been found to predict a range of negative well 
being outcomes (e. g. depression, low self-esteem, stress), and incongruence has 
consistently been associated with high levels of perceived stress. This suggests that 
incongruence in ratings across interpersonal domains, and SCD are maladaptive 
processes, rather than the adaptive specialisation of behaviour or the self, and may 
reflect poor psychological health. 
In these previous studies and in Studies 2 and 3, incongruence across meta- 
perceptions and SCD have been assessed using all available ratings on all items 
individually, thereby reflecting differences in response patterns across ratings. 
However, it may be useful to consider context-trait relationships when assessing 
incongruence. The finding that positive and negative traits are differentially expressed 
across rating conditions (Study 4) indicates that by considering both factor poles 
independently and examining the differences between the demonstration of factor- 
positive and factor-negative traits, the conditions under which trait ratings are most 
different can be specified. The rating conditions under which Big Five scores tend to 
be maximised and minimised, are referred to as the first and second critical rating 
conditions (CRCs) respectively. Collectively the two conditions define the parameters 
of assessment that encompass the maximum range of trait scores, by focussing on the 
interpersonal contexts that are most likely to elicit positive and negative trait ratings. 
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The CRCs represent the interpersonal domains that form the upper and lower bound 
limits of trait ratings. 
Rating patterns across social roles in studies of SCD research showed reasonably 
good overlap with those from meta-perceptive ratings. This provides support for the 
specification of first and second CRCs, as a proportion of findings are replicated 
across several data sources. Study 4 reported CRCs based on five interpersonal 
domains, of which this study examined three. The CRCs for each factor based on 
those interpersonal domains included in this study are shown in table 8.1. 
Table 8.1. First and second critical-rating conditions (CRCs) for the Big Five. 
Factor (with Expected First CRC Expected Second CRC 
abbreviation) (Meta-perceptive) (Meta-perceptive) 
Extraversion (I) Friend Work Supervisor 
Agreeableness (II) Romantic Partner 
Conscientiousness (III) Work Supervisor 
Emotional Stability (IV) Work Supervisor 
Work Supervisor 
Friend 
Romantic Partner 
Openness (V) Romantic Partner Friend 
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Conceptualising and measuring incongruence. Edwards' (1993; 2002) critique of 
approaches to measuring profile similarity indices (PSIs) is based on the weakness of 
two common methods. The first uses correlations to measure shared variance among 
sets of profiles and forms the basis of the computation of SCD and incongruence in 
previous research and in earlier studies in this thesis. Correlations are rank-ordered 
statistics, which therefore neglect level differences in profiles (i. e. a trait profile of 1, 
2,3 is perfectly correlated with a profile of 2,3,4, even though scores are different). 
Personality research traditionally uses ipsatized standardisation to overcome this 
problem. However, this only works when compared profiles are rated by different 
individuals (the procedure used to overcome differences in the use of rating scales). In 
the case of SCD and incongruence research, if the same individual rates two profiles 
differently in the way described above, even if the ratings are standardised, they are 
still scored as perfectly consistent. 
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Figure 8.1. Two-dimensional surface plots of the squared difference function. 
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Figure 8.2. Three-dimensional surface plots of the squared difference function. 
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The second is the calculation of difference scores. Difference score calculations place 
constraints on the constituent terms in regression analyses. When difference scores are 
regressed onto criteria the regression beta coefficients are assumed to act consistently 
on the equation that was used to calculate the difference score. In the case of squared 
difference, the resulting regression equation constrains the coefficient on each term 
such that the quadratic term coefficients are equal, and the interaction term is also 
equal to the quadratic terms, but opposite in sign (equation 8.1). 
Z=b1(X-}92+C+e 
Z=bIX2-bIXY+b1112+C+e 8.1 
Moreover, the squared difference model also neglects the linear terms in the resulting 
equation. By doing so, the assumption is made that there are no linear effects of either 
X and Y. By following this constraint through, the result is the inclusion of the terms 
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in the regression equation, but with their coefficients set at zero. Edwards criticised 
the symmetrical assumptions for firstly oversimplifying the relationship, which may 
demonstrate some asymmetry in its form, but more importantly for reducing to two 
dimensions, the action of variables X and Y on criterion Z, which is clearly a three- 
dimensional relationship (Figures 8.1 and 8.2). He discusses the limiting effect that 
these equation constraints have on the understanding of congruence research findings. 
His polynomial approach involves calculating and then entering the constituent terms 
in the regression analyses, and then examining the beta coefficients on each term. The 
various beta coefficients in the regression are therefore assessed independently of one 
another (equation 8.2). Three-dimensional surface plots are then used to examine the 
nature of the relationships between predictors and criteria. 
Z=b1X+b2Y+b3X2+b*XY+bsY2+C+e 8.2 
Study 5 
Study 5 investigated incongruence in a more detailed and less constrained way than 
attempted previously. Specific incongruence hypotheses were examined based on 
differences between ratings for each of the Big Five factors rather than in the self as a 
whole. Moreover, incongruence across specific rating pairs (e. g. incongruence across 
friend and work supervisor meta-perceptions of extraversion. In testing hypotheses, 
polynomial regression analyses are used. Both difference scores and polynomial 
coefficients will be calculated for rating pairs. Following Edwards (2002), the 
polynomial models will be tested against the constrained (difference score) models 
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based on the R2 terms for each analysis. Support for each polynomial model is based 
on rejection of the difference score model through significant F-tests of difference 
between R2 terms. It is hypothesised that the polynomial equations will predict 
significantly more variance in the criterion than the difference scores. Among the 
various rating pairs compared, it was hypothesised that because the CRCs represent 
the conditions under which rating differences are maximised, incongruence across the 
CRCs will be most predictive of perceived stress. 
Finally, three-dimensional surface plots were used to investigate the nature of the 
relationships between CRC scores for each of the Big Five and perceived stress. It 
was hypothesised that perceived stress would be minimised when ratings were equal. 
This would be represented as an inverted U-shape curve on the surface plot (identical 
to Figure 8.2), which is lowest along the line of perfect congruence (X =Y in the XY 
plane). 
Method 
Participants 
The dataset for this study was the same as that used in Chapter 6. Participants were 
the 88 participants who completed meta-perceptive ratings of the Big Five in (88% 
female; mean age = 23 years; response rate = approximately 55%). Participants were 
all postgraduate psychology students. 
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Big Five Inventory (adapted) Forms A and B(BFIA -A/B). The adapted versions of 
the Big Five Inventory (BFI; John et al., 1991) that were constructed in chapter 5, 
were used in this study. Each is a 20-item measure of the Big Five factors (4 items per 
factor scale), with items being taken from the 44 items contained in the BFI. The 
items in each form are unique, with no item overlap. The scales demonstrated 
acceptable reliability in the validation sample (mean (x = 0.71). Participants use a 5- 
point rating scale to indicate the extent to which they agree with each item (e. g. "I see 
myself as someone who is talkative"; 1= strongly disagree; 5= strongly agree). In 
operationalising the items to measure role identities and meta-perceptions, the 
common stem of the items was altered. For the meta-perceptions, "I see myself as 
someone who" was changed to "person 1 thinks you are someone who", with person 1 
representing a nominated other. Analyses of rating mean differences across the two 
scales suggest that they are sufficiently similar to be considered equivalent (see 
chapters 5 and 6). 
Perceived stress. An abridged 4-item version of the perceived stress scale (Cohen et 
al., 1983; Cohen and Williamson, 1988) was used for participants to indicate their 
level of perceived stress. The scale demonstrated acceptable reliability in this sample 
(a = 0.71). The perceived stress scale assesses the frequency with which an individual 
experiences stressful feelings (e. g. "In the last month, how often have you felt unable 
to control the important things in your life? "; 0= Never; 4= Very often). Cohen et al. 
(1983) report predictive coefficients of 0.52 and 0.76 with physical and psychological 
symptomatology for the full scale. 
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Participants used either the BFIA-A or BFIA-B to provide five meta-perceptive 
ratings of the Big Five. Participants were instructed to nominate significant others in 
five specified interpersonal domains. The five significant others were a work 
supervisor (WS), a friend (F), a romantic partner (RP), a university tutor or supervisor 
(U'1) and a parent or guardian (PG). Only the first three meta-perceptive perspectives 
are considered in this study. After completing the meta-perceptive ratings, participants 
completed the perceived stress scale. 
Analyses 
Computation of constructs. For each individual, scale scores for trait-in-context 
ratings were calculated (that is meta-perceptive Big Five factor scores). This resulted 
in three Big Five profile sets for each participant, one each for work supervisor, 
romantic partner and friend meta-perceptive rating conditions. 
Calculation of difference and polynomial terms. Difference terms were bases on the 
squared difference model. This model assumes that the dependent variable is 
minimised or maximised when the squared difference between the two independent 
variables is zero. Further, it hypothesises a symmetrical curvilinear relationship 
between the squared difference and criterion scores. The squared difference variable 
was calculated based on all possible factor pair combinations, calculated as for 
example (friend extraversion -work supervisor extraversion)2. This is abbreviated in 
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the proceeding discussion to (EF - Ews)2. Although the difference between first and 
second CRCs is of most interest here, all combinations were calculated so that the 
effect of incongruence across CRCs may be compared with effects in general. 
The squared difference models were then multiplied out to provide calculated 
polynomial terms for inclusion on regression analyses. The calculation of separate 
terms removes the constraints imposed by the squared difference calculation and 
allows the relationship between variables to be represented in three-dimensional 
rather than two-dimensional space. Multiplying out (EF - Ews)2 gave the terms shown 
in equation 8.3. Following procedures outlined by Edwards (1993; 2002), the linear 
terms were also included in the final equation (8.4). The pattern of signs (positive / 
negative) in the equation relate to the form of the relationship. In the presented form 
the relationship is U-shaped, corresponding to the hypotheses that perceived stress 
will be minimised at the line of perfect congruence on the three dimensional surface. 
Inspection of the regression coefficients for each term therefore acts as a test of this 
hypothesis. 
Perceived stress = (EF - Ews)2 = EF2_E F EWS + Ews2 8.3 
Perceived stress = EF + Ews + EF2_E F EWS + EWS2 8.4 
The constituent polynomial terms were calculated using centred scale values. Edwards 
(2002) comments that the centring of scales in this way reduces colinearity between 
linear and quadratic terms. Scales were all centred by subtracting the scale mid-point 
value (3) from scale scores. 
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Polynomial regression analyses. For each factor-in-context pair, two regression 
analyses were conducted. The first simply regressed the squared difference value onto 
the PS scores, testing the amount and significance of explained variance in the 
criterion. Second, a hierarchical regression was used to enter the polynomial terms 
separately. In step one, the linear terms were entered, and in step two, the quadratic 
and interaction terms were entered. The resulting significance associated with the beta 
regression coefficients were examined. As a test of the resulting polynomial model, a 
Z-test of difference in R was performed following procedures set out by Cohen and 
Cohen (1983), between the constrained and unconstrained equation multiple R values. 
Significant increases for the unconstrained equation were sufficient to reject the 
constrained equation, thereby accepting the unconstrained form. Following this, 
regression coefficients on the unconstrained terms were examined along with the 
magnitude of the explained variance for CRC pairs compared with the two other 
possible factor-in-context pairs. Significant models for the CRC pairs were used to 
construct three-dimensional surface plots (generated using equation plot functions in 
Harvard Chart Excel 3.0, Software Publishing Corporation, 1998), which were 
examined and described. 
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Results 
Table 8.2 shows the results of the fifteen regression analyses that were conducted. The 
table first shows the constrained equation results, providing unstandardised beta 
coefficients and explained variance for the squared difference scores. As can be seen 
the variance explained by the constrained equations is negligible, with zero values or 
near zero values reported for all but two of the regressions. These were for the 
romantic partner and friend conditions for openness and also for extraversion, where 
R2 values reached 0.07 and 0.06 respectively. The table also shows the unstandardised 
beta coefficients, and explained variance values for the unconstrained, polynomial 
equations. In each case, the resulting R2 values are compared with the constrained 
coefficients, through an F test of difference. The F values are also shown in the table. 
In most cases, the unconstrained equations led to increases in R2, but these were non- 
significant. This is likely to reflect the statistical power associated with the data used 
in the analyses, which was not sufficient to identify differences of this magnitude. The 
polynomial equations were supported for two of the extraversion conditions and one 
of the agreeableness conditions. 
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Table 8.2. Regression analyses based on quadratic constrained and unconstrained 
equations. 
X-Y 
Constrained 
Equation 
(X - Y)2 R2 X Y 
Unconstrained Equation 
X2 XY Y2 R R2 F 
I 
WS-F -. 12 . 01 -. 09 -. 29 -. 170 . 17 . 01 37* . 140 3.090 
WS-R -. 11 . 
01 
. 05 -. 51* -. 17 . 
05 -. 17 . 42** . 
17** 3.95* 
F-R . 24* . 
06* -. 05 -. 35 . 21 -. 49 . 
37* 
. 
40* 
. 16* 
2.44 
II 
WS-F -. 01 . 00 -. 59** . 44 -. 19 . 57* -. 430 . 34 . 12 2.790 
WS-R -. 05 . 00 -. 22 . 08 -. 01 . 08 -. 11 . 25 . 06 1.30 
F-R 
. 
02 
. 
00 
. 
28 -. 08 -. 05 -. 21 . 07 . 19 . 04 0.85 
III 
WS-F . 00 . 00 -. 32 -. 06 -. 02 . 19 -. 13 . 25 . 06 1.31 
WS-R . 04 . 00 -. 11 . 04 -. 01 -. 08 -. 06 . 28 . 08 1.78 
F-R 
. 
21 
. 
04 -. 19 . 13 . 12 -. 14 -. 13 . 28 . 
08 0.89 
IV 
WS-F . 04 . 00 -. 06 -. 14 -. 09 -. 04 . 03 . 29 . 08 1.78 
WS-R -. 01 . 00 -. 08 -. 11 -. 12 -. 03 . 03 . 30 . 09 2.02 
F-R . 02 . 00 -. 22 -. 04 . 07 -. 20 . 07 . 26 . 07 1.54 
V 
WS-F -. 04 . 
00 
. 
35 -. 04 . 
05 -. 08 . 15 . 21 . 
05 1.07 
WS-R . 16 . 03 . 10 -. 82* . 50* -. 29 . 04 . 
32 
. 10 1.59 
F-R . 260 . 070 . 36 -. 820 . 08 -. 580 . 670 . 37* . 130 1.41 
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; WS = Work supervisor; F= Friend; R= Romantic partner; Bold 
values represent CRCs; I= Extraversion, II = Agreeableness, III = Conscientiousness, 
IV = Emotional stability, V= Openness; X and Y (combination terms) = equation 
terms; Values are unstandardised regression coefficients. 
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Examining results factor by factor, the unconstrained equations for extraversion gave 
the highest predictive values for perceived stress. Two trends are notable. Firstly, 
comparison of the CRCs for extraversion produced the lowest R2 value. Moreover, an 
examination of the valence of the regression coefficients shows that the observed 
effect of incongruence on perceived stress did not support initial hypotheses. The 
pattern of signs on the coefficients suggest that rather than stress being minimised 
when scores are congruent, this by contrast increases levels of perceived stress. This 
finding goes against findings from previous studies of incongruence. Looking at the 
remaining extraversion values, the romantic partner and friend rating condition 
comparison did result in regression coefficients that indicate the expected form of the 
relationship. For this comparison, perceived stress is lower when ratings are 
congruent. These descriptions of the relationship form are it should be noted, 
superficial, with examination of surface plots required to describe relationships more 
accurately. Nevertheless, this is an interesting finding, given the case developed for 
setting the hypotheses. 
For agreeableness, the Aws-AF rating conditions gave the best prediction of perceived 
stress scores. This finding is again contrary to expectations. However, the comparison 
of this pair and the specified CRCs in terms of trait-context relevance discussed in 
chapter 7 showed similarities between the two sets of rating conditions. One 
interpretation is that this rating pair is the most satisfactory representation of the 
agreeableness CRCs. Examining the regression coefficients, it can be seen that the 
valence associated with the constituent terms again indicates a trend in results 
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contrary to expectation. Broadly, the regression suggests that perceived stress is 
higher when incongruence is lowest and vice-versa. 
The regression equations for conscientiousness and emotional stability were 
insufficiently predictive of perceived stress to reject the constrained models. 
Furthermore, none of the regression analyses produced significant results. Tentative 
consideration of two observations is however useful. First, the CRCs did not predict 
significantly more strongly than the remaining rating condition pairs. Secondly, the 
pattern of observed coefficients for factors extraversion and agreeableness was 
repeated for factor conscientiousness. The valence attached to regression coefficients 
showed associations between perceived stress and incongruence that were contrary to 
expectations. Perceived stress was higher when ratings were more congruent. Thirdly, 
the coefficients associated with emotional stability were minimal. Overall this 
represents a generally flat relationship between incongruence on this factor and 
perceived stress. 
Results for openness showed that the specified CRCs produced the only significant 
regression model for this factor. The increase in explained variance for the 
unconstrained regression was not, however sufficient to reject the constrained model. 
Nevertheless, this result is important, because the valence of the regression 
coefficients are such that they indicate that the relationship was closer to that 
expected. Generally, the results show that perceived stress was higher as incongruence 
increased. A similar relationship form was observed for the WS and RP rating 
condition comparisons. 
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As described, the results obtained in this study were largely non-significant. 
Moreover, the significance attached to the higher-order terms (quadratic and 
interaction terms) in the regressions suggests that linear terms may explain variance as 
adequately as combinations of linear and quadratic terms in most of the analyses. 
Nevertheless, several sets of regression terms did exhibit significant higher order 
coefficients. These represented results already highlighted as being relevant to 
hypotheses. These were the CRC regressions for extraversion and openness and the 
AWS-AF regression. Whilst these findings suggest that lack of statistical power does 
not justify the complex analyses of response surfaces (Edwards, 2002), visual 
presentation of the surfaces is likely to be beneficial in drawing discussion and 
implications from the findings. The surface plots will also allow consideration of the 
general form of the relationships. The three surfaces are presented in Figures 8.3,8.4 
and 8.5. 
Figure 8.3 shows the surface plot for extraversion. The plot shows that stress is lowest 
on the surface when the friend meta-perception is high, and the work-supervisor meta- 
perception is low. The surface has most curvature along the Y=-X line, but the surface 
shape along the Y=X line means that stress is highest when extraversion is low for 
both of the meta-perceptive ratings. This is likely to reflect the general negative 
association of extraversion with perceived stress. Generally though, the curvature 
along the Y=-X line does suggest that perceived stress tends to be higher as 
incongruence increases. Importantly, the examination of the surface does not support 
the hypothesis concerning the effect of incongruence. 
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Figure 8.4 shows the surface plot for agreeableness. The plot shows that stress is 
lowest on the plot at the edges of the Y=-X lines, where the two meta-perceptive 
ratings are incongruent. Stress appears to be maximised when the friend rating is 
moderate and then fall slowly along a line where both meta-perceptive ratings 
increase. The surface shows an interesting trend along some of its planar surfaces (e. g. 
XZ and YZ planes). When the friend meta-perception is low, perceived stress 
decreases as the work-supervisor rating increases. When the friend meta-perception is 
high, the reverse is shown. A similar trend is exhibited when the work supervisor 
rating is held constant (maximised or minimised) and the friend rating varied. 
Collectively, this suggests that stress levels are minimised if an individual 
demonstrates positive agreeableness behaviours in either of the rating contexts, but 
not in both. The surface therefore does not support the hypothesis concerning 
incongruence effects. 
Figure 8.3. Surface plot for Factor I (Extraversion) 
Perceived Stress 
5 
Perceived Stress 
-2 -2 
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Figure 8.4. Surface plot for Factor II (Agreeableness) 
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Figure 8.5 shows the surface plot for openness. The surface shows a relationship 
closer to that hypothesised for incongruence effects. Levels of perceived stress are 
highest on the surface when incongruence is maximised. The surface also shows that 
stress is minimised along a line running from moderate openness on the romantic 
partner meta-perception to a combination of moderately high openness on both meta- 
perceptive ratings. The surface therefore does not provide complete support for the 
hypothesis, suggesting that stress is highest when the romantic partner rating is lower 
generally, but that incongruence across these ratings also has some influence in 
minimising stress. 
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Figure 8.5. Surface plot for Factor V (Openness) 
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The results from the analyses of the effect of incongruence relationships between 
specific meta-perceptive rating pairs provided some potentially important findings for 
this thesis research. The position set out with respect to incongruence effects over this 
and the previous chapters was not supported by these results. Therefore the results 
will be treated in an exploratory fashion, for the purpose of specifying potential 
alternative hypotheses for later studies. Some limited discussion will also be made of 
possible explanations for the findings of this study, but again these will be treated 
tentatively given that the results are not backed up by clear a priori hypotheses. 
One important aspect of presented theory in chapter 7 was the deriving of critical 
rating conditions (CRCs) among the meta-perceptive ratings for each of the Big Five. 
The concept of the CRCs is based on empirical trends and therefore the identification 
of first and second CRCs, and the consideration of the differences between them are 
entirely justified by the data analysed in the studies reported in this research to this 
point. The nature of the CRCs are particularly useful in structuring hypotheses about 
either incongruence effects in the case of this study, but also concerning criterion 
relationships of meta-perceptive ratings of the Big Five. Because these rating 
conditions dictate the conditions under which rating differences are maximised, this 
study hypothesised that the CRCs would represent the incongruence relationships that 
explained the most variance in levels of perceived stress. Furthermore, it was 
hypothesised that levels of stress would be minimised when scores on the two ratings 
were equal (perfect congruence). Neither of these hypotheses were fully supported. 
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The results relating to explained variance were firstly examined with regard to the 
polynomial regression approach to assessing incongruence. In each regression, the 
findings showed that increases in R2 resulted from removing constraints on the 
quadratic difference function. As highlighted, however, most of these were identified 
as non-significant increases due to the effect of sample size on the statistical power in 
the analyses. In this study, post hoc power analyses with alpha set at 0.05 calculated 
power as 0.78 and 0.13 for medium and small effect sizes respectively (R2 = 0.15 and 
0.02; calculated using GPOWER, Erdfelder, Faul and Buchner, 1996). Generally, 
however, the high number of zero values for explained variance in the constrained 
model suggests the polynomial method is a superior assessment of the effects of 
incongruence. Among the regression coefficients, the CRC pairs explain the most 
variance only for factors emotional stability and openness. For agreeableness, it could 
also be reasoned that the WS-F condition actually represents the CRCs for that factor. 
These rating conditions were hypothesised to be the CRC values in chapter 7, with 
only a small difference between the romantic partner and friend ratings for factor II 
traits. By this, it is possible to interpret this finding as evidence that the CRCs for 
agreeableness are work supervisor and friend ratings, thereby altering the definitions 
of the CRCs for this factor. This is an important finding to be considered in the light 
of predicted criterion evidence. Conscientiousness equations resulted in the lowest 
explained variance in perceived stress, with the CRCs having the lowest value. One 
implication of this result is that incongruence across conscientiousness is not as 
predictive of well-being outcomes as is incongruence across the remaining factors. 
This reflects a further aim of this study, which was to identify differential effects of 
incongruence across the Big Five. If replicated, the finding would suggest that 
incongruence on this factor as a component of the self has little influence on outcomes 
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such as psychological health. Incongruence in ratings of extraversion emerged as most 
consistent in predicting levels of perceived stress. This highlights a further potential 
differential effect, if incongruence effects were, as in this case, mostly attributable to 
differentiation among ratings on this factor. 
The form of the incongruence relationships addressed the second hypotheses 
concerning incongruence, that perceived stress would be minimised along the line of 
perfect congruence, and also highlighted some further differential effects across the 
Big Five. Three regression equations were plotted in three-dimensional surface plots. 
Of the three surfaces that were generated, only the openness surface plot resembled 
the predicted form. For extraversion and agreeableness, the opposite trend in results 
emerged from those predicted. For these plots, perceived stress, although not 
maximised, was generally higher when ratings were congruent (along the Y=X line). 
This has important implications for the present research. One interpretation of the 
findings concerns the adaptation of behaviour across rating contexts. The CRCs 
define conditions, which, because of contextual properties tend to be associated with 
particular traits or dispositional styles. Perceiving these contextual cues and altering 
behaviour accordingly may therefore be an adaptive process. Linville (1987) suggests 
that incongruence in personality is adaptive in the sense that it protects the self from 
negative self-components, but also points out that this incurs strain on the individual 
from the management of a diverse self-concept. These findings do not reflect this 
interpretation because the incongruence appears to be adaptive in the sense that it is 
associated with lower levels of perceived stress. This is akin to the specialisation 
perspective of SCD that was discussed in previous chapters. From the generated 
surface plots, it seems that this kind of relationship exists for incongruence on 
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extraversion and agreeableness. The CRCs rather than identifying the conditions 
under which behaviour needs to be most similar to maintain well being, identify those 
conditions where behaviour needs to be adapted. A question therefore remains over 
the potential effect of incongruence in rating conditions of contexts that are similar in 
terms of the trait relevance. 
Added to this interpretation is the openness surface plot. The difference in form 
suggests that the relationship between incongruence across CRCs and well being is 
different across the Big Five. The uniform approach to assessing self-concept 
differentiation may therefore be an inappropriate method for drawing conclusions 
about inconsistencies in aspects of the self. Moreover, if replicated, these results 
would provide empirical evidence of the adaptive nature of differentiating aspects of 
the self across behavioural domains. This therefore has implications for wider 
personality theory, and the way personality expressed across different behavioural 
domains is viewed. The assumption of consistency, much debated, but never 
satisfactorily removed from assessments of personality is therefore central in this 
respect. If further findings suggest that (1) contextual dispositions vary systematically, 
(2) those ratings are more predictive of behavioural outcomes, and (3) that across the 
CRCs, behavioural variation is adaptive, then a unitary, decontextualised view of 
personality would be shown to be missing the subtle and salient variations in 
personality across contexts. Moreover, this finding remains centrally within the trait 
paradigm, meaning that the assessment of personality is still facilitated through 
psychometric, and well-developed models, an advantage for applied personality 
assessment that the social cognitive theories do not readily achieve. 
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This interpretation is at best speculation at present, requiring replication, and a more 
consistent, hypothesis driven, examination in a larger sample. Any further 
investigation should address the conditions set down in this discussion. That 
contextual rating coefficients vary systematically is a finding already based on four 
empirical sources, three of which represent studies conducted in this research. 
Specifically the second two conditions highlighted are: 
" that contextual assessment is more predictive of behavioural criteria 
" that of CRCs across some of the Big Five factors demonstrate a relationship 
with incongruence by which well-being and related self-evaluative criteria are 
most negative when ratings are most similar 
These are the central questions to be addressed in the final empirical study for this 
thesis, reported in chapters 10 and 11. The evidence base accumulated in the studies 
already conducted suggests that the CRCs for each factor should help to structure 
findings. Specifically, the CRCs are likely to mean that ratings made under those 
conditions sample a broad range of trait scores for an individual, thereby increasing 
their relevance to predicting criteria. Additionally, it is crucial that the form of the 
relationship between CRC incongruence and well-being is more clearly understood. 
Arguments for both interpretations (e. g. well being either maximised or minimised 
under incongruence) are intuitively sensible, and both are also represented in the 
surface plots generated in this study. Further investigation should therefore aim to 
suggest the form of the relationship for each of the Big Five, for CRCs and also for 
rating conditions that tend to share trait-context properties (i. e. elicit the same kind of 
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traits or behaviours). As hypotheses are tentative at present, the final study will be 
unable to draw firm conclusions about the relationship. However, when based on 
some specific hypotheses, a priori theory and previous study findings, a clearer 
understanding of the relationships may be developed. This will allow detailed and 
clear hypotheses to be set about the nature of meta-perceptions, and incongruence in 
subsequent research. 
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Chapter 9 
Single-item Measures for the Big Five Personality Factors 
(This chapter is adapted slightly in the paper: Woods, S. A. and Hampson, S. E. 
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(2004). Measuring the Big Five with Single Items using a Bipolar Response Scale, 
Paper under review. ) 
Chapters 5,6 and 8 examined approaches to adding context to ratings of the Big Five 
and suggested that a meta-perceptive approach to adding context to ratings is an area 
requiring further empirical investigation. Empirical study of meta-perceptions and the 
role approach to adding context to personality ratings necessitates multiple ratings of 
personality to be made by participants. Such an approach requires the personality to be 
measured in a very concise way. In Chapter 5, the Big Five Inventory (John and 
Srivastava, 1999) was adapted as two shorter 20-item measures to assess the five 
factors. These measures were applied in multi-rating studies in Chapters 5 and 6, but 
participant time remained an issue in the data collection as even the 4-item scales for 
each of the Big Five proved lengthy for participants to complete. Two important areas 
of investigation remain in the study of these contextual ratings. The first is predictive 
validity for further criteria, including work performance. The second is a within- 
participants investigation of meta-perceptions and role based ratings, as the study 
reported in Chapter 6 was a between-participants design. These areas imply that any 
further study will require a greater number of ratings to be made within an applied 
setting, where participant time is likely to be subject to greater constraint. For these 
reasons, personality, and in this research the Big Five, need to be assessed in a way 
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even more concise than through the use of the 4-item scales. This Chapter reports 
findings from Study 6, which designed and validated such measures. 
The most concise way to measure psychometric constructs is through the use of 
single-item measures. For researchers assessing well-established psychological 
constructs, the advantages of single-item measures are straightforward and lie in their 
simplicity and economy. Abbreviated scales save on testing time and avoid participant 
boredom and fatigue (Burisch, 1984; Robins et al., 2001). Shorter measures encourage 
participation in studies by people who are usually expected to give their time for little 
or no reward. 
Personality research and assessment has traditionally been considered to require 
relatively lengthy questionnaires. The growing consensus about personality structure 
has increased the demand for personality assessment in a wide variety of research, 
including studies such as the present research, where lengthy measures are 
impractical. To address this, personality test construction, supported by a largely 
agreed Five Factor Model of personality, has moved toward shorter, though still 
psychometrically sound measures (e. g., Gosling et al., 2003; Saucier, 1994). 
Consistent with this trend, five bipolar single-item measures of the Big Five are 
presented here to provide further evidence of the validity of using single-items to 
measure personality. 
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Although there remains some debate in trait theory over how many factors are 
necessary to provide a complete description of personality, consensus now seems to 
rest upon a five-factor solution consisting of Extraversion, Agreeableness, 
Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, and Openness (John & Srivastava, 1999; 
McCrae & Costa, 1999). This agreement can be traced to two research traditions. 
Goldberg and others have used a lexical approach to the study of personality to 
examine the factor structure of everyday personality-descriptive language. In the 
English language, five factors are routinely extracted from ratings on trait descriptors. 
In numerous other languages, comparable solutions have been achieved (Saucier, 
Hampson, & Goldberg, 2000). The second source of consensus is the questionnaire 
approach, best exemplified by the work of Costa and McCrae using the NEO-PI-R 
(e. g., Costa & McCrae, 1992). 
A widely used measure of the Big Five is the 240-item NEO-PI-R (Costa & McCrae, 
1992). The NEO-PI-R is a comprehensive assessment of the five factors and their 
facets, but, taking 45 minutes to complete, it is not an appropriate choice where there 
are many demands upon participants' time. Several shorter measures have been 
developed to reduce the effort required to complete a Big Five measure. Among the 
most widely used, Costa and McCrae (1992) condensed the NEO-PI-R to 60 items in 
their NEO Five Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI). Goldberg (1992) developed a set of 100 
trait descriptors (20 for each factor) for rating the self or others, and this was further 
condensed by Saucier (1994) to 40. Additionally, John and colleagues (John et al., 
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1991; John & Srivastava, 1999) have produced the Big Five inventory (BFI) 
consisting of 44 short statements. 
Recognising the need for still shorter measures, Gosling et al. (2003) constructed a 
five-item measure and a ten-item measure of the Big Five. They used a similar 
question stem to the BFI ("I see myself as"), but their final measure incorporated 
several relevant descriptors (both desirable and undesirable) into one single item for 
each of the Big Five that participants then judged as a whole (e. g., "Extraverted, 
enthusiastic (that is, sociable, assertive, talkative, active, NOT reserved or shy"). 
Gosling et al. (2003) reported a mean convergence with the BFI of 0.65 (Extraversion: 
0.80; Agreeableness: 0.58; Conscientiousness: 0.65; Emotional Stability: 0.69; 
Openness: 0.48). They also found off-diagonal divergent correlations (correlations of 
each Big Five factor with the remaining four) for their single-item measures similar to 
those obtained among the BFI Big Five scales, and they reported near identical 
patterns of external correlations with a range of criteria to those observed for the BFI. 
Moreover, a similar pattern of correlations between self and observer ratings was 
observed between the two measures although the BFI did exhibit higher test-retest 
reliability. Gosling et al. (2003) settled on a 10-item (ten item personality inventory; 
TIPI) measure as the most acceptable format. This measure used the same item stem 
and consisted of two items per Big Five factor, one containing two desirable 
descriptors and the other, two undesirable (e. g., for Extraversion, "Extraverted, 
enthusiastic; " and "Reserved, quiet"). Gosling et al. (2003) reported that the ten-item 
measure demonstrated substantial convergence with the BFI (Extraversion = 0.87, 
Agreeableness = 0.70, Conscientiousness = 0.75, Emotional Stability = 0.81, 
Openness = 0.65), good convergence with NEO-PI-R facets, acceptable off-diagonal 
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divergence and test-retest reliability, and a similar pattern of criterion correlations to 
the BFI. Their study offers clear evidence that as measurement tools in their own 
right, very short personality scales compare reasonably well with longer measures. 
Gosling et al. (2003) concluded that the short measures represent a sensible option for 
those wishing to assess the Big Five dimensions with brevity, provided that 
researchers understand the psychometric costs. 
The approach adopted by Gosling et al. (2003) presents two important potential 
problems in respect of this research. The first is straightforward and relates to the 
complexity of items. This criticism relates to the five-item measure and its assessment 
of bipolar constructs in unipolar items, and is discussed later in more detail. The 
second relates to the rationale behind the design of the items. The TIPI items are 
designed to measure the Big Five, whereas this research requires items to measure 
differences across the Big Five. From the literature supporting the TIPI, and the nature 
of the items themselves, the rationale is to be tightly designed assessments that give an 
indication of an individual's position on the broader Big Five factors. The items 
therefore sample a total of 10 traits or behaviours from the Big Five model, and 
therefore provide an efficient approximation of the Big Five. In the present research, 
however, the items are subject to multiple ratings, with the rationale for research being 
the identification of differences across rating conditions. The TIPI items may therefore 
be inadequate for this purpose, because they provide a limited sample of item 
components upon which participants can identify differences. For example, on the ten 
components, participants may see themselves as consistent, with other factor 
components contributing to differentiation or rating inconsistency. In designing short 
assessments for this research, items should therefore represent a reasonably wide 
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sample of the content of the Big Five domain, in order to provide participants with 
sufficient factor components to identify inconsistency. 
Single Item Measures 
Robins et al. (2001) discussed two psychometric reasons to be sceptical about single- 
item measures. The first is that multiple item measures should be more reliable. By 
classical test theory and the Spearman Brown formula, item responses consist of both 
true score variance and random error. By constructing multiple-item scales, this 
random error is cancelled out, providing a more reliable measurement. However, with 
regard to personality measurement, there is a question whether the total error variance 
is in fact random. Within the Big Five, there is a general influence of social 
desirability and so some error may be both motivated and directional. Using multiple 
items in such cases may only extenuate, rather than cancel out any error, suggesting 
that the use of multiple-item scales does not necessarily remove all potential sources 
of error. Furthermore, where personality assessment is concerned, there is a debate 
over whether socially desirable responding should be viewed as error. Controlling for 
social desirability may remove a central component of individual differences in 
personality (Paulhus, 1984; Paulhus & Reid, 1991). 
The second consideration is that of content validity for single-item measures that 
measure broad, multi-faceted constructs. Costa and McCrae (1992) included six facets 
to each of the Big Five factors assessed by the NEO-PI-R. However, where the broad 
dimensions are of interest, a measure of all 30 facets is unnecessary. Furthermore, 
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single-item measures can be constructed to address several domains of a given 
construct by including multiple descriptors within each item. 
A third psychometric problem of using single-item measures is their failure to provide 
estimates of internal reliability, which is a problem for structural equation modelling. 
Both Nagy (2002) and Gosling et al. (2003) acknowledged this limitation of single- 
item measures, but suggested that one solution is to substitute test-retest reliability for 
coefficient alpha. In Gosling et al's ten-item measure, the ability to calculate alpha is 
highlighted as a strength. However, Kline (2000) points out that when calculated on 
scales of small numbers of items, coefficient alpha can be misleading. The dependence 
of alpha on scale length means that alpha values are suppressed in short scales and 
furthermore, if adequately high alphas are demonstrated, then the scale is likely to be 
over specific (Kline, 2000). The result is that coefficient alpha reliabilities are 
extremely difficult to interpret in scales of two or three items. In single-item scales 
alternatives to coefficient alpha can be calculated using either the correction for 
attenuation formula (e. g. Wanous et al., 1997; Nagy, 2002) or more appropriately 
through factor analyses with items from longer scales. Principal axis factor analysis 
provides communalities that give an indication of the consistency of the items with the 
variance domain of all the remaining items included in analysis. Consequently, those 
communalities reflect item total-correlations between the single items and multiple 
indicators (i. e. the remaining items) of the variance domain, and so are representative 
of the lower bound of the item reliability, or internal consistency. Given this criticism 
and the available alternatives, the benefit of being able to calculate coefficient alpha, 
is probably not sufficient justification to favour a few items over single items. 
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Burisch (1984) suggested that the benefits of short deductive scales in terms of 
economy vastly outweigh any psychometric disadvantages that are incurred. Robins et 
al. (2001) similarly commented that single-item measures provide an acceptable 
balance between practical needs and psychometric concerns. Moreover, studies of 
single-item measures of self-esteem (Robins et al., 2001) and job satisfaction (Nagy, 
2002; Wanous et al, 1997) have demonstrated that the single-item measures compare 
reasonably well with their multiple-item equivalents. Single-item measures of self- 
reported health (e. g., "Would you say your health is Excellent/good/Fair/Poor? ") have 
been shown to be independent predictors of mortality in numerous studies (e. g., Idler 
& Benyamini, 1997) 
A BipolarApproach 
A further potential problem with using single items to measure broad, bipolar 
constructs lies in the item design. Questionnaire items such as `I see myself as 
someone who is talkative' (BFI, John et al, 1991) are unipolar items, and participants 
make a unidirectional judgement. This is not problematic for longer scales that 
measure the two poles independently and then combine the scores numerically. In a 
single-item approach, difficulty arises if participants need to make a unidirectional 
judgement to take account of both poles of a single construct (e. g., a format similar to 
Gosling et al. 's, "I see myself as someone who is extraverted, not introverted"). This 
represents a possible source of inadequacy in single-item personality measures. One 
way to overcome this is to use an item format similar to Goldberg (1992), who used 
transparent bipolar items to measure the Big Five. Pairs of contrasting descriptions 
presented one at each pole of a rating scale allow participants to make a bi-directional 
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judgement about bipolar constructs. Moreover, these descriptions are directionally 
consistent with respect to the factor being measured, in contrast to a unipolar format. 
Additionally, using such an approach reduces the number of single items required to 
assess the Big Five to five (rather then ten). 
In summary, it is argued that if very short measures of personality are to be 
constructed, single-item measures are an appropriate choice because it is difficult to 
justify the limited gain in psychometric benefits by using two- or three-item scales 
when they are weighed against the cost of doubling or tripling the number of items in 
the scale. Additionally, by using a bipolar format, single-item measures can overcome 
the problem of using unipolar single items to assess bipolar personality dimensions. 
Within the bipolar design, the use of composite descriptors of the factor poles can also 
overcome the problem of the limited sampling of the Big Five domain in the item 
content. This is important in this research. 
The present research investigated the reliability and validity of single-item measures, 
using a bipolar response scale, for each the Big Five personality dimensions. The 
validation strategy examined the items in terms of their properties as assessments of 
the Big Five. These items were evaluated by examining their convergent and off- 
diagonal divergent correlations with longer, established Big Five instruments. 
Additionally, their test-retest reliability, self-other rating consistency, and their 
patterns of predicted correlations with external criteria were compared with those of 
established Big Five measures. Finally, the items are compared against the focused, 
two-item scales of the TIPI as a useful benchmark for acceptable brief measures of the 
Big Five. When compared with longer Big Five measures, the single-item measures 
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are expected to demonstrate reasonably high convergence with the longer scales, 
similar off-diagonal divergent correlations, acceptable test-retest reliability and self- 
other consistency, and a similar pattern of correlations with criteria. 
Method 
Participants 
Participants were a total of 791 individuals (30% men, 70% women) with a mean age 
of 25 years comprising three different samples. Sample 1 consisted of 377 
undergraduates (16% men, 84% women, mean age = 20 years) who were enrolled on 
either research methods or individual difference courses; sample 2 (mean age = 32; 
59% men, 41% women) consisted of 205 local government employees who attended 
an assessment, selection or development centre; sample 3 (25% men, 75% women, 
mean age = 28 years) was a convenience sample of 209 individuals from the general 
population. Response rates in all samples exceeded 85%. 
Measures of Personality 
Single Item Measures of Personality (SIMP). These were developed for this study in 
the form of opposing descriptions representing the poles of each of the Big Five 
factors. These descriptions were derived from item content from the International 
Personality Item Pool (IPIP, 2001) and the Big Five Inventory (BFI; John & 
Srivastava, 1999; John, Donahue, & Kentle, 1991). To assist in constructing coherent 
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descriptions, interpretations based on content from the Hogan Personality Inventory 
(BPI, Hogan and Hogan, 1997) were also consulted. The poles of the scales were 
anchored with descriptors of relatively high versus low scorers on each factor. 
The descriptions were designed to provide a broad coverage of the desirable and 
undesirable facets subsumed by each of the Big Five dimensions, without being 
comprehensive or overly complex. The construction of the descriptions of each pole 
of the measures was guided by the following principles. (1) A mix of trait descriptors 
(e. g., "Talkative") and behavioural indicators (e. g., "Finds it difficult to say no") was 
used where possible. (2) To increase facet coverage, polar opposites were not used 
(e. g., "organised, disorganised"). (3) To maximize facet coverage without making the 
description too complex, up to five descriptive components were used. (4) Extreme 
descriptions were avoided by including both desirable and undesirable terms, and by 
using modifiers (e. g., "generally trusting" and "tends to be flexible"). For example, 
the desirable pole of agreeableness was labelled as follows, "Someone who is 
generally trusting and forgiving, is interested in people, but can be taken for granted 
and finds it difficult to say no. " The desirable pole of openness was the single 
exception, which contained no trait descriptors because behavioural indicators were 
less extreme. Additionally, the undesirable pole of emotional stability contained only 
three components, as these were considered to adequately summarise the narrower 
domain of moderate descriptors subsumed by this factor. Although the compound 
descriptions contained a mix of components that were positive and negations of 
negative descriptors with respect to the keying direction of the pole, the bipolar format 
means that these compound descriptions nevertheless remain consistent in direction 
with respect to the factor (i. e. indicators of either Extraversion or Introversion). 
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A 9-point graded line was placed between the two descriptions and participants were 
asked to indicate the extent to which one pole or the other best described them by 
marking the line once (e. g., in the middle if the pair of descriptions described them 
equally well). Marks on the graded line were recoded into values between 1 and 9 to 
represent the participant's score on each Big Five factor, where 1= undesirable pole 
and 9= desirable pole of the factor. The items are shown in the form they were 
presented to participants in Table 9.1 (full questionnaire in Appendix three). Table 9.2 
shows the numbers of factor descriptors included in each bipolar item. 
Table 9.1. The single-item measures of personality (SIMP) 
someone who is tallative, someone who is a reserved, 
outgoing, is comfortable private person, doesn't like to 
around people, but amid draw attention to themselves 
be noisy and attention and can be shy around 
strangers 
someone who is someone who is generally 
forthright, tends to be trusting and forgiving, is 
critical and find fault with interested in people, but can 
others and doesn't suffer be taken for granted and 
fools gladly finds it difficult to say no 
someone who is sensitive 
someone who is relaxed, 
and excitable, and can be unemotional gas 
tense 
irritated ted and d seldom feels 
blue 
someone who likes to plan 
someone who doesn't 
thing, likes to tidy up, 
be work to a schedule, 
pays attention to details, 
tends to o be flenble, but 
but can be rigid or 
disorgamsed and often forgets 
inflexible to put things 
back in their 
proper place 
someone who is a practical 
someone who spends time 
reflecting on things, has an 
person who is not interested active imagination and likes in abstract ideas, prefers to think up new ways of 
work that is routine and has doing things, but may lack few artistic interests pragmatism 
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Table 9.2. Numbers of factor components 
for each of the SIMP items. 
Item Components 
Extraversion 9 
Agreeableness 9 
Conscientiousness 7 
Emotional Stability 9 
Openness 8 
Total 42 
In single-item measures, response acquiescence effects cannot be balanced across 
multiple item responses. It should be noted that balancing acquiescence in multi-item 
scales does not make such responses more accurate, only more moderate. However, to 
encourage participants to attend to the items fully, for three of the five scales, the 
desirable pole was on the left whereas for the other two the desirable pole was on the 
right. 
Trait Descriptive Adjectives (TDA). Two forms of Goldberg's (1993) TDA were used. 
The first form (TDA-100) consisted of 100 trait descriptors against which participants 
rated themselves on a 9-point scale according to how accurately each item described 
them (1 = Extremely Inaccurate; 9= Extremely Accurate). To assess whether using a 
bipolar format for the SIMP had any effect on its convergent properties, the bipolar 
format of the TDA (IDA-35) was also used. The TDA-35 consisted of 35 pairs of 
descriptors presented as 5 groups of 7 pairs (i. e., all pairs for each Big Five factor 
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presented together). Participants used a 9-point scale to indicate which pole was the 
more accurate description of them. The presentation of the TDA-35 is therefore very 
similar to the presentation of the SIMP. Both forms of the TDA demonstrate good 
convergence with the NEO-PIR scales (although the TDA measures Intellect rather 
than Openness as its fifth factor), and acceptable internal reliability as assessed by 
Cronbach's coefficient alpha (TDA-100 mean a=0.87; TDA-35 mean a=0.83). In 
addition to these two forms of the TDA, a Reduced TDA was also constructed. The 
SIMP bipolar descriptions were designed to represent the essential meaning of the Big 
Five without detailing the comprehensive coverage of the components provided by the 
longer measures. To examine whether this reduced coverage had any effect on 
convergence, corresponding reduced scales (i. e., containing only those adjectives 
included in the descriptions of the SIMP) were constructed from the TDA item pool 
(IDA Reduced Scales). 
Mini-markers (MM). The MM (Saucier, 1994) are a condensed form of the TDA-100 
consisting of five 8-item scales. The item data from the TDA-100 were recalculated to 
represent these scales allowing a comparison of the validity of the SIMP with broad 
and equivalent narrower forms of the same measure. The MM demonstrated 
acceptable internal reliability in this study (mean a=0.80) 
Big Five Inventory (BFI). The BFI (John & Srivastava, 1999; John, Donahue, & 
Kentle, 1991) is a 44-item measure of the Big Five. Participants use a 5-point scale to 
indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree with each of the items, which are in 
the form of short descriptive statements (e. g., "I see myself as someone who is 
talkative"; 1= Disagree strongly; 5= Agree strongly). The BFI demonstrates good 
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convergence with NEO-PIR scales (John & Srivastava, 1999) and acceptable internal 
reliability (mean a=0.83). In examining the convergence of the SIMP with the 
Reduced-TDA scales, several BFI items were added to those scales (by conversion to 
standard scores) to increase their coherence with the SIMP items. Convergence with 
these combined Reduced scales is also reported. 
Ten-item Personality Inventory (77PI). The items in the TIPI (Gosling et al., 2003) 
are in the form of paired descriptors (e. g. I see myself as critical, quarrelsome; 1= 
Disagree strongly; 7= Agree strongly). Gosling et al. report good convergence 
between the scales and the BFI and NEO-PI-R, but the coefficient alpha values for the 
scales in the present study (mean a= . 51) is evidence of the problems of using this 
reliability estimate in short scales discussed above. 
Criterion Measures 
Self-report behavioural criterion scales. These scales comprised three-item measures 
of good work habits (e. g., "How often have you handed in an assignment late? ") and 
aggression (e. g., "How often have you started a fight, just because you felt like it? "), 
and a two-item measure of social activity (e. g., "How often do you make an effort to 
meet people? "). Participants rated these items on a five-point scale (0 = Never, 4= 
Very Often). The items were taken from longer scales constructed by Schafer (2000) 
and demonstrated acceptable reliability in the present study (good work habits, a= 
0.41; aggression, a=0.56; social activity, a=0.71). 
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Perceived stress. Participants used the same rating scale to complete a four-item 
measure of perceived stress (Cohen and Williamson, 1988; e. g., "In the last month, 
how often have you felt unable to control the important things in your life? " a= 
0.75). 
Intrinsic work motivation. Using a 5-point rating scale (1 = Not very true of me, 5= 
Very true of me), participants completed a five-item measure of intrinsic work 
motivation (Wan, Cook & Wall, 1979; e. g., "I take pride in doing my work as well as 
I can, " a=0.76). 
Self-esteem. The single-item measure of self-esteem ("I have high self esteem") as 
used by Robins et al. (2001) was rated on a 5-point scale (1 = Not very true of me, 5= 
Very true of me). 
Happiness. Participants rated how happy they were generally using the single item 
"Taking all things into account, how happy would you say you were these days? " (1 = 
"Not really happy"; 2= "Fairly happy"; 3= "Very happy", Warr, Cook & Wall, 
1979). 
Assignment grades. Participants enrolled in the individual differences course gave 
permission for grades from an assignment from the course to be accessed by the 
researchers. Assignments had been marked by the course tutor according to set 
marking guidelines. Grades were in the range 0-100. 
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Participants in sample 1 were administered the measures in sessions over a one-year 
period, in procedural subsets. The schedules of completion for the three subsets are 
shown in Table 9.3. There were 43 individuals in sample 1 who did not complete the 
SIMP, but did complete at least one of the remaining Big Five measures. Because 
consistency, convergence and criterion analyses were performed using all of the Big 
Five measures, these individuals' data were included in this study (i. e. in analyses that 
did not involve within-participant comparison of the SIMP and the remaining Big Five 
measures). 
To examine self-other agreement, participants from one subset of sample 1 were also 
rated by a peer (someone who knew them well) and an observer (someone who did not 
know them well, who rated them after a 10 minute conversation). To measure 
acquaintanceship in this analysis, participants indicated how well they knew the target 
(e. g. I know this person... 1= "Not very well"; 7= "Very well"). 
Participants in sample 2 completed the SIMP, BFI, and criterion scales during one 
session. All participants completed the SIMP, with subsets completing the BFI and 
criterion scales. The measures were separated by other short scales not reported here. 
Participants in sample 3 were given questionnaires containing the SIMP and BFI, with 
a subset of participants also completing the TIPI and criterion scales. A group of 50 
students gave these questionnaires to members of the community to complete, and 
returned them as part of their course. 
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Table 93. Summary of test administrations and timing of assessments for subsets of 
sample 1. 
Sample 1 subset TO T1 T2 T3 
(Total N= 379) 
A (N = 138) BFI SIMP, TDA-100*, 
Criterion scales 
B (N = 130) SIMP, TDA-35, SIMP, TDA-35 SIMP, BFI SIMP, BFI, 
BFI, TIPI 
Criterion scales 
C (N = 111) SIMP, TDA-35, 
TDA-100, 
TIPI+, 
Criterion scales 
TO = first session; Ti =+4 weeks; T2 =+3 months; T3 =+1 year. 
*TDA-100 completed 4 weeks after SIMP. 'MA-100 completed 4 weeks prior to 
other measures. 
Results 
Preliminary Analyses 
Coefficient alphas were examined for the Big Five scales assessed by all of the multi- 
item personality scales. For the purposes of within-sample comparison, these alphas 
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were all calculated for Sample 1. Following this, two items were removed from the 
TDA-100 scales and 1 from the MM, to make them more internally reliable. Both the 
BFI and TDA-35 scales demonstrated acceptable alpha values without modifications. 
The TIPI demonstrated mixed reliability across the five scales. Table 9.4 shows the 
alpha values for the TDA-100, TDA-35, BFI, MM and TIPI scales. In all of the 
convergence analyses (SIMP with multi-item scales; TIPI with multi-item scales; 
multi-item scales with each-other) regression lines were fitted to the data and outliers 
outside three standard deviations removed, consistent with recommendations made by 
Cohen and Cohen (1983). In all of the following analyses, the Big Five are referred to 
by factor numbers to avoid confusion over the keying direction of emotional stability 
vs. neuroticism, which in the present research is always keyed as emotional stability. 
The factor numbers refer to I- Extraversion, II - Agreeableness, III - 
Conscientiousness, IV - Emotional Stability, V- Openness / Intellect. 
Table 9.4. Coefficient alphas for the Big Five scales measured by the TDA-100, 
TDA-35, BFI, MM and TIPI (number of items shown in brackets) 
Scale TDA-100 TDA-35 BFI MM TIPI 
N=171 N=179 N=162 N=171 N=158 
I 0.90 (20) 0.83 (7) 0.82 (8) 0.83 (8) 0.61 (2) 
II 0.82 (19) 0.88 (7) 0.82 (9) 0.78 (8) 0.39 (2) 
III 0.91 (20) 0.83 (7) 0.85 (9) 0.85 (8) 0.51 (2) 
IV 0.81(20) 0.84 (7) 0.85 (8) 0.79 (8) 0.72 (2) 
V 0.77 (19) 0.78 (7) 0.80 (10) 0.73 (7) 0.25 (2) 
Mean 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.80 0.51 
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Convergent correlations of the SIMP with the four longer measures are shown in 
Table 9.5. All correlations are substantial and significant. The largest number of 
participants was available for examining convergence with the BFI. In the three 
samples all but four convergent values were above 0.55, and of these only one was 
below 0.50. Overall, however, the results demonstrated considerable consistency 
across the samples. Generally, the values represent a high convergence of these two 
measures across each of the Big Five factors leading to a mean convergence 
correlation of 0.62 across the 523 participants. Also shown are convergent values 
between the BFI and TIPI. For purposes of comparison and to increase the comparison 
sample size for the TIPI, samples 1 and 3 were combined. The mean convergent 
values show that the TIPI had slightly higher convergence than the SIMP with four of 
the five scales, with the most marked difference being for factor III. In this combined 
sample, the mean convergent values for the SIMP and TIPI were 0.65 and 0.72 
respectively. 
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Similar results were achieved for the two forms of the TDA. The mean convergent 
values for the TDA-100 and TDA-35 were 0.56 and 0.62 respectively. Notable is the 
unusually low convergence of the openness/intellect dimension for the two measures 
(0.41 for the unipolar TDA; 0.42 for the bipolar TDA), suggesting that the factor V 
item is more concordant with the BFI openness construct than the TDA intellect. 
Compared with the TIPI, the SIMP demonstrated slightly higher convergent values 
with the TDA-35. Overall, the similarity of the convergent values for both versions of 
the TDA suggest that the bipolar format used in the SIMP does not affect its 
convergent properties. Furthermore, the negligible difference in the convergence with 
the MM (mean r=0.55) and the full TDA-100 suggest that the convergent properties 
of the SIMP are consistent across both broad and more focused Big Five scales. 
The effect of procedural conditions on the convergent values was assessed by 
examining the convergence of the SIMP and BFI across three time intervals (same 
session, 3 months, and 9 months; see Table 9.6). The values show slight decreases 
over time, but overall, the consistency is substantial, justifying the grouping of the 
convergent analyses in sample 1. 
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Table 9.6. Longitudinal convergence between SIMP and BFI. 
Factor Same session 
(N=114) 
3 months 
(N=75) 
9 months 
(N=62) 
I . 85** . 77** . 76** 
II . 68** . 
65** . 71** 
III . 69** . 
69** . 54** 
IV . 61** . 
55** . 50** 
V . 64** . 74** . 68** 
Mean . 71 . 69 . 65 
Means based on Fisher r to z transformations 
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Table 9.5 also shows overall mean convergent values for each of the Big Five with the 
SIMP items (see Grand Means column). These values represent data from the three 
measures (MM data were omitted because it represented data already accounted for 
from the TDA-100) across all participants. Of the five, factor I emerged as the 
dimension with the highest convergence with the SIMP. The openness dimension, 
factor V, demonstrated the lowest convergence. Overall, the five single-item measures 
demonstrated reasonably good convergence with the longer measures. The overall 
value (0.61) is also comparable with the convergence between the longer measures 
themselves (see Table 9.7). Moreover, where equivalent convergent values were 
available for both the SIMP and TIPI, the convergent values demonstrated only minor 
differences (means = 0.64 and 0.66 respectively). These values fall within the range of 
convergent correlations of the longer measures with each other (see Table 9.7). 
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Table 9.7 also shows the mean off-diagonal divergent correlations (mean absolute 
correlation of each Big Five factor with the remaining four) of each of the measures 
(i. e., lower correlations indicates greater independence of the factors and therefore 
better divergence). The SIMP demonstrates the lowest mean off-diagonal divergent 
value (0.11), which is likely to reflect the balanced, but focused nature of the items. 
This value suggests that of the measures used in this study, the SIMP demonstrated the 
greatest independence between scales. Finally, Table 9.7 shows the convergence of the 
SIMP items with the Reduced TDA and combined Reduced TDA/BFI scales. With the 
exception of factor III, these values are lower than those achieved with the regular 
scales and so it can be concluded that the reduced numbers of characteristics included 
in the SIMP items has only a negligible effect on their convergence with broad, 
established measures. 
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Table 9.7. Mean off-diagonal divergent correlations for SIMP, TDA-100, 
TDA-35, BFI, MM and TIPI, convergence between the longer measures 
and SIMP convergence with TDA and TDA / BFI reduced scales. 
Measure Correlation 
Mean Off-diagonal Divergent Correlations 
SIMP(N=748) . 11 
Mini-markers (N = 170) . 12 
TIPI (N = 242) . 14 
TDA-100 (N = 171) . 16 
BFI(N=550) . 17 
TDA-35 (N =175) . 22 
Mean Convergent Correlations 
BFI - Mini-markers (N = 65) . 63 
TDA-35 - Mini-markers (N = 40) . 67 
TDA-35 - TDA-100 (N = 40) . 72 
TDA-35 - BFI (N = 75) . 71 
TDA-100 - BFI (N = 64) . 65 
Correlations with TDA and combined TDA / BFI Reduced Scales 
Item TDA only TDA / BFI 
(N=151) (N=53) 
I . 70** . 74** 
II . 43** . 49** 
III . 77** 60* 
IV . 48** . 32** 
V . 22** . 
32** 
Mean . 55 . 41 
Means based on Fisher r-z transformations 
* *p<0.01 
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The correlations for the Big Five as measured by the SIMP and the longer measures 
with the external criterion variables are presented in Table 9.8. Generally, these results 
show that the SIMP demonstrated a similar pattern of external correlations to those 
observed for the longer measures and the TIPI. When these profiles of correlation 
coefficients between the personality measures and the criterion variables were 
themselves correlated, the correlations between the SIMP' profile and those of the 
longer measures (rSIMP. TDA-35 = 0.83; rSIMP. TDA-100 =. 82; rSIMP. BFI = 0.85; 
rSIMP. MM = 0.85; rSIMP. TIPI = 0.84) are similar to the correlations between the 
longer measures' profiles (in the range r=0.83 - 0.91). For all six measures, multiple 
correlations were calculated for each criterion, with all of the five factors entered as 
predictors. These analyses show that the SIMP items predicted all of the criteria, but 
that the magnitude of predictive coefficients, whilst comparable to the TIPI, were 
lower in magnitude than the longer measures. 
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Table 9.8. Criterion correlations of the Big Five as measured by SIMP, BFI, MM, 
TDA and TIPI (contd. over page). 
SIMP TDA-35 TDA-100 MM BFI TIPI Mean 
Criterion N= 495 N= 164 N= 149 N= 149 N= 362 N= 234 
I 
Good work habits -. 12** -. 16* . 02 -. 07 -. 03 -. 12 -. 08 
Sociability . 41** . 52* * . 53** . 49** . 50** . 33** . 
47 
Aggression . 17** . 15* . 06 . 05 . 18** . 13 . 12 
Perceived stress -. 07 -. 20** -. 16 -. 19* -. 15** -. 14* -. 13 
Intrinsic motivation . 01 . 06 -. 02 . 03 . 06 -. 02 . 02 Self-esteem . 24** . 
45** . 45** . 46** . 34** . 27** . 37 
Happiness' . 18** . 17* . 26** . 27** . 21** . 22** . 22 
Grades (N = 79) -. 25** -. 16 -. 15 -. 20** . 19 
II 
Good work habits -. 02 . 03 . 10 . 12 . 29** . 15* . 11 
Sociability . 09* . 14 . 
24** . 16 . 00 -. 01 . 11 
Aggression -. 26** -. 21** -. 28** -. 23** -. 41 ** -. 35** -. 30 
Perceived stress . 16** . 00 -. 10 -. 10 -. 07 -. 13 . 04 Intrinsic motivation . 03 . 04 . 15 . 15 . 22** . 14* . 12 Self-esteem -. 16** . 06 . 01 -. 03 . 07 . 05 . 00 
Happiness' . 01 . 06 . 16 . 06 . 07 . 03 . 07 
Grades (N = 79) . 08 . 03 . 00 . 11* . 06 
III 
Good work habits . 26** . 32** . 34** . 32** . 55** . 36** . 
36 
Sociability -. 11* -. 12 . 06 . 03 -. 23** -. 05 . 07 
Aggression -. 09* -. 13 -. 14 -. 12 -. 14** -. 10 -. 12 
Perceived stress -. 12** -. 10 -. 22** -. 20* -. 33** -. 29** -. 21 
Intrinsic motivation . 36** . 33** . 37** . 40** . 47** . 41** . 39 
Self-esteem . 05 . 06 . 11 . 09 . 26** . 25** . 14 
Happiness' . 02 . 06 . 12 . 12 . 17** . 21** . 12 Grades (N = 79) . 19 . 30** . 32* * . 33** . 29 
IV 
Good work habits . 15** -. 03 . 00 . 04 . 27** . 09 . 08 
Sociability -. 07 . 05 . 28** . 20* -. 06 . 08 . 08 
Aggression -. 07 -. 29** -. 21 ** -. 28** -. 03 -. 12 -. 17 
Perceived stress -. 33** -. 41 ** -. 53** -. 50** -. 58** -. 52** . 48 
Intrinsic motivation -. 01 -. 06 -. 15 -. 12 . 09 -. 02 -. 05 
Self-esteem . 33** . 33** . 46** . 
37** . 49** . 40** . 40 
Happiness' . 16** . 19* . 40** . 38** . 33** . 32** . 30 
Grades (N = 79) -. 03 -. 04 . 00 . 03 -. 01 
*p<0.05; **p<U. Ul; 'Sample sizes tor i3F1. Happiness = Ley ana SiMr. ttappiness = 
391 MM and TDA-100 column values not correlated as scores were calculated from 
the same dataset. 
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Table 9.8. (contd) Criterion correlations of the Big Five as measured by SIMP, BFI, 
MM, TDA and TIPI. 
SIMP TDA- TDA-100 MM BFI TIPI Mean 
35 
Criterion N= 495 N= 164 N= 149 N= 149 N= 362 N= 234 
V 
Good work habits -. 10* . 08 . 07 -. 05 . 02 -. 10 -. 01 Sociability . 05 . 06 . 15 . 06 . 13* . 22* * . 11 Aggression -. 01 -. 02 . 02 -. 07 -. 12* -. 05 . 04 Perceived stress . 05 -. 05 -. 05 . 07 -. 13* . 06 . 01 Intrinsic motivation -. 05 . 25** -. 04 . 01 . 16** . 01 . 06 Self-esteem -. 06 . 10 . 00 -. 10 . 15** -. 02 . 01 Happiness' . 01 -. 01 . 07 -. 03 . 10 -. 06 . 01 Grades (N = 79) -. 15 -. 18* -. 19* -. 38** -. 23 
Multiple R 
Good work habits . 32** . 36** . 35** . 34** . 57** . 40** Sociability . 44** . 59** . 57** . 53** . 57** . 37** Aggression . 31** . 37** . 33** . 36** . 46** . 37** Perceived stress . 40** . 50** . 57** . 54** . 61** . 56** Intrinsic motivation . 35** . 40** . 46** . 46** . 51** . 44** Self-esteem . 45** . 51** . 58** . 56** . 57** . 39** Happiness . 27** . 26** . 43** . 44** . 39** . 40** Mean . 36 . 43 . 48 . 47 . 53 . 42 
Convergence between columns of criterion correlations 
TDA-35 . 83 
TDA-100 . 82 . 88 MM . 85 . 90 - 
BFI . 85 . 84 . 84 . 84 TIPI . 84 . 83 . 93 . 83 . 91 
*p<0.05; * *p<0.01; 'Sample sizes for BFI. Happiness = 259 and SIMP. Happiness = 
391 MM and TDA-100 column values not correlated as scores were calculated from 
the same dataset. 
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Table 9.9 shows the test-retest reliability of the SIMP at four time points, compared 
against the TDA-35 and BFI. At each time point, the longer measures demonstrated 
slightly higher test-retest values (IDA-35 at 4 weeks and BFI at 3 months, 9 months, 
and 1 year). The SIMP reliabilities were however, acceptable and remarkably 
consistent over the various time intervals. Table 9.9 shows the mean values for each of 
the items. The factor IV item demonstrated slightly lower reliability than the others 
(mean r=0.60), but overall, the SIMP demonstrated a mean test-retest reliability of 
0.71. 
Table 9.9. SIMP test-retest reliability. 
Factor 4 Weeks* 3 Months' 9 Months' 1 Year+ Mean 
N=79 N=75 N=62 N=53 
I . 77 (. 88) . 75 (. 81) . 88 (. 84) . 68 (. 69) . 78 
II . 70 (. 77) . 
64 (. 77) . 64 (. 80) . 71(. 68) . 67 
III . 75 (. 74) . 79 (. 74) . 66 (. 76) . 66 (. 69) . 72 
IV . 54 (. 80) . 59 (. 80) . 71(. 83) . 55 (. 72) . 60 
V . 76 (. 75) . 67 (. 75) . 71(. 77) . 72 (. 76) . 72 
Mean . 71(. 79) . 70 (. 78) . 74 (. 80) . 67 (. 71) . 71 
Means based on Fisher r to z transformation 
*TDA-35 test-retest values in brackets; 'BFI test-retest values in brackets 
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Table 9.10 shows reliability estimates based on three principal-axis factor analyses. In 
each case, the SIMP items were entered into the analyses with all of the items from the 
BFI, TDA-35 or TDA-100. Because the principal axis procedure provides 
communalities that give an indication of the consistency of the items with the variance 
domain of all the remaining items, those commonalities are representative of the lower 
bound of the item reliability, or internal consistency. Ideally, this analysis would be 
performed using all of the items from all of the measures to sample the broadest 
possible variance domain. However, in the present study, the sample sizes with data 
available for more than one of the measures were insufficient (analyses being over- 
identified), and so each of the measures was considered separately. Table 9.10 shows 
that the highest consistency values were achieved for the BFI analysis, probably 
reflecting the increased heterogeneity in this sample. Trends in reliability between the 
items tended to be consistent across analyses (factors I and III demonstrating the 
highest consistency values). Overall, the mean lower-bound consistency for the items 
was 0.50 (highly comparable with the TIPI calculated alpha of 0.51). Taking account 
of both these estimates and test-retest values, it can be seen that all five scales 
demonstrated reasonable reliability in this study, with the Factor I and III items 
demonstrating particularly high reliability. 
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Table 9.10. Communalities from principal axis factor analyses. 
SIMP Item / BFI TDA-35 TDA-100 Mean 
Factor (N = 434) (N =161) (N =147) 
I . 74 (. 
85) . 68 (. 81) . 51(. 70) . 65 
II . 51(. 69) . 37 (. 59) . 32 (. 55) . 40 
III . 52 (. 70) . 60 (. 76) . 61(. 68) . 58 
IV . 45 (. 63) . 35 (. 57) . 37 (. 58) . 39 
V . 47 (. 65) . 50 (. 61) . 38 (. 45) . 45 
Mean . 55 . 51 . 44 . 50 
Loading of items on respective factors shown in brackets. 
Self-other Agreement 
Table 9.11 shows self-other correlations for the SIMP and BFI. The self-other 
agreement between self- and peer-ratings is highly similar across the two measures 
(mean r=0.38 and 0.42 for SIMP and BFI respectively), but the SIMP factor V item 
demonstrated a near-zero correlation. For the self- and observer-ratings, consistency 
across ratings was lower, with the SIMP demonstrating lower self-other agreement 
than the BFI mean values (mean r=0.22 and 0.33 respectively). The item-format is 
likely to be important in these analyses. Whereas the BFI identifies many focused 
examples of behaviour or traits, the SIMP asks observers and peers to make an overall 
impression of the target. It is probable that as the target becomes better known to the 
rater, it is easier for them to make an overall impression of their personality. Arguably, 
when the target is not well known to the rater, it is easier to make the narrower 
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judgements about the target in the BFI, meaning that these ratings may not be so 
affected in this way. 
Table 9.11. Self-other correlations for the SIMP and BFI. 
Factor Peer (N = 114) Observer (N = 114) Moderator 
SIMP BFI SIMP BFI regression 
(AR2; N= 228) 
I . 52** . 57** . 41** . 42** . 01 (. 00) 
II . 44** . 52** . 21* . 39** . 02* (. 01) 
III . 54** . 51** . 14 . 42** . 07** (. 00) 
IV . 30** . 26** . 22* . 07 . 01 (. 02*) 
V . 03 . 20* . 10 . 34** . 00 (. 00) 
Mean . 38 . 42 . 22 . 33 
*p<0.05; * *p<0.01; Means based on Fisher r to z transformation 
To test this account, the acquaintanceship ratings were entered into moderator 
regressions, following procedures described by Cohen and Cohen (1983). To provide 
a reasonable spread of responses to this item, peer- and observer-ratings were 
combined in a single sample. In step 1 of the regression, the item score and observer- 
rating were entered, with their product being entered in step 2 (in each case the 
criterion being the self rating). Significant changes in R2 were observed in the SIMP 
factor II and III items, and in the BFI Neuroticism scale, with the SIMP factor II item 
demonstrating the highest dependence on acquaintance with the target. This analysis 
suggests that the accuracy of other-ratings using the compound items in the SIMP, 
tend to be more affected by acquaintanceship than the items in the BFI. Overall 
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however, when raters are well acquainted with the target, there is reasonable 
agreement between self- and other-ratings on the SIMP. 
Discussion 
When compared with longer, more established Big Five measures, the SIMP 
demonstrated good convergent and divergent correlations, test-retest reliability was 
acceptable, and criterion correlations were also comparable. It is particularly 
noteworthy that the levels of convergence were similar to those achieved in this study 
between the various pairs of the longer measures. There was little difference between 
convergence of the SIMP with the unipolar and bipolar TDA scales, supporting the 
use of bipolar scales for this brief measure. John and Srivastava (1999) reported 
higher mean convergence correlations than were achieved here (e. g. rBFI. TDA = 
0.81). Nevertheless, the pattern of convergent values in the present study was similar 
to the pattern obtained by John and Srivastava (1999): higher values for Extraversion 
and Conscientiousness, followed by Agreeableness and Emotional Stability, with 
Openness demonstrating the lowest convergence (as would be expected given the 
uncertainty over the content of the Openness factor, De Raad, 1994). The SIMP 
demonstrated the lowest mean off-diagonal divergent correlation of all the measures 
used in this study. Although the Big Five are considered orthogonal, significant 
correlations between the dimensions are often observed. In this study, the SIMP 
emerged as the best measure for obtaining independent assessments of the Big Five. 
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Although the SIMP demonstrated generally acceptable levels of reliability based on 
test-retest values, the test-retest coefficient for the emotional stability item was lower 
than for the other items. However, emotional stability encompasses characteristics 
reflecting mood, calmness, and emotional sensitivity, so is open to some variation 
across time. The upper bound coefficient of 0.71 (in the 9 month comparison) also 
suggests that the item's test-retest reliability is acceptable. Additionally, the lower- 
bound estimates of internal reliability calculated using the principal-axis factor 
analyses were also at a reasonably acceptable level. These could provide an alternative 
to using coefficient alpha to estimate error in measuring latent variables in structural- 
equation modelling. They therefore go some way to addressing a key concern with 
using single-items to measure personality. 
The SIMP demonstrated a near identical pattern of correlations with the criterion 
measures used in this study, and a mean multiple correlation across the five items of R 
= 0.36. This value was lower than for the longer measures. One disadvantage of the 
SIMP is its relative lack of power to discriminate among individuals on any single 
dimension. Multiple-item scales permit finer-grained distinctions among individuals, 
which may partly explain the higher magnitude of the criterion correlations obtained 
for the longer measures. 
The analyses of self-other accuracy analyses showed than when the target is well 
acquainted with the rater, the pattern and magnitude of self-other correlations is highly 
similar between the SIMP and BFI. The openness item demonstrated negligible self- 
other agreement (also the lowest value for the BFI scales), possibly reflecting the 
lower observability of the behaviours in this factor domain. 
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The closest alternative to the SIMP is the TIPI. Part of the validation of the SIMP 
therefore aimed to compare these two instruments. In the validation data from this 
study, the two measures are remarkably similar, with the SIMP being advantageous in 
this research because of its broader sampling of factor components (the SIMP aimed 
to take account of a broader coverage of content of the Big Five than the TIPI). Table 
9.12 summarises the key comparison points, and demonstrates clearly that based on 
this comparison the SIMP are acceptable for use in this study. 
In conclusion, the results reported here indicate that the SIMP are probably reliable 
and valid measures of the Big Five for research purposes. They are appropriate for use 
in this research and are also an accessible instrument for a range of purposes, but 
particularly for the following study types: (1) where participants' time is limited, (2) 
pilot research, (3) studies in which personality is not the principle focus, and (4) time- 
series or round-robin research designs and other designs that ask participants to 
provide multiple personality ratings of themselves and/or multiple targets. 
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Table 9.12. Comparison of SIMP and TIPI. 
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Comparison SIMP TIPI 
Feature 
Mean convergence 0.64 0.66 
with two longer 
measures 
Mean divergence 
Test-retest reliability 
Internal consistency 
Self-other agreement 
Mean multiple 
0.11 
0.71 
(Mean value at 4 time points 
over 1 year) 
0.50 
(lower-bound estimate from 
factor analyses) 
0.38 
(mean self-peer correlation) 
0.36 
0.14 
0.721 
(Mean value at 6 week 
interval) 
0.51 
(calculated coefficient- 
alpha) 
No data available 
0.42 
criterion correlation 
Number of Big Five 42 20 
factor components 
'Value reported by Gosling et al. (2003) 
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Chapter 10 
The use of Contextualised Ratings of Personality to Predict Work Performance 
at an Assessment Centre 
This Chapter reports findings from Study 7 of this thesis, which examined the 
predictive relationships between contextualised ratings and observed competency 
ratings of participants from a one-day assessment centre. The Chapter therefore 
addresses research questions 3,4 and 5 set out in Chapter 4. These were: 
3. Do meta-perceptive ratings result in improvements in the prediction of 
performance criteria when compared with traditional, general assessments? 
4. When compared with role-based ratings as an alternative method for adding 
context to ratings, are the meta-perceptive ratings more predictive of 
performance criteria? In other words, is it merely the addition of context that 
results in any improvement, or is the meta-perceptive approach itself that is 
particularly more effective? 
5. Do contextual dispositional ratings result in negative or non-linear 
associations with performance criteria? 
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The Big Five are often criticised for being assessed and described in research in an 
abstract and decontextualised format (e. g. Cervone et al., 2001). This criticism is 
applicable to many Big Five assessments currently used in research, which often 
reflect trait adjectives or decontextualised behavioural trends. The criticism is not 
applicable however, for trait theory more widely, which tends to view traits as 
coherent situational responses (Van Mechelen and De Raad, 1999). 
Research in this thesis conceptualises the influence of context on personality by 
considering the expression of personality in specific dyadic relationships. This 
approach therefore views dispositions as contextually specific within those 
relationships. Dyadic and interpersonal interactions have received attention in social 
relations analysis (Kenny 1994, Kenny and DePaulo, 1993). Adopting an approach 
from Kenny's methodology, contextualised ratings were operationalised in Chapters 5 
and 6 through the use of meta-perceptive judgements. Meta-perceptions are 
judgements about how an individual thinks he or she is seen by others. This rating 
format can be directly applied to existing psychometric assessments, by alterations to 
questionnaire stems (e. g. "I see myself as... " changed to "my supervisor sees me 
as... "). Meta-perceptions can therefore be applied to existing models of personality 
and have been applied to assessments of the Big Five personality factors in Chapters 5 
and 6. 
In Chapters 3 and 6, meta-perceptive judgements were contrasted with previous 
studies of self-concept differentiation (SCD; Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon et al., 
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1997), which added social role information to personality ratings. An important 
hypothesised distinction between the approaches was the focus of meta-perceptive 
ratings on the observable expression of dispositions for meta-perceptions (i. e. how 
dispositions would be perceived by others), which is not reflected in the role-based 
approach. 
The Big Five, Performance and Assessment Centres 
Meta-analyses in organisational psychology have provided extensive evidence for the 
validity of personality in predicting work performance (Barrick et al., 2001; Salgado, 
1997; Tett et al., 1991). In particular, conscientiousness and emotional stability have 
been found to be consistent predictors (e. g. Barrick and Mount, 1991). One criticism 
of the meta-analytic evidence is its neglect of the potential negative linear and non- 
linear relationships between personality and performance (e. g. Murphy and Shiarella, 
1997; Tett et al., 1991). This was discussed in Chapter 2, which suggested that 
contextualised ratings may identify such relationships. 
Assessment centres measure performance through the observation of competency 
related behaviours, thereby providing other-ratings of performance. Assessment 
centre competencies have been found to be moderately correlated with personality 
assessments (e. g. Chan, 1996; Crawley et al., 1990; Craik et al., 2002), but generally 
to be poorly predicted by broad factors such as those of the Big Five. This is despite 
evidence to suggest that assessment-centre assessors tend to report personality 
descriptors as part of their observations (Lievens, De Fruyt and Dam, 2001). One 
reason suggested for this observation is that the rating domains of personality 
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assessment and assessment centres are different, reflecting self- and other-ratings 
respectively (Kolle et al., 2004). Kolk et al. investigated this difference and found 
increased correlations between the Big Five and competency dimensions when 
personality was rated by a peer, suggesting that the rating perspective of personality 
influences its association with performance. This is an important finding in respect of 
this thesis because it suggests that personality ratings that are based on observed 
dispositions (other-ratings) are more predictive of observed performance ratings. 
Meta-perceptions as an approach to contextualising personality ratings introduce 
consideration of how personality would be rated by others. It is therefore reasonable 
to expect that meta-perceptive ratings will be more predictive of assessment centre 
performance than more general, decontextualised personality assessments. 
Meta perceptions and Critical Rating Conditions (CRCs) 
In previous Chapters, participants rated five meta-perceptive profiles of the Big Five 
(friend, work supervisor, romantic partner, parent, university tutor). When meta- 
perceptive rating means on the five factors for the five different interpersonal 
interactions were examined, systematic differences were found. . Particular rating 
conditions therefore seem to influence ratings on particular traits. For example, 
extraversion is rated highest when people interact with their friends, and 
conscientiousness highest when interacting with a work supervisor. This systematic 
trend in ratings was explored further by asking expert judges to consider the 
likelihood that trait-relevant behaviour would be expressed in interpersonal domains 
(see Chapter 7, Study 4). This led to some marked consistencies across the two 
methods that enabled the definition of the rating conditions under which trait ratings 
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are typically maximised and minimised. These are referred to as the critical rating 
conditions (CRCs), and they suggest that the Big Five are linked to particular 
interpersonal contexts. Collectively, the ratings provide the upper and lower bound 
limits to trait scores (referred to as first and second CRCs respectively). In the present 
Chapter, meta-perceptive rating conditions are considered that represent those 
interpersonal domains assessed in Chapter 7. In defining CRCs among the rating 
perspectives in this study, findings from Chapter 7 identified that three CRCs are not 
clearly defined, with two possible rating conditions identified in each case. In addition 
to these three, the supervisor meta-perception was also entered as a possible first CRC 
for emotional stability. This reflects the results from Study 3, which found this rating 
to be the most positive among the set of meta-perceptions (see Chapter 6). The first 
and second CRCs for each of the Big Five are shown in Table 10.1. 
Study 7 
The present study examined the predictive properties of contextualised ratings of 
personality with observed competency criteria in three groups of analyses. Firstly, 
decontextualised, role-based and meta-perceptive ratings were broadly compared in 
terms of their predictive properties through examination of multiple correlations 
between the five factors and criteria. It is hypothesised that because meta-perceptions 
imply perceptions of observable dispositions, they will be more predictive of 
competency criteria than role-based and decontextualised ratings. 
Secondly, the study investigates the relationships of decontextualised and meta- 
perceptive ratings with competency criteria in more detail through hierarchical 
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regression analyses. These analyses address research question 5, the possibility of 
negative linear, and non-linear relationships between contextualised ratings and 
performance. Two principles are used to structure hypotheses for these analyses. First, 
Big Five factors are expected to predict competencies that reflect factor-relevant 
behaviours. Second, because the CRCs identify important rating conditions for each 
factor, they are expected to be the most predictive of criteria. Based on the two 
identified principles, hypotheses for this second set of analyses are summarised in 
Table 10.1. 
The final set of analyses act as a further test of meta-perceptions against role-based 
and decontextualised ratings, by attempting to replicate any relationships identified 
for the meta-perceptions in (1) an independent decontextualised Big Five measure and 
(2) the role-based contextual ratings. These analyses therefore further examine 
research questions 3 and 4. 
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Table 10.1. Summary hypotheses for meta-perceptive rating analyses 
Hypothesised most predictive meta- 
perceptions 
Factor Hypothesised Predicted Criteria First CRC Second CRC 
Extraversion Assertiveness, Friend Supervisor, 
Communication - Oral, Work Colleague 
Influencing 
Agreeableness Assertiveness, Romantic Partner Supervisor, 
Communication - Oral, Work Colleague 
Influencing 
Conscientiousness Information Management, Supervisor Friend 
Planning and Organisation, 
Safety Management, 
Total AC Score 
Emotional Stability People Management, Supervisor, Romantic Partner 
Assertiveness, Customer 
Communication - Oral, 
Influencing 
Openness Information Management, Romantic Partner Friend, 
Communication - Written, Customer 
Equalities Management 
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Participants were 111 local government managers and supervisors attending an 
assessment centre (77% male, mean age = 44 years). The managers were from a 
single organisational group within local government (managing physical and financial 
government assets and resources), with their shared characteristic being general 
managerial responsibility for their particular organisational function and for groups of 
people. Their backgrounds within this group were reasonably diverse in terms of 
organisational function, encompassing accountancy, local tax management, waste, 
maintenance and environmental management (including social housing repair 
services, refuse services and maintenance of public parks), and property management 
(including management and development of local government property assets). This 
heterogeneous group of managers therefore provided a reasonably representative 
sample of managerial staff in a local government context. Participants ranged in 
tenure in current position and seniority within the organisation. 49 of the participants 
completed the study during the assessment centre (AC) representing an 88% response 
rate of those attending. The remaining 62 were contacted by telephone and invited to 
participate within three months of completing the AC, representing a 70% response 
rate from those contacted. 
Measures of Personality 
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Single-item measures of personality. The SIMP (Woods and Hampson, 2004) 
comprise five bipolar items (one for each Big Five factor) anchored with composite 
descriptors of positive versus negative scores on each of the Big Five. A 9-point line 
is placed between the descriptors and participants use this to indicate the extent to 
which they think each descriptor is an accurate reflection of their personality. Whilst 
the use of single-items does incur some psychometric costs (e. g. Robins et al., 2001; 
Gosling et al., 2003), the SIMP have proven to be reasonably reliable and valid 
measures of the Big Five for research (see Chapter 9), and are particularly appropriate 
here, when the research design necessitates multiple assessments of the same factor. 
Using the SIMP, participants provided 11 ratings of the Big Five, comprising a single 
decontextualised rating and 10 contextualised ratings. The decontextualised rating 
(referred to as the general rating) used the original questionnaire stem. As previously, 
the contextual information was added to ratings using the stem question. Meta- 
perceptions were operationalised by changing the original stem (Generally, I see 
myself as) to reflect 5 significant others (e. g. my supervisor would say that I am). 
Significant others were a work colleague, a work supervisor, a customer, a romantic 
partner, and a friend. These five ratings sample broad work and non-work domains. 
By changing the questionnaire stem to `in this role, I see myself as', participants were 
asked to consider themselves in 5 social roles. These were the roles of child (in 
interaction with their parents), employee, romantic partner, friend and parent. 
Big Five Inventory (BFI). The BFI (John & Srivastava, 1999; John, Donahue, & 
Kentle, 1991) is a 44-item measure of the Big Five. Participants use a 5-point scale to 
indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree with each of the items, which are 
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in the form of short descriptive statements (e. g., "I see myself as someone who is 
talkative"; 1= Disagree strongly; 5= Agree strongly). The BFI demonstrates good 
convergence with NEO-PIR scales (John & Srivastava, 1999) and acceptable internal 
reliability in this study (mean a=0.84; see Table 10.2). 
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Table 10.2. BFI scale alphas. 
BFI Scale Alpha 
(N =106) 
Extraversion . 84 
Agreeableness . 81 
Conscientiousness . 82 
Emotional Stability . 85 
Openness . 82 
Mean . 84 
Assessment Scores 
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Participants were all assessed during a one-day assessment centre (AC). In total 18 
ACs were conducted with a mean attendance of 8 participants. The AC comprised 6 
exercises: 2 group activities, 2 role-play interviews, an in-tray exercise and a written 
report exercise. Assessment centre exercises were designed by organisational subject 
matter experts and AC observers with backgrounds in human resource management 
and training. The exercises were designed to simulate the kinds of tasks that managers 
need to undertake within local government, independent of the technical aspects of a 
given management position. The ACs therefore assessed competence in management 
activities, with technical expertise assessed elsewhere. 
Observers comprised 3 human resource officers, 4 training officers and 3 middle 
managers within the organisation (means assessment experience = 3.5 years), with 
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between 4 and 6 observers being involved in each AC. The researcher acted as an 
observer on 8 of the ACs. For this reason, data were processed and analysed after all 
ACs were evaluated, and participant feedback completed. Observers all received one 
day training sessions involving briefings on the competencies and exercises, and 
practical experience of scoring the competencies during the exercises. 
Consistent with typical AC practice, the ratio of observers to participants allowed 
each participant to be observed by at least three different observers during the AC. 
After each exercise, observers were required to record competency ratings and a brief 
report of their observations to support their evaluation of the participant. During a 
post AC evaluation meeting, each observer reported their observations and scores, 
which were discussed amongst the observer group to help ensure that interpretation of 
the competency score anchors was consistent. After each participant had been 
evaluated, observers made overall judgements about the training needs of the 
participant on a 4-point scale (1 = major training needs in most competency areas; 4= 
minimal training needs in a few competency areas), which were then averaged across 
observers. 
In each exercise, participants were observed by one observer who assigned scores 
based on several competencies drawn from a set of 12 (of which 9 had acceptable 
sample sizes for inclusion in the study). The competencies were all scored on 5-point 
scales (ranging from 0- 4), defined by the training needs of the participants in each 
competency area. Each competency rating was further defined by the use of 
behavioural anchors, specifying precisely the behaviours that represented a given 
competency score. This aimed to remove much of the subjectivity that can affect 
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behavioural observations during ACs. The behavioural anchors were also developed 
by organisational subject matter experts. The competencies used in the present study 
and their associated means and standard deviations are shown in Table 10.3. Sample 
sizes in the Table represent those included in respective competency analyses. 
The format of the ACs were subject to minor variations, with some assessing different 
subsets from the overall set of competencies to others. Consequently, the usual 
validation procedure for the competency measures of factor analysis across observer 
ratings is inappropriate. Instead, a subset of 71 participants were identified with 
complete and matching data for 5 of the competencies. For each of the 5 
competencies, observer ratings were available in at least 2 different exercises. The 
scores were split to include one of each of the group and interview exercises, and one 
of either the in-tray and written report exercises, and within participant means 
calculated for the resulting groups of scores. The two sets of competency means were 
then correlated. These 5 split-half correlations are also shown in Table 10.3, and 
demonstrate acceptable levels of convergence of competency scores across exercises. 
Observer ratings were entered into a competency x exercise matrix and mean scores 
calculated for each competency, which were themselves averaged to give a total 
competency score. The mean of this total score and the observer overall judgement of 
training needs gave the participant's final employment recommendation (AC overall 
score). Because observer overall judgements were not based on behavioural 
observations, neither they nor AC overall scores were included in the study. 
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Table 10.3. Competency score means, standard deviations, and split-half 
correlations. 
Split-half 
Competency N Mean SD 
correlations 
Assertiveness 78 1.99 . 79 
Communication - Oral 111 2.36 . 55 . 50* 
Communication - written 111 1.80 . 73 
Equality Management 111 . 98 . 52 . 43** 
Influencing 82 1.80 . 71 . 38* 
Information Management 99 1.81 . 65 . 42 
People Management 90 1.71 
. 56 . 35 
Planning and Organisation 111 1.78 . 64 . 35 
Safety management 93 1.82 1.02 
Total Competency Score 111 1.72 . 43 
Mean Observer Judgement 80 1.66 . 58 
* *p<0.01 
Demographic and Confounding Predictors 
The relationship between personality traits and managerial competency performance 
is likely to be moderated by variables such as managerial experience and cognitive 
ability. These were therefore accounted for in the regression analyses of the meta- 
perceptive ratings by two demographic variables (manager seniority and age). 
Managers higher in cognitive ability are likely to progress to more senior roles, and 
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job experience in management is likely to reflect the age of the participant. For these 
reasons, it is reasonable to expect that older and more senior candidates will receive 
higher AC scores than younger and more junior managers. 
Manager seniority was measured as a function of salary. Local government salaries 
are based upon spinal-column points (SCPs; ranging from 1- 68). SCPs were 
available for 73 participants. Where SCPs were unavailable (such as in the case of 
candidates external to the organisation) the SCP associated with the recruiting 
position was substituted. Age was recorded in banded 5-year intervals to encourage 
completion. Age data was available for all participants. 
Procedure 
Participants who completed the measures during the AC were administered the 
questionnaire after completing the exercises. Those who completed the measures after 
the AC, were administered the questionnaire in single sessions with between 2 and 6 
participants attending each. Participants all completed the decontextualised and 
contextualised ratings, followed by several other short scales (reported in Chapter 11), 
and the BFI. In each case, a brief explanation and introduction was provided to 
participants in written form prior to completing the various sections of the 
questionnaire. These notes explained the concepts of social roles and the focus of 
meta-perceptions on interpersonal interactions. To balance any order effects of 
completing the personality sections of the questionnaire, the order of completion of 
the three rating conditions (general, role-based, and meta-perceptive) was altered. 
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One-sixth sections of the sample completed one of the possible order permutations of 
the general, meta-perceptive and role-based ratings. 
Analytic Approach 
Three groups of analyses were conducted, addressing the three groups of hypotheses 
outlined earlier. Firstly, multiple regression analyses were conducted for each set of 
ratings of the Big Five. The Big Five were rated from the general, decontextualised 
perspective, five meta-perceptive perspectives and five role-based perspectives. In 
each case the five factors were entered into a series of multiple regressions as 
independent variables, with each of the ten competency criteria as dependent 
variables. 
Secondly, hierarchical regression analyses were used to examine the hypotheses 
surrounding the critical rating conditions. In these analyses, managerial age and 
seniority were entered in the first step of the regression followed by the personality 
factor in the second. For each Big Five factor, analyses were conducted for the 
general rating and the five meta-perceptions. The increase in R2 as a result of step 2 
was examined in each case. Based on these results findings, were examined further to 
investigate the possibility of negative- and non-linear relationships. 
The third set of analyses attempted to replicate significant important significant 
regressions from the second set of analyses using the role-based ratings and an 
independent decontextualised measure (BFI). 
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Statistical significance of results. One potential limitation of the reported analyses is 
the reliance on statistical significance to identify predictive effects of the meta- 
perceptions. Predictive coefficients for AC competency criteria are typically quite 
low, and when combined with the single-item assessment of meta-perceptions in this 
study, this means that results were in most cases significant at the p<0.05 level. This 
inevitably raises the issue of the possibility of spurious significance. Given the 
practical constraints of obtaining observed performance data in the study, and the 
expected magnitude of predictive coefficients in the findings, a Bonferroni correction 
was inappropriate. This reduced the risk of type II errors, but incurred a trade off of 
increasing the possibility of type I errors. Two alternative strategies were used to 
address the issue, both of which lend support to the reported findings. First, all 
analyses were based on a priori hypotheses about which competencies would be 
predicted by each Big Five factors, and the meta-perceptions that would be most 
predictive, giving a conceptual as well as statistical basis for the significant results. 
Second, analyses were conducted on all meta-perceptions (rather than solely on 
critical-rating conditions), and replication was also attempted for the role and general 
rating results with alpha set at the same level (p = 0.05). This gave adequate 
opportunity for results that did not support the hypotheses to emerge. 
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Tables 10.4 and 10.5 show the multiple correlations between the general, meta- 
perceptive and role-based ratings, and the 9 competency criteria plus the total 
competency score. For each rating condition, the five factors were entered as 
predictors in a multiple regression analysis. Reviewing the meta-perceptive 
coefficients, and comparing them with the general rating shows a small increase in the 
mean multiple correlation for the work colleague rating and no increases for the 
customer, friend and romantic partner ratings. For the work supervisor rating, there 
was a marked increase in the mean value. Moreover, for this meta-perception, 5 of the 
11 multiple correlations were significant compared with one for the general rating. A 
comparison of the individual coefficients shows that the differences represent a 
cumulative increase in explained variance in the criteria of 51%. 
Table 10.5 shows that the role-ratings did not demonstrate any increase in multiple R, 
with all of the mean multiple correlations being lower than or equal to the general 
rating. This supports the position that it is the nature of meta-perceptions that lead to 
increases in the prediction of competency criteria rather than the addition of context 
itself. The first hypothesis therefore received partial support in the analyses. Meta- 
perceptive contextualised ratings did result in increases in multiple correlations, but 
these were limited to the supervisor meta-perception. 
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Table 10.4. Multiple correlations (multiple R) between meta-perceptions and the 
general rating of the Big Five and competency criteria. 
Criterion General Work Work Customer Friend Romantic 
Colleague Supervisor Partner 
Communication - 
. 18 . 22 . 33* . 09 . 23 . 21 
Oral 
Equalities 
. 25 . 25 . 27 . 34* . 20 . 
26 
Management 
Influencing . 18 . 15 . 28 . 29 . 23 . 
14 
Information 
. 18 . 24 . 39* . 13 . 29 . 19 
Management 
People Management . 
27 
. 
32 . 34* . 41** . 12 . 
22 
Assertiveness . 
31 . 37* . 55** . 33* . 47** . 46** 
Planning and 
. 27 . 27 . 
28 . 19 . 23 . 
19 
Organisation 
Safety management . 
29 . 23 . 13 . 13 . 
15 . 12 
Communication - 
. 26 . 16 . 
22 . 21 . 17 . 
23 
Written 
Total . 27 . 31 . 
40** . 11 . 26 . 23 
Mean . 24 . 25 . 
32 . 23 . 24 . 
23 
*p<0.05; **p<0.01 
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Table 10.5. Multiple correlations (multiple R) between role- and general-ratings of 
the Big Five and competency criteria. 
Criterion General Employee Child Parent Friend Romantic 
Partner 
Communication - 
18 . 20 . 20 . 18 . 20 . 18 
Oral 
Equalities 
. 
25 . 18 . 18 . 15 . 15 . 15 
Management 
Influencing . 18 . 17 . 25 . 19 . 11 . 19 
Information 
. 18 . 17 . 35* . 33 . 21 . 33 
Management 
People 
. 27 . 28 . 13 . 22 . 
27 . 22 
Management 
Assertiveness . 31 . 
31 . 43* . 34 . 19 . 34 
Planning and 
. 27 . 18 . 
14 . 27 . 24 . 27 
Organisation 
Safety 
. 29 . 
25 . 20 . 
37 . 18 . 37 
management 
Communication - 
. 26 . 
23 . 26 . 18 . 22 . 18 
Written 
Total . 27 . 
22 . 25 . 18 . 20 . 18 
J 
Mean . 24 . 
22 . 24 . 24 . 19 . 24 
*p<0.05; **p<0.01 
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The predictive effects of the various contextual dispositions were examined further by 
hierarchical regression. In each regression analysis, manager age and seniority were 
entered in step 1, and a Big Five factor in step 2. In each case the change in R2 was 
examined as a result of step 2. As conscientiousness and emotional stability are the 
most consistent predictors of work performance (e. g. Barrick and Mount, 1991), these 
are examined first. 
Table 10.6 shows the results of the hierarchical regression analyses for 
conscientiousness, organised by rating perspective. The first observation to note is 
that for the general rating of conscientiousness, there were no significant changes in 
R2 based on the addition of the personality rating in step 2. Of the five meta- 
perceptions included in the analyses, three produced significant increases in R2 (work- 
colleague, friend and supervisor ratings). 
For planning and organisation, and information management, significant increases 
were observed in three rating perspectives. Within the work-domain ratings, both the 
work colleague and supervisor ratings produced significant increases in explained 
variance and significant beta values in each case. By this result, participant perception 
of how conscientious they are when interacting with work colleagues and their 
supervisor is associated with performance in these two competency areas. However, 
the highest increase in R2 for these two competencies was for the friend meta- 
perception (AR2 = . 06; p< . 
05). For the total competency score criterion, the 
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supervisor rating gave the only significant increase in explained variance (AR2 = . 07; 
p< . 01). There were no significant increases for the safety management criterion. 
Overall, the meta-perceptions did give higher predictive coefficients than the general 
rating of conscientiousness and among the five rating perspectives, the supervisor and 
friend meta perceptions gave consistently significant increases in R2 in three of the 
four criteria. Hypotheses concerning the effect of critical rating conditions (CRCs) 
therefore receive considerable support, with these two well-defined CRCs emerging 
as the most predictive. 
The hierarchical regression analyses for emotional stability are shown in Table 10.7. 
Among the three interpersonal competencies (communication-oral, assertiveness and 
influencing), the friend meta-perceptive rating gave the only significant increase in 
R2, in the assertiveness competency analyses. Although other results were non- 
significant, three interesting trends are worthy of note. The first is that in each of these 
three competencies the friend meta-perception gave the highest beta values for 
emotional stability. The second observation is that R-values were higher than the 
general rating in only two of the work-based ratings (customer rating with both 
communication-oral and influencing). The R-values for the non-work ratings, 
however, are consistently higher than the general ratings. Thirdly, the beta values for 
the non-work ratings (and a substantial number of work-based ratings) are negative, 
suggesting that emotional stability is a negative predictor of performance in these 
competency areas. 
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For people management, trends were more marked. There were small increases in R2 
in all of the meta-perceptive ratings, with a single significant increase for the 
customer meta-perception. Again of interest are the beta values, with a clear 
distinction between work and non-work ratings observable. In the three work-ratings, 
the beta values are all positive, indicating that when seniority and age are accounted 
for, those managers who demonstrate dispositions associated with high emotional 
stability tend to perform best. This is in contrast to the non-work ratings where the 
beta values are negative. 
These trends in beta values for regressions with people management were explored 
further using two sets of meta-perceptive ratings representing each of the work and 
non-work domains. Based on the R-values associated with each regression, the 
romantic partner and customer ratings proved most predictive of the criterion. These 
were therefore selected to represent the two domains. Although the romantic partner 
and customer ratings provided slightly higher R-values than the remaining ratings, the 
friend and supervisor ratings were also selected to include in this analysis for two 
reasons. Firstly, the friend rating produced slightly higher R-values than the romantic 
partner-rating in all of the emotional stability regressions except with people 
management. Secondly, the work supervisor rating was hypothesised as a potential 
first CRC for emotional stability, and so was an important rating to consider in 
hypothesis testing. 
The extent to which the two ratings within each rating pair predicted unique variance 
in the criterion was examined by looking at partial correlations. In each case, one of 
the two ratings was correlated with people management with the other partialled out. 
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The resulting values are shown in Table 10.8. As can be seen in each case the 
difference between the two values is increased, indicating that each rating does 
predict unique variance within the criterion, and more importantly, that within each 
pair, each rating predicts competency performance in a different way from the other. 
Table 10.8. Partial correlations of two pairs of meta-perceptive ratings with people 
management. 
Partial correlation values for paired work/non-work rating 
Rating correlated 
with People 
Management 
Friend rating 
partialled 
Supervisor 
pairs 
Romantic Customer 
rating partner rating rating 
partialled partialled partialled 
Friend -. 27* 
Supervisor . 34** 
Romantic Partner 
Customer . 30* * 
*p<. 05; * *p<. 01 
Correlations between ratings and criterion were further examined in mean-splits of 
score distributions. The results are shown in Table 10.9. The friend-supervisor pair 
demonstrated the strongest trend in these results, although values are similar. 
Interpretation is therefore limited to this rating pair, but with evidence broadly 
confirming this interpretation for the other rating pair. As can be seen the positive 
-. 30* 
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association between the supervisor rating and criterion is maximised at the low end of 
the friend-rating distribution. This suggests that for people who score low on 
emotional stability with their friends, increases in performance are strongly associated 
with increased emotional stability with their supervisor (based on meta-perceptive 
judgements). In other words if someone is emotionally unstable outside work, their 
performance in managing people is likely to increase if they are more stable at work. 
However, those above average on emotional stability in the friend rating, do not 
exhibit such an association between supervisor rating and people management. 
The negative association between friend rating and criterion is most marked for those 
high in emotional stability in the supervisor rating. This suggests that people who are 
high in emotional stability at work, tend to perform less well as emotional stability 
outside work increases. Additionally, the friend-rating distribution-split shows that 
although non-significant, the association between the performance criterion and the 
rating is positive below the mean and negative above, suggesting a potential non- 
linear relationship. A similar, though less marked observation is seen for the 
supervisor rating. 
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Table 10.9. Correlations between paired ratings and people management scores, split 
at the mean of rating distributions. 
Correlations with People Management 
Meta-perceptive Romantic partner rating 
Customer rating mean -split 
Rating mean-split 
Pair 1 High Low Hieh Low 
Romantic partner -. 25 -. 14 
Customer . 08 . 46* 
Friend rating mean-split 
-. 14 -. 30 
. 05 . 17 
Supervisor rating mean -split 
Pair 2 High Low High Low 
Friend . 16 -. 28 . 09 -. 42 
Supervisor . 60** . 01 . 18 -. 11 
* *p<0.01 
To test for curvilinear effects in all four ratings, procedures outlined by Cohen and 
Cohen (1988) were used, entering the linear and quadratic terms into regression 
analyses in sequential steps. The results are shown in Table 10.10. For the supervisor, 
romantic partner and customer ratings, there were no significant increases in R2 by 
adding the quadratic term in step 2 of the regression. The linear relationship is 
therefore the most parsimonious between these ratings and the people management 
criterion. Of the three ratings, the supervisor rating exhibited the highest value. 
For the friend rating, significant and substantial increment in explained variance is 
achieved through adding the non-linear term (AR2 = . 06; p<. 05), and so the 
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curvilinear relationship is supported. As the friend meta-perceptive rating increases, 
performance in this competency area increases to a maximum point and then 
decreases. 
Table 10.10. Polynomial regressions for four meta-perceptive ratings 
ratings with people management criterion. 
Output from 
polynomial regressions 
Supervisor 
rating 
Friend 
rating 
Customer 
rating 
Romantic 
partner 
rating 
Step 1 (linear term) 
R . 23* . 10 . 20 . 17 
R2 . 05 . 01 . 04 . 03 
Step 2 (quadratic term) 
R . 27* . 26* . 23 . 22 
R2 . 07* . 07* . 06 . 05 
AR2 . 02 . 06* . 01 . 02 
*p<0.05 
Taking the supervisor and friend meta-perceptions as a pair, these analyses highlight 
two distinct relationships between the two ratings of emotional stability and the 
criterion. Given that the friend- and supervisor-ratings predict unique variance in the 
criterion and in different ways, it is therefore appropriate to combine them in a 
regression equation to ascertain their combined predictive properties. To confirm that 
co-linearity was not evident between the two ratings, tolerance values were examined 
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between them in a simple linear regression with the criterion. The value of . 61 is 
acceptable and so the quadratic term for the friend-rating was added in the second 
step. The results of this final regression are shown in Table 10.11. The quadratic term 
adds significantly to the R2 value of the regression equation and all three terms have 
significant beta values. In total, the regression equation has an R value of 0.44 (R2 = 
. 19). These results suggest that contextualised ratings of emotional stability do exhibit 
non-linear predictive effects, and provide further partial support for CRC hypotheses. 
Table 10.11. Regression of Emotional Stability 
terms with people management criterion. 
Regression output Value 
Step I (friend and 
supervisor ratings) 
R . 35** 
R2 . 12** 
Step 2 (friend rating 
quadratic term) 
R . 44** 
R2 . 19** 
AR2 . 07** 
P Supervisor rating . 44** 
P Friend rating 1.31 * 
A Friend quadratic term -1.67** 
*p<0.05; * *p<0.01; Beta terms are unstandardised 
regression coefficients. 
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Regression analyses for extraversion are shown in Table 10.12. For the general rating 
there were small, non-significant increases in explained variance in the three 
competencies. In the non-work meta-perceptive ratings, there were two non- 
significant increases, both in the romantic partner perspective. There was also a 
significant increase in the regression of the friend rating on the assertiveness 
competency (AR2 = . 06; p< . 05). This was the only significant increase in explained 
variance for extraversion. Among the work-ratings, the work-colleague perspective 
emerged as the most consistent predictor in terms of R2 change, demonstrating three 
non-significant increases. The relevance of the work colleague and friend ratings to 
extraversion ratings is consistent with CRC hypotheses. 
Table 10.13 shows the results for the agreeableness ratings. Neither the general rating 
nor the meta-perceptive ratings resulted in significant increases in R2. One interesting 
observation is the valence difference in the beta coefficients for the ratings from the 
work colleague and romantic partner perspectives with assertiveness (negative and 
positive respectively). This difference in beta was investigated further. 
Two ratings were individually correlated with the assertiveness competency, with the 
other rating partialled. The results of this are shown in Table 10.14. The Table shows 
that both the ratings do predict independent variance in the criterion. As in the 
analyses of the emotional stability ratings, the interaction of the scores was examined 
further by splitting the score distributions around the mean and examining the 
resulting relationships within each subset of the sample. The results are shown in 
Table 10.15. The observed trend in results is most marked in the high group in the 
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romantic partner rating. People who rated themselves as high on agreeableness when 
interacting with their romantic partner, tended to be rated as more assertive as their 
scores on these two ratings diverged (with the work colleague rating decreasing). This 
indicates that high agreeableness when interacting with a romantic partner is a pre- 
requisite for performance increases on the assertiveness criterion based on the work 
rating. 
Table 10.14. Partial correlations of two meta-perceptive ratings of agreeableness with 
assertiveness. 
Partial correlation values 
Rating correlated with 
assertiveness 
Romantic partner - Work Colleague - 
rating partialled rating partialled 
Romantic partner . 33** 
Work Colleague -. 33 
* *p<0.01 
Table 10.15. Correlations between ratings and assertiveness scores, split at the mean 
of rating distributions. 
Romantic Partner Rating Work Colleague Rating 
Rating correlated with 
assertiveness 
Mean-split Mean -split 
High Low High Low 
Romantic Partner . 44** . 
07 . 06 . 34* 
Work Colleague -. 43* -. 16 -. 13 -. 26 
*p<0.05; * *p<0.01 
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The relationship of several of the contextualised ratings with assertiveness is an 
interesting one. To examine collective predictive effects, the two relevant extraversion 
ratings, (work colleague and friend), the two agreeableness ratings (romantic partner 
and work colleague) and the friend emotional stability rating (discussed earlier) were 
entered into a single multiple regression. The results are shown in Table 10.16. They 
show an overall R-value of 0.60 (p<. 01) with significant beta coefficients for all of 
the components except the extraversion rating from the work colleague perspective. 
Subsequent analysis showed no effect on the regression output of removing this term. 
This is a considerable regression size given that the performance criterion is observed 
and that there was no such relationship exhibited using the general rating. The two 
agreeableness ratings show an increased difference in their association with the 
criterion in terms of their beta values, suggesting that there is an important differential 
effect of these two ratings. These analyses support the first CRC definition (romantic 
partner) and provide evidence to clarify the second CRC, with the work-colleague 
ratings being supported in this respect. 
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Table 10.16. Regression of extraversion (I), agreeableness (II) 
and emotional stability (IV) with assertiveness. 
Regression output for Value 
assertiveness 
R . 60** 
R2 . 36* 
ßI- work colleague . 03 
pI- friend rating . 35* 
P 11 - romantic partner . 55** 
0 II - work colleague -. 42* 
ß IV - friend -. 34** 
*p<0.05; * *p<0.01; Beta terms are standardised regression coefficients. 
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Table 10.17 shows the regression analyses for the openness ratings. In the non-work 
ratings, there were no significant R2 increases, but the romantic partner rating did 
exhibit a small increase with equalities management. In the work ratings, the customer 
and work-colleague rating produced a significant R2 change (AR2 = . 06; p< . 05) for 
the equalities management competency. The CRC hypotheses for openness are 
therefore partially supported, with the customer rating among the most predictive in 
the work domain ratings and the romantic partner rating as most predictive in the non- 
work domain ratings. 
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Post hoc Analyses of Effects in Other Rating Formats 
260 
The results show that the meta-perceptive ratings on the SIMP outperformed the 
general SIMP ratings in predicting competency performance. As a post hoc 
examination of these findings, two sets of further analyses tested whether key meta- 
perceptive analyses could be replicated in different rating sets. The first addressed the 
robustness of the general rating of personality, by testing the observed pattern of 
results with a multi-item assessment of the Big Five (the BFI). The second addressed 
the distinction between roles and meta-perceptions and indicated whether it is merely 
adding context information to the ratings that leads to improvement or whether it is 
the nature of meta-perceptions that is particularly most effective. Analyses therefore 
used equivalent BFI and role ratings to replicate key regression analyses to see if the 
predictive effects were observed in (1) multi-item decontextualised Big Five scales, 
and (2) role-based contextual ratings. For conscientiousness, regressions were 
performed on the BFI rating and the friend, and employee role-ratings, which 
mirrored those for the meta-perceptions. For emotional stability, two regressions were 
performed, reflecting the hierarchical analyses of emotional stability with people 
management. In the first, BFI neuroticism and its squared value were entered in 
sequential steps in the regression. In the second the employee and friend ratings were 
entered at step one followed by the square of the friend rating. 
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The combined predictive effects of extraversion and agreeableness with assertiveness 
were examined in two regressions. In the first, BFI equivalent scale scores were 
regressed onto the assertiveness competency. In the second, the romantic partner and 
employee ratings of agreeableness and the friend and employee ratings of 
extraversion were entered into a multiple regression with assertiveness. For openness, 
BFI openness, and employee and romantic partner role meta-perceptions of openness 
were regressed onto the equalities management competency in three regressions. 
Table 10.19. Regression of Emotional Stability 
terms with people management criterion. 
Regression output BFI Role ratings 
Step 1 (friend and employee 
ratings; BFI-N) 
R . 25* . 03 
R2 . 07* . 00 
Step 2 (friend rating 
quadratic term; BFI-N 
quadratic term) 
R . 25 . 18 
R2 . 07 . 03 
AR2 . 00 . 03 
ß BFI-N -. 24 
A BFI-N quadratic term -. 02 
P Supervisor rating . 15 
P Friend rating . 05 
P Friend quadratic term -. 27 
*p<. 05; **p<. Ol; Beta terms are unstandardised regression 
coefficients. BFI-N = BFI Neuroticism 
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The results are shown in Tables 10.18 - 10.21. The Tables are equivalent to those 
presented in earlier analyses. A detailed discussion of the specific results is 
unnecessary. In each analysis the meta-perceptive ratings strongly outperformed the 
BFI and role ratings in terms of predicting the criteria, with the role ratings producing 
no significant results and the BFI producing a single significant result in the linear 
regression of neuroticism with people management. This R-value was lower in 
magnitude than the corresponding meta-perceptive result. These analyses suggest that 
improvements in performance prediction is attributable to the meta-perceptive method 
rather than simply as a result of contextualising personality ratings. This provides 
considerable support for the first hypothesis, that meta-perceptions would be more 
predictive of competency criteria than role- and general-ratings. 
Table 10.20. Regression of Extraversion (I) and Agreeableness (II) 
with the Assertiveness competency. 
Regression output BFI Role-rating 
R . 22 . 17 
R2 . 05 . 03 
0 I-BFI . 21 
ß u-BFI . 05 
AI- employee . 11 
01- friend -. 08 
A 11 - romantic partner . 11 
0 II - employee . 03 
*p<. 05; **p<. Ol; Beta terms are standardised 
regression coefficients. 
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Table 10.21. Regressions of BFI and role ratings of openness with equalities 
management. Values in the table are Standardised Betas unless otherwise indicated. 
Rating 
BFI Romantic Partner Employee 
Perspective 
Criterion Equalities Management 
Stepl: 
Age . 14 . 14 . 11 
Seniority . 16 . 18 . 17 
Step 2: 
Openness . 05 . 11 . 
01 
R . 27 . 28* . 25 
R2 . 07 . 08* . 06 
AR 2 . 00 . 01 . 00 
*p<0.05; Age = managerial age; Seniority = managerial seniority. 
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The results presented here provided considerable support for hypotheses set out in this 
study. Firstly, increased prediction of performance criteria by personality variables 
was demonstrated by assessing dispositions in interpersonal contexts rather than in a 
decontextualised way. This supports the first hypothesis in this study. In this research, 
context was added through the use of meta-perceptions and social role information. 
The application of meta-perceptions to the ratings resulted in some significant 
increases in explained variance among nine assessment centre (AC) performance 
criteria that were not observed using a general rating or role-based approach. In post- 
hoc analyses, unique relationships between meta-perceptions and performance, 
including non-linear and negative-linear relationships were not replicable in either an 
independent Big Five scale or role-based ratings, with the meta-perceptions being 
substantially more predictive in each case. Remaining hypotheses also received 
support, with the critical rating conditions (CRCs) represented in nearly all of the 
notable and significant regression analyses, and identified as predictive, or the most 
predictive of the competency criteria for each factor. These results are now discussed 
in more detail. 
Meta perceptions versus General- and Role-ratings 
The results of the multiple regression analyses showed that the Big Five were most 
predictive when rated from the supervisor meta-perceptive perspective. As an isolated 
result, this is an important finding. The improvement in total competency score 
prediction (. 27 for the general rating, . 40 for the supervisor meta-perception) 
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highlights the significance of this result for organisational practice. Utility 
calculations allow the benefits of improved validity to be estimated in financial terms. 
Using formulae outlined by Cascio (1982) based on these two validity values, setting 
average managerial wage at £30,000, and the standard deviation of manager 
productivity as 40% of salary (Schmidt and Hunter, 1979), demonstrated that if the 
top 20% of candidates were selected, the increased validity equates to a productivity 
benefit of approximately £2500 per manager per year (see Appendix four for 
calculation). This benefit is achievable through the simple addition of the contextual, 
meta-perceptive information. 
Importantly, the multiple regression analyses also demonstrated that the role-ratings 
resulted in no increases in mean predictive values. The difference between role ratings 
and meta-perceptions lies in the implied focus of the ratings. Meta-perceptions ask 
participants to consider observable dispositions, a feature not present in the role based 
ratings. Although there is always a difference between meta-perceptive and actual 
other-ratings, this methodology means that the meta-perceptions are nevertheless 
more consistent with the performance criteria (other ratings), than the role-based 
ratings. This was partially supported in this study, but was conditional on the 
relationship between criterion context and rating context. In the multiple regression 
analyses, predictive values were highest for the supervisor rating, which is similar to 
the criteria in that both are based on the work domain. Further support was not, 
however, provided by the work-colleague and customer meta-perceptions, which did 
not result in similar increases. 
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Research question 5 in this thesis asked whether contextualised personality ratings 
would exhibit non-linear or negative linear relationships with performance criteria. 
Such relationships were observed in emotional stability and agreeableness. A further 
important finding in this study also highlighted that contextualised ratings may predict 
independent or unique variance from other contextualised ratings of the same factor. 
Such relationships were also exhibited for emotional stability and agreeableness. 
In the results for emotional stability, unique and non-linear relationships were 
observed in the prediction of people management performance. In this competency 
area, two contextual dispositions demonstrated unique relationships with 
performance, suggesting that each meta-perceptive rating relates to important 
individual dispositions that do not necessarily cross these social contexts. Moreover, 
combining these two distinct relationships resulted in an R-value of . 44. 
The results of the analyses highlighted that the romantic partner and work colleague 
meta-perceptions exhibited independent and opposing (positive and negative 
respectively) prediction of assertiveness. Multiple regression analyses demonstrated 
that contextualised ratings of the Big Five predicted assertiveness with an overall R of 
. 60. Importantly, the 
beta values for the agreeableness terms in the regression were 
both significant and opposing. The hypotheses surrounding negative and non-linear 
relationships therefore received partial support, with independent prediction (i. e. two 
meta-perceptions of the same Big Five factor predicting unique variance in the 
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criterion) being an interesting addition to the implications of contextualised 
assessment in occupational psychology. 
One potential interpretation of the findings concerns the question of whether the 
differences reflect specific facets of the Big Five, or different ratings of factors in 
their entirety. There are several lower level aspects or facets of the Big Five (e. g. 
NEO Facets; AB5C Model), with different models describing up to 12 lower level 
constructs within each factor. The single item used in this study means that this 
possibility cannot be investigated in the current data, but the inclusion of multiple 
descriptors in the item means that it is possible that particular parts of the item receive 
differential attendance under different contextual conditions. This would be consistent 
with research by De Raad and others on personality and situations (e. g. De Raad, in 
press). Different contextualised ratings may therefore be relevant to specific facets of 
the Big Five. The alternative is that ratings are systematically different across the 
entire factor, suggesting dispositional changes across all factor facets. Both may result 
in differential relationships. Future research could therefore investigate these 
relationships in lower level facet measures of the Big Five. 
Critical Rating Conditions 
Hypotheses in this study set out expected patterns of predictive coefficients among the 
meta-perceptive ratings based on the critical rating conditions (CRCs) for each factor. 
Of the ten possible CRCs, six were unambiguously defined in previous Chapters and 
four required further definition. Discussion of these results therefore addresses the 
tests of hypotheses and support for the defined CRCs, and also considers further 
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evidence in defining the four remaining undefined CRCs. Combined results are 
summarised in Table 10.22, highlighting the suggested CRCs from earlier discussion 
Table 10.1. Also included in Table 10.22 are the combinations of meta-perceptions 
that predicted criteria most strongly. An important observation from these results is 
that for each of the Big Five two ratings seem to emerge as predictive, and that in 
each case one of the ratings is taken from the work domain and the other from the non 
work domain. In Table 10.22, the rating pairs are entered where they best fit the CRC 
definitions. 
The agreement between the CRCs and those rating conditions that were most 
predictive is remarkable. Of the six well-defined CRCs identified in Table 10.22, five 
were also the most predictive. Of the four less well-defined CRCs (two possible CRCs 
in each case), three were confirmed, with one of the possible CRCs being the most 
predictive in each case. The two remaining CRCs are important to note. First for 
agreeableness, both the work supervisor and work colleague meta-perceptions proved 
to be predictive, but for different criteria. For this reason, both are included in Table 
10.22. There does not seem to be any evidence for favouring one over the other at this 
stage. Second, for emotional stability, the second CRC and the most predictive rating 
are different. It is interesting to note that in the analyses, the romantic partner rating 
was also identified as predictive for emotional stability. However, the higher 
predictive properties and non-linear relationships for the friend meta-perception must 
assume primacy in this case. For these reasons, it is concluded that the friend meta- 
perception forms the second CRC for emotional stability. 
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Factor (with 
abbreviation) 
CRC Most Predictive 
First CRC 
Extraversion (I) Friend Friend 
Agreeableness (II) Romantic Partner Romantic Partner 
Conscientiousness (III) Work Supervisor Work Supervisor 
Emotional Stability (IV) Work Supervisor / Work Supervisor 
Customer 
Openness (V) Romantic Partner Romantic Partner 
Second CRC 
Extraversion (I) Work Supervisor / Work Colleague 
Colleague 
Agreeableness (II) Work Supervisor / Work Supervisor / 
Colleague Colleague 
Conscientiousness (III) Friend Friend 
Emotional Stability (IV) Romantic Partner Friend 
Openness (V) Friend / Customer Customer 
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Collectively, the regularity in these results provides substantial support for hypotheses 
in this study, and an important fording in this thesis. For each Big Five factor, the 
CRCs comprise conditions under which ratings of the Big Five: 
" Are either maximised or minimised (and are therefore most different) 
  Are contextualised in both a work and non-work domain 
  Are most predictive of observed, behavioural work performance criteria 
The trends within these three findings suggest that the addition of interpersonal 
information to ratings of the Big Five in the form of meta-perceptions identifies more 
than chance rating variations. Rather it identifies how the Big Five are linked to 
specific dyadic relationships in work and non-work contexts. 
Wider Implications for Personality Assessment 
The first implication for assessment is how personality assessment is conceptualised. 
In psychometric assessment as work, there is a distinction drawn between tests of 
maximal and typical performance. Tests of ability, attainment and aptitude fall under 
the category of tests of maximal performance, while tests of personality are described 
as tests of typical performance (how the individual typically behaves). This is 
facilitated by the approach taken in personality assessment using the general, overall 
self-concept as the rating target and asking individuals questions based on 
decontextualised trait or behavioural indicators. The CRCs examine the conditions 
under which trait ratings in respect of each of the Big Five factors are maximised or 
minimised. Collectively the first and second CRCs act as upper and lower bound 
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factor scores, with the remaining contextual ratings lying somewhere between them. 
Examining these extremes therefore represents a maximal-performance approach to 
personality, ratings representing the maximal rating of each polar dimension of the 
Big Five (interpreting minimum trait scores as maximum negative). This maximal 
approach to assessment led to increases in the predictive power of the Big Five. 
This raises a question regarding the criteria that were used in the study. If it is 
assumed that during an assessment or development centre, participants try to score as 
highly as possible and perform to their best, then the ratings might also be conceived 
as reflecting maximum performance. In the workplace, where performance is more 
typical, similar trends may not emerge. In response to this, it is important to 
remember that meta-perceptive ratings did not instruct participants to rate themselves 
more extremely, with the differences in mean scores being influenced by the 
contextual information. Nevertheless, this is an area that warrants further 
investigation, by examining the effect of CRC ratings on the prediction of typical job 
performance. 
The second implication concerns the conceptualisation of personality in assessment. 
Classical test theory treats inconsistency in personality measurement as unreliability 
or `noise'. The standard error of measurement places a value on this unreliability and 
leads to the construction of confidence bands around the individuals rated or obtained 
profile. According to this study, and previous Chapters, personality is most 
appropriately conceptualised as a range of contextual dispositions, suggesting 
individuals may consistently behave in a way representative of different trait scores in 
different interpersonal contexts. Accounting for the potential variation in ratings 
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across contexts may therefore be more appropriate than simply asking participants to 
provide a general, decontextualised assessment of personality. 
Conclusion 
Based on the results in this study, the potential benefits of contextualised assessment 
of personality for organisational practice in terms of increased productivity through 
increased predictive validity are substantial. This study therefore provides a strong 
basis for further empirical investigation and attempted replication of these results. The 
findings in this study suggest that interpersonal dyadic interactions are an important 
component in understanding personality traits and operationalising their 
measurement. More specifically, the reconceptualisation of the Big Five into 
contextualised dispositions, combined with the assessment of those dispositions 
through meta-perceptions, improved the validity of the Big Five as predictors of work 
performance. 
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This Chapter discusses the empirical findings reported in the seven empirical studies 
from this thesis. The discussion is structured around the eight research questions set 
out in Chapter 4. For each question, relevant findings are discussed in relation to 
wider theory, and implications for further research and applied assessment. This is 
followed by a discussion of the conceptual implications of the reported findings, and a 
final summary that integrates the discussion and outlines two directions for future 
research. 
Question 1 
Do meta-perceptive ratings of the Big Five demonstrate systematic variation? For 
example, are particular trait score means higher or lower when rated from 
particular meta perceptive perspectives? Question 1 was addressed in Studies 3 and 4 
(reported in Chapters 6 and 7). The two studies took different approaches to 
investigating the question in order to use two different methodologies to investigate 
the effects on meta-perceptive conditions on ratings of the Big Five. Study 3 
examined meta-perceptive rating scores obtained from a student sample. Study 4 
examined expert judges perceptions of the likelihood that trait-relevant behaviour 
would be demonstrated in particular interpersonal domains. From this study, trends in 
meta-perceptive ratings were inferred based on the likelihood that positive and 
negative traits would be expressed in those domains. 
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The findings reported in Chapters 6 and 7 indicate that meta-perceptions of the Big 
Five do exhibit systematic variation. In Study 3, MANOVA analyses demonstrated 
that within a set of 25 contextualised ratings (five meta-perceptions for each of the 
Big Five factors), there was a significant interactive effect of Big Five factor and 
meta-perceptive perspective. This result was similar to that demonstrated using role- 
based ratings in Study 3 and by Sheldon et al., (1997). The finding indicates that 
among the set of meta-perceptions, particular Big Five scores are influenced by the 
meta-perceptive perspective from which they are rated. Some meta-perceptions tend 
to elicit higher or lower scores across the participant group, suggesting that within the 
context of the set of interpersonal domains represented in the meta-perceptions, there 
are prototypical rating styles. Study 4 extended this, by reporting that five different 
interpersonal domains were perceived to elicit different trait-relevant behaviours 
based on positive and negative Big Five marker traits. This suggested that within the 
five interpersonal domains, trait-relevant behaviours are inconsistently expressed, 
with some domains more likely to elicit particular Big Five traits and not others. This 
means that within a given domain, behaviour may be characterised by a different 
profile of Big Five traits than in others. Table 11.1 highlights which meta-perceptions 
were highest and lowest in Study 3, and their respective scores. 
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Table 11.1. High and low ratings from Study 3. 
Big Five factor High rating(s) Value Low rating(s) Value 
Meta- Meta- 
perceptions perceptions 
Extraversion Friend 3.98 Work supervisor 3.40 
University Tutor 3.27 
Agreeableness Friend 4.18 University tutor 3.57 
Conscientiousness Work supervisor 4.05 Parent / guardian 3.71 
Friend 3.95 University tutor 3.71 
Neuroticism Romantic partner 3.07 Work supervisor 2.54 
University tutor 2.67 
Openness Romantic partner 3.93 Work supervisor 3.43 
Friend 3.88 University tutor 3.37 
Values are in the range 1- 5; Results in the two columns are significantly different in 
within-sample t-tests. 
The findings report group trends, but have implications for the assessment of 
individuals. The results indicate that for example, compared to a decontextualised 
assessment of conscientiousness, a meta-perceptive rating from the perspective of a 
work supervisor, would be expected to be somewhat higher. Moreover, based on 
expert judges perceptions, trait-relevant behaviour within that interpersonal context is 
likely to reflect behaviour that is more conscientiousness than implied by the 
decontextualised assessment. The opposite would be expected from a meta-perceptive 
rating from the perspective of a friend, which would likely be somewhat lower than 
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the decontextualised rating. The implication for assessment is therefore that the Big 
Five represent a range of possible trait scores and representative behavioural styles. In 
psychometrics, variations in trait scores are assumed to be random, and are treated as 
error. The systematic trends in meta-perceptive ratings indicate that at least some of 
the variation may be attributable to contextual variation, and is meaningful, 
predictable, and therefore important to consider in the assessment of traits. 
Future research could develop these observations by attempting to quantify 
differences in meta-perceptive ratings in order to see whether differences are similar 
for all individuals, or whether the degree of difference between one meta-perception 
and another depends on initial decontextualised trait scores. In addition, the effects of 
contextualised assessment on reliability and standard error in psychometric 
assessment would be a valuable addition to the field of applied assessment. 
Question 2 
Is it possible to suggest links between particular traits and interpersonal domains, 
in a similar way to studies of personality and situations? Question 2 was also a focus 
of Studies 3 and 4. The question reflects the contemporary conceptualisation of 
personality traits as coherent situational or contextual responses. In situational 
research, this is based on the assumption that situations can be taxonomised based on 
the Big Five model (De Raad, in press), leading to the conclusion that each of the Big 
Five is relevant to one or more specific situation types. The question therefore 
addressed the possibility that the same would be possible for interpersonal domains. 
Links between the Big Five and interpersonal domains were derived from rating 
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patterns within meta-perceptions of the Big Five factors. In Study 3, mean rating 
scores for the Big Five across the meta-perceptive rating conditions were examined. 
Within sample t-tests highlighted that it was possible to specify rating conditions 
under which meta-perceptions of the Big Five were maximised or minimised. 
Generally, maximised rating conditions were easier to identify than minimised 
ratings. Meta-perceptions that elicited trait scores that were either maximised or 
minimised were termed as critical for respective Big Five factors. 
Study 4 investigated whether `critical-rating conditions' (CRCs) would emerge in the 
expert judges' perceptions of the likelihood that trait-relevant behaviour would be 
expressed in different contexts. By examining the relative likelihood that positive and 
negative traits would be demonstrated, it was possible to infer those interpersonal 
domains under which meta-perceptions would be highest and lowest. This led to the 
definition of two CRCs for each of the Big Five. The first CRC represented the meta- 
perceptive perspective under which trait scores were maximised, and the second CRC 
the perspective under which trait scores were minimised. The CRCs therefore 
represent the upper- and lower-bounds of within-participant trait ratings, and define 
links between the Big Five and interpersonal domains. The CRCs from Study 4 are 
shown in Table 11.2. 
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Table 11.2. Final first and second critical rating conditions (CRCs) from Study 4. 
Factor First CRC Second CRC 
Extraversion Friend Work Supervisor / 
Work Colleague 
Agreeableness 
Conscientiousness 
Emotional Stability 
Openness 
Romantic Partner 
Work Supervisor 
Customer 
Romantic Partner 
Work Supervisor / 
Work Colleague 
Friend 
Romantic Partner 
Friend / Customer 
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These findings also have implications for assessment and highlight a potential 
problem of decontextualised assessment. The results show that by attending to 
different contexts in making their ratings, participants may rate themselves as higher 
or lower on a particular factor. Therefore assuming that two individuals have the same 
`true' decontextualised trait score, and both complete a personality inventory, one 
attending to behavioural evidence from the first CRC and the other to the second, the 
result would be false degree of difference between them. The importance of context in 
personality assessment is therefore highlighted. 
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An interesting finding from these studies was that within each Big Five factor, the 
CRCs encompass a work and non-work interpersonal domain. Extraversion, 
agreeableness and openness were highest in the non-work domain and 
conscientiousness and emotional stability in the work domain. The regularity of links 
between traits and interpersonal domains has implications for the underlying structure 
of the Big Five. The findings of these studies suggest, that by looking at the key social 
relationships for most adults both at work and outside work, it is possible to identify 
those relationships that seem to elicit particular groups of Big Five traits. The lexical 
hypothesis assumes that lexical personality trait structures have developed as social 
structures and language have also developed. The structure of the Big Five in 
Northern European languages, therefore in part reflects social culture and lifestyle, 
which includes the development of key interpersonal relationships with friends, co- 
workers, superiors, trading clients and romantic partners. These relationships are 
shown in this thesis to be associated with particular groups of traits, and therefore by 
extension, may help underpin the Big Five structure. 
Future research relevant to this question should investigate the influence of meta- 
perceptive rating conditions on ratings of lower level facets of the Big Five. This 
would allow a more detailed picture to emerge about whether the links identified in 
the CRCs apply to the Big Five as broad factors, or are observed differently within the 
lower level facets. This would highlight further implications for how the Big Five and 
their facets are assessed. 
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(3) Do meta perceptive ratings result in improvements in the prediction of 
performance criteria when compared with traditional, general assessments? 
(4) When compared with role-based ratings as an alternative method for adding 
context to ratings, are the meta perceptive ratings more predictive of performance 
criteria? In other words, is it merely the addition of context that results in any 
improvement, or is the meta perceptive approach itse'f that is particularly more 
effective? These two questions are closely related in terms of the results that are 
relevant to their discussion and so are considered together. Both were considered in 
Study 7, which investigated the prediction of assessment centre competency criteria 
from contextualised ratings of the Big Five. The meta-perceptive approach to 
contextualising personality ratings was distinguished from both decontextualised and 
role-based ratings in Chapter 3. The basis for the distinction was the introduction of 
the other-perspective in meta-perceptions. By asking participants to consider how 
others perceive their personality, they are required to attend to observable expression 
of trait relevant behaviours in making their ratings. Although meta-perceptive ratings 
can never remove the influence of subjective-self impressions altogether, they are 
nevertheless likely to reduce its effect on personality ratings. Both the 
decontextualised and role-based ratings rely on subjective impressions, and therefore 
neglect the consideration of how trait behaviour is demonstrated to an observer. 
Typically, work performance is assessed through observer ratings (e. g. supervisor or 
peer ratings) or through some objective measure (e. g. sales volume). Such measures 
of performance are based on other-ratings or behavioural outcomes, and so are based 
on how behaviour is demonstrated in the context of the performance assessment. The 
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rating domain of meta-perceptive ratings (perceptions of other-ratings or observable 
behaviour) is therefore more consistent with that of performance measures (other- 
ratings or behavioural outcomes) than are decontextualised and role-based self- 
ratings. 
To test this, meta-perceptive, decontextualised and role-ratings were used to predict 
assessor ratings of competency performance at an assessment centre. These ratings 
were based on behaviourally anchored rating scales, constructed for each competency 
and were therefore both observed and behavioural. The meta-perceptive ratings were 
compared to both the decontextualised and role ratings in two sets of analyses. In the 
first, multiple correlations of the supervisor meta-perceptions of the Big Five factors 
with the competency criteria were stronger than for both the role ratings and 
decontextualised ratings, representing a cumulative increase in explained variance 
across the ten criteria of 51% over the general rating and 49% over the most 
predictive role rating (child role rating). The hypotheses for the second set of analyses 
applied findings from earlier studies concerning the critical rating conditions (CRCs). 
It was reasoned that assessments of the Big Five are best made with reference to their 
important interpersonal domains, defined in Study 4 by the CRCs. Therefore if one of 
the Big Five was likely to be predictive of a particular competency criterion (through 
a hypothesised behavioural link), then the CRC ratings would be the best 
representation of that personality factor, and therefore be most predictive. In Study 4, 
six CRCs (out of ten; two per Big Five factor) were clearly defined (i. e. one meta- 
perceptive rating clearly emerged as critical). The findings from these analyses 
showed that five of the six were also the most predictive of the criteria. In post-hoc 
analyses, neither the role based ratings, nor an independent decontextualised measure 
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were found to replicate the predictive effects of the meta-perceptions. Table 11.3 
summarises the key hierarchical regressions for two general ratings (using single-item 
measures of personality and the Big Five Inventory; SIMP, BFI), first and second 
CRCs using the SIMP, and equivalent SIMP role ratings (e. g. supervisor meta- 
perception role equivalent was the employee role-rating). Through comparing the sets 
of analyses the table shows average increases in explained variance for the CRC 
meta-perceptions of between 3.7% and 4.5% over the general ratings and 2.8% and 
4.0% over the role ratings. 
In response to the research questions, findings from both sets of analyses indicate that 
meta-perceptive ratings did improve the prediction of performance criteria over the 
decontextualised rating, and were also more predictive than the role ratings. The 
increase in validity based on the addition of the supervisor meta-perceptive rating to 
the personality assessment was a notable result and can be viewed in relation to the 
findings based on the CRCs. The supervisor rating forms the first CRC for emotional 
stability and conscientiousness, and a potential second CRC for agreeableness. These 
factors are also consistently reported as predictors of work performance across a 
variety of jobs (e. g. Bartick et al., 2001). The association of the supervisor meta- 
perception with these three factors may therefore explain this increase in prediction. 
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One wider implication of the findings highlighted in Chapter 10 related to the 
difference between maximal and typical performance approaches to psychometric 
testing in organisations. Tests of maximal performance (e. g. tests of general mental 
ability) are generally more predictive of work performance. By focussing on the upper 
and lower bounds of trait scores, CRC meta-perceptions of the Big Five may be 
viewed as the maximal measures of the Big Five factor poles, thereby adopting a 
maximal approach to personality assessment. This has potentially important 
implications for how personality measures are conceptualised in wider selection 
processes. 
Study 7 provides a foundation for further research into the predictive effects of meta- 
perceptions of the Big Five. Future research must first attempt to replicate the results 
of Study 7, using different performance criteria. Additionally, studies could 
investigate the effect of rating commonly used personality inventories from the 
supervisor meta-perceptive perspective, to see if the general improvements from 
Study 7 are also achieved in those inventories. 
Question 5 
Do contextual dispositional ratings result in negative or non-linear associations 
with performance criteria? Question 5 was also examined in Study 7. The basis of 
the question highlighted the issue of bi-directionality and non-linearity in the 
personality - performance literature that emerges from meta-analytic evidence. Meta- 
analytic studies are based on linear relationships between the Big Five and 
performance. The overwhelming majority of findings for factors such as emotional 
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stability, conscientiousness and agreeableness are that performance is positively 
correlated with these personality factors. However in combining validity coefficients, 
meta-analyses have been criticised for ignoring significant negative validities, which 
are lost in the averaging of validity across studies. Moreover, non-linear associations 
are ignored altogether. One possible reason for the extensive positive linear results is 
the association of these factors with organisational citizenship behaviours. However, 
context-specific dispositions may indicate how behaviour is adapted to a particular 
context, in order to facilitate effective performance. For example, agreeableness may 
be generally high for an individual, but adapted in interaction with co-workers to 
represent low agreeability, in order to manage difficult negotiation. Likewise another 
individual may be generally highly conscientious, but balance this with flexibility in a 
work context, if their job task requires dealing with a degree of uncertainty. 
Contextualised assessments were therefore hypothesised as potentially identifying 
negative- and non-linear effects. 
Findings from Study 7 found negative- and non-linear predictive effects for emotional 
stability and agreeableness. An interesting addition to these effects through analyses 
was the observation of independent prediction of criteria from meta-perceptive ratings 
of the same Big Five factor (i. e. two different meta-perceptions predicting unique 
variance in the criterion). This was also observed for agreeableness and emotional 
stability. Table 11.4. summarises the partial correlations, highlighting both 
independent predictive and negative linear results, and the hierarchical regression of 
the friend meta-perception of emotional stability with people management, 
highlighting the non linear result. For example performance on the competency 
`assertiveness' tended to be highest if an individual, rated themselves high on 
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agreeableness when interacting with their romantic partner and low when interacting 
with a colleague. This may indicate someone who generally possesses the good 
interpersonal skills that are associated with high agreeableness, but who moderates the 
conforming aspect of agreeability at work in order to confront conflict. These kinds of 
behaviours are likely to be associated with more effective assertiveness performance. 
This interpretation is speculative, and must be viewed in respect of the remaining 
results that were predominantly positively linear. The results then, do not justify 
suggesting that such relationships exist in other performance criteria, but do support 
further investigation of the effects of contextualised assessments on personality - 
performance relationships. 
Table 11.4. Summary of partial correlations of agreeableness and emotional stability, 
and non-linear regression for emotional stability from Study 7. 
Analyses Partial r 
Agreeableness. AS 
Romantic partner partial r . 33 
Work colleague partial r -. 33 
Emotional stability. PM 
Friend partial r -. 27* 
Supervisor partial r . 34** 
Friend meta-perception of emotional stability. PM 
R . 26* 
R2 . 07 
AR2 as a result of quadratic term . 06* 
addition in step two 
p<0.05 * *p<0.01; AS = Assertiveness; PM = People management. 
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There are two relevant potential areas for future research. The first is the effect of 
criterion on the nature of relationships between contextualised assessments of 
personality and performance. Work performance has been conceptualised as 
comprising task and citizenship performance, with decontextualised ratings of 
personality being more predictive of the latter. The effects of contextualised 
assessments on criterion validities for these two criterion types is therefore important 
to examine, to see if predictive patterns are the same as for decontextualised ratings. 
The second relates to the different forms of prediction based on different meta- 
perceptions. It is possible that two different meta-perceptions of the same Big Five 
factor represent either differences in ratings across the whole factor, or differences in 
ratings for some lower level factor facets. This was not possible to assess in Study 7, 
but either explanation for the difference between ratings could result in different 
predictive effects for the two ratings. Future research, should therefore address this, 
by examining rating patterns for meta-perceptions of lower level facets of the Big 
Five. This would highlight whether some facets are more variable than others across 
meta-perceptive ratings. 
Question 6 
Is it possible to construct a very brief measure of the Big Five, which is acceptably 
reliable and valid, to make meta-perceptive ratings less time-consuming and more 
applicable in work settings? Question 6 was addressed through the design of the 
single-item measures of personality (SIMP) reported in Study 6 (Chapter 9). The 
meta-perceptive approach to contextualising personality assessment required 
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participants to provide multiple ratings of the Big Five. In Study 1, the Big Five 
Inventory (BFI; John, Donahue and Kentle, 1991) was reduced to twenty items in 
order to be used to measure meta-perceptions of the Big Five. This still proved to be 
too lengthy, highlighting the need for a still shorter measure. This need is reflected in 
wider research, where psychometric assessment of the Big Five has moved toward 
shorter and more concise assessment from the more traditional lengthy measures. 
Burisch (1988) highlights that for the assessment of well-established constructs (such 
as the Big Five), a large item pool in measures is unnecessary. 
To meet these needs, the SIMP were designed and validated. Five bi-polar items (one 
for each of the Big Five) were constructed and anchored with composite descriptors 
of relatively high vs. low scores on the Big Five factors. The nature of the research in 
this thesis required a short measure to be concise in terms of the number of items to 
complete, but also sufficiently broad in factor coverage to identify enough 
characteristics that an individual may vary upon across contexts. Each item therefore 
comprised between 7 and 9 item components. The SIMP were evaluated against 
established multi-item scales in a sample of 791 individuals. The SIMP were also 
compared against a recently published ten-item measure of the Big Five as a 
comparison with short Big Five assessments (ten-item personality inventory; TIPI; 
Gosling, Rentfrow and Swann, 2003). 
In the analyses reported in Study 6, the SIMP proved to be acceptably reliable and 
valid assessments for the Big Five for use in this thesis. The items demonstrated a 
mean convergence of 0.64 with the multi-item scales, and a mean test-retest reliability 
of 0.71 across 4 time-points in a one-year period. The items also demonstrated a 
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highly similar pattern of criterion correlations to the multi-item scales, although 
overall predictive power was lower. Finally, estimates of internal reliability through 
factor analysis showed a mean lower bound estimate for reliability of 0.50, highly 
comparable to calculated alpha for the TIPI (0.51). It was concluded in Chapter 9 that 
the SIMP were reasonably reliable and valid measures of the Big Five for research 
purposes, being particularly appropriate for research where participant time is highly 
constrained, in pilot research, or in multi-rating designs such as this thesis. This study 
therefore suggests in relation to question 6, that it is possible to construct brief, yet 
valid and reliable measures of the Big Five. 
There are three potential future research directions based on findings reported in 
Chapter 9. First, research in this area should examine the design of short and single- 
item measures of the Big Five more closely in order to explore the effects of the use 
of composite items such as those used in the SIMP. In particular, the effect of the item 
components on the psychometric properties of the item is likely to be important in 
comparing between different short measures. Secondly, validation studies of 
psychometric assessments of the Big Five have reported cross-language replication of 
scales as a source of validity and as an evaluation criterion. Translation and validation 
of single-item measures is therefore a potential research direction, and would be a 
valuable addition to international personality research. Finally, in occupational 
psychology, the SIMP may prove to be useful in profiling organisations or teams as 
part of organisational surveys, or in order to assist in organisational cultural profiling. 
A case study to support this use would be useful for organisational researchers and 
practitioners. 
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(7) Does incongruence among meta perceptions predict well being criteria in a 
similar way to SCD? (8) If so, does the relationship between incongruence and well 
being vary in form across particular meta perceptions and across different Big Five 
factors? Questions 7 and 8 are closely linked and were the subject of examination in 
Studies 5,6 and 8. Previous research (Donahue et al., 1993; Sheldon et al., 1997) has 
examined self-concept differentiation (SCD) in relation to well being. SCD is 
calculated as the proportion of unshared variance across a set of role-based ratings of 
personality, calculated through factor analysis. The SCD construct is therefore based 
on all items across all the ratings. These studies have shown that higher SCD is 
associated with lower well being. 
Question 7 was addressed in Studies 5 and 6, from which the relevant results are 
summarised in Table 11.5. Each study examined differentiation across the sets of 
meta-perceptive ratings. A similar construct to SCD was calculated in each case 
(using factor analyses) and was termed `incongruence' to avoid confusion with SCD. 
Both studies reported similar predictive effects of incongruence as were observed for 
SCD. Moreover, Study 6 provided a direct comparison with the SCD construct, by 
having similar samples provide either role-based or meta-perceptive ratings, thereby 
standardising the comparison of the two constructs. Higher incongruence was 
associated with higher levels of perceived stress and neuroticism. A consistent 
difference between the correlates of the constructs, however, was negative association 
of incongruence with extraversion (with no similar correlation for SCD). One possible 
explanation is the approach that high extraverts may take to social interaction. The 
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dominant and socially confident characteristics that go with high extraversion may 
result in extraverts imposing their personality and taking a lead in defining the context 
for social interactions. By contrast, introverts may tend to be more receptive to 
changes in interpersonal contexts by adapting their behaviour and taking a less 
dominant role in interpersonal interactions. For these reasons, introverts may 
differentiate more than extraverts. This is an area that future research should 
investigate further, by focusing on the social and interpersonal behaviours such as 
self-presentation and social self-efficacy as potentially influential factors in the 
relationship of incongruence and extraversion. 
Table 11.5. Correlations of incongruence and self-concept differentiation (SCD) with 
perceived stress, neuroticism and extraversion from Studies 2 and 3. 
Criterion Study 2 Study 3 Study 3 
Incongruence r Incongruence r SCD r 
Perceived stress . 42** . 37** . 41 
Neuroticism . 45** . 43** . 43** 
Extraversion -. 52* * -. 24* -. 08 
*p<0.05; * *p<0.01 
The method of calculating incongruence and SCD is a methodological limitation of 
these and previous studies. The method of calculation results in a broad construct, 
which prevents incongruence across specific Big Five factors and specific rating pairs 
from being examined. Edwards (1993; 2003) develops the methodological criticism 
further by highlighting that firstly, such methodology places undue constraints on the 
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assessment of the effects of incongruence in regression analyses, and secondly that 
the relationship between two predictors and the criterion in reduced to 2-dimensions, 
when it is obviously 3-dimensional. Edwards advocates the use of polynomial 
regression analyses and the examination of 3-dimensional surface plots to address 
these criticisms. Evidence from Studies 3 and 4, that the Big Five are linked to 
specific pairs of meta-perceptions, suggests that incongruence effects may vary for 
particular pairs of ratings and each of the Big Five. Polynomial regression analyses 
were applied to incongruence data in Study 5, with perceived stress used as the 
criterion. 
The broad conclusion from Study 5 was that the incongruence effects implied by 
Studies 2 and 3 were not consistently observed in the analyses, with incongruence 
being associated with lower levels of perceived stress for extraversion and 
agreeableness. The implications of the findings are that incongruence is associated 
with negative well being in some cases, but not in others. The implications of this 
finding relate to the assessment of SCD and the conclusions that are drawn 
concerning well being based on the SCD construct. The calculation of SCD may miss 
subtle differences in the relationship of differentiation to well being. In some cases 
SCD or incongruence may actually reflect adaptation of the self or behaviour to 
contextual demands. In terms of psychological well being, this may be an adaptive 
process rather than maladaptive, as suggested by SCD studies. This is an important 
issue that requires further research attention. The first stage of such research should be 
the attempted replication of the findings in order to develop a more detailed 
understanding of the influence of both the Big Five and rating conditions (i. e. meta- 
perceptive perspectives) on incongruence effects. 
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One further implication of the findings from studies reported in this thesis is the joint 
effects of contextualised ratings of predicting both work-performance and well being. 
These represent two important outcome criteria in occupational psychology. An 
important question is therefore whether differences in contextualised ratings result in 
a trade-off between performance and well being. For example, if an individual were to 
manage their behaviour in a work context in order to improve their performance at 
work, but this behavioural adaptation resulted in differentiation from behaviour in 
non-work contexts, that in turn resulted in negative well-being, then such a trade off is 
invoked. This is a crucial area for future research, highlighting the need to understand 
not only the effects of meta-perceptions of personality for predicting performance, but 
also the effect on well being of incongruence across meta-perceptive ratings. 
Conceptual Implications 
Studies reported in this thesis have implications for the conceptual basis of meta- 
perceptions and suggest several areas for further investigation. This research 
examined the utility of meta-perceptions as a predictor of work performance. One 
consistent finding was that the trend among sets of meta-perceptive ratings was 
toward marked consistency, with highly incongruent or differentiated ratings being 
rare. This finding lends support to the traditional trait position of a reasonably 
consistent trait profile across contexts. A second finding was the predictive validity 
for meta-perceptions as predictors of work performance (Chapter 10). A conclusion 
from these findings, is that whilst ratings are largely consistent, the variance across 
those ratings is important enough to justify measuring it in assessments. A future 
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application of the approach therefore requires consideration of several conceptual 
aspects of meta-perceptions. This discussion suggests several such possible directions 
for research. 
The first concerns the stability of meta-perceptive ratings. Decontextualised ratings of 
personality have been found to demonstrate considerable consistency over time. In 
contrast, meta-perceptive ratings are based on a particular interpersonal relationship at 
a particular time. The stability of meta-perceptive ratings is therefore brought into 
question, particularly if long-term decisions about either selection or development of 
individuals were to be made based on them. 
Examining the temporal (test-retest) stability of meta-perceptive ratings is a 
reasonably straightforward research question that can be studied in much the same 
way for meta-perceptions as for more traditional measures of decontextualised 
personality. The overall consistency of ratings across contexts suggests that there is 
likely to be substantial temporal stability in meta-perceptive ratings. However, there 
are several factors that may potentially affect their stability. Firstly, duration of 
acquaintanceship with meta-perceptive target others may affect ratings. Whilst 
relationships are being formed, it is reasonable to expect that meta-perceptions have 
the capacity for change over a short period of time. As relationships become 
established, and reciprocal behaviour becomes increasingly habitual, then the stability 
of meta-perceptions is likely to increase. An examination of these effects would be 
desirable to understand the meta-perceptive concept during the formation and 
longitudinal development of interpersonal relationships. From this discussion, a plot 
of stability coefficients against time would be expected to show an initial increase in 
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stability coefficients followed by a plateau effect over longer periods (taking account 
of the potential deflating effect of error in the psychometric instrument employed to 
make the ratings). If supported, this would be an interesting contrast with 
decontextualised ratings, in which stability typically decreases over time. 
Acquaintanceship also affects the knowledge that participants use to rate meta- 
perceptions. Individuals with whom the participant is more familiar are more likely to 
have opportunity to observe particular trait behaviour, increasing the availability of 
information upon which to base the meta-perception. An interesting interaction, based 
on evidence presented in these studies, however, is between context and familiarity. 
Both affect the likelihood that particular trait behaviour would be observable by 
another person (because particular traits are more likely to be demonstrated in 
particular contexts). Within the interpersonal information that is available for a given 
dyadic interaction, the participant must then decide what to attend to. In this decision 
process, individual motivation may be influential. Whether an individual strives for 
social approval, self-efficacy, or emotional stability, for example, is likely to 
influence how interpersonal information is encoded in making the meta-perceptive 
rating. Affective tendencies are also likely to be important here, by predisposing 
participants to attend to either positive or negative information. 
There is a further potential effect on ratings from the selection of target others on 
whom meta-perceptive judgements are based. The meta-perceptive methodology uses 
interpersonal domain categories (e. g. supervisor, friend etc. ) to structure meta- 
perceptions. Within these domains, however, participants are free to select the specific 
others to represent each category. The selection of these others is therefore an 
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important process or variable that may affect meta-perceptive ratings. In discussing 
the potential effect of this process, findings from this thesis concerning the systematic 
patterns in contextualised ratings are important to consider. These findings suggest 
that the nature of particular interpersonal relationships is such that particular traits are 
likely to be more important for some relations than others, thereby giving rise to 
prototypical styles of interaction with others. Applying this finding, it may be 
therefore expected that within-participant interaction styles with different people from 
the same interpersonal domain (e. g. two work colleagues) would be quite similar. 
However, it is unlikely that profiles would be perfectly matched and this is a clear 
issue for the meta-perceptive approach. The extent to which ratings from one meta- 
perceptive perspective can be generalised to a different rating from the same 
perspective has an impact on both the rating value and therefore on its predictive 
properties. It is therefore crucial to examine firstly the consistency in matched domain 
ratings, and secondly, how participants decide on target others in the meta-perceptive 
methodology. 
One possible influence on the stability of meta-perceptions is whether the target other 
that a person selects remains consistent. Conceptually however, the interaction of 
target selection with rating stability has further implications for the basis of meta- 
perceptions. A distinction is made between whether a meta-perceptive rating is from 
the perspective of an interpersonal category or particular person. Whilst the 
distinction may initially be only subtle, it is conceptually important. In the former, 
ratings reflect dispositions with a work-colleague, in the latter, with my colleague 
John. This is an important distinction to be examined in further investigations. 
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In summarising, this discussion has outlined several areas for further study in order to 
more fully understand meta-perceptions conceptually. The extent to which these 
factors warrant investigation rests on the applied utility of the meta-perceptive 
approach. The focus of studies in this thesis was to initiate a conceptual examination 
of meta-perceptive ratings, and to demonstrate the potential utility of the approach in 
occupational psychology. Evidence from these studies suggests that there is utility in 
pursuing research into meta-perceptions further, based on the observed effects of 
context on ratings, and on the improvements in prediction of work performance. This 
discussion has highlighted how research may examine meta-perceptions further 
conceptually. This is an important direction for future research to take in order to fully 
understand the nature of meta-perceptions and to therefore clearly structure their 
application in future research and practice. 
Limitations 
There are several limitations of findings and studies reported in this thesis. These may 
be summarised by a discussion of several methodological issues and the potential 
practical applications of the meta-perceptive approach. 
Methodology 
The first methodological limitation relates generally to meta-perceptions themselves, 
and concerns whether differences in meta-perceptive ratings correspond to real or 
chance variance. When individuals rate themselves from different meta-perceptive 
perspectives, are they identifying real differences in dispositions across contexts? The 
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evidence of regularity and systematic variation suggests that the variance across 
ratings is meaningful. The differences were also observed from two different methods 
in Studies 3 and 4 (actual ratings and expert judges' perceptions of differences in 
demonstration of trait-relevant behaviour). However, data relating to other-ratings of 
participant's personality within different contexts would be extremely valuable in 
determining the extent to which differences are merely self-perceptions. Although 
self-other accuracy in personality assessment is typically low (e. g. Kenny, 1994), an 
interesting finding would be whether patterns in ratings that emerge in self- 
perceptions also emerge in other-ratings. In relation to the current findings however, 
this is a limitation of the evidence base for meta-perceptive ratings and the `critical 
rating conditions'. 
Chapter 8 reported the application of polynomial regression analyses to the study of 
incongruence. This methodology is an important development in the study of 
incongruence and self-concept differentiation, identifying relationships between these 
constructs and well-being criteria with greater fidelity and versatility than previously. 
However Study 5 (Chapter 8) applies these analyses in a sample considerably smaller 
than is typically used (e. g. Edwards and Harrison, 1993; Edwards, 2003). Combined 
with the small beta coefficients associated with the multiple terms included in the 
regressions, means that the power to identify significant terms, or complete regression 
models in the analyses is limited. Additionally, the sample size used in the study did 
not warrant the application of Edwards' surface-response methodology, which 
involves calculation of the properties of 3-dimensional surfaces based on the 
regression equations (see Edwards, 2003). This methodology would be extremely 
useful in structuring the interpretation of surface plots and uncovering the nature of 
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the effects incongruence on well being. For these reason, conclusions are highly 
tentative for Study 5, with an important improvement for subsequent studies being a 
marked increase in sample size, and the application of surface response methodology. 
The final methodological limitation refers to the issue raised in Chapter 10 of the 
reliance on statistical significance to identify predictive effects in Study 7. Because 
predictive coefficients for AC competency criteria are typically quite low, the 
coefficients fort the single-item meta-perceptions were in most cases significant at the 
p<0.05 level. This inevitably raises the issue of spurious significance. However, the 
expected magnitude of predictive coefficients in the findings, combined with the size 
of the sample as result of practical constraints of obtaining observed criteria, meant 
that a Bonferroni correction was inappropriate. This reduced the risk of type II errors, 
whilst incurring a trade off of increasing the possibility of type I errors. Chapter 10 
highlighted two strategies that were used to overcome this limitation. The first was the 
identification of a priori hypotheses, giving a conceptual as well as statistical basis to 
the results. The second was the analyses of ratings not included in the hypotheses, 
with alpha set at the 0.05 level (hypotheses were set based on the CRCs, but analyses 
were also conducted for the remaining meta-perceptions, role-ratings and the BFI). 
This gave opportunity for alternative predictive relationships to those hypothesised to 
be identified, which may have provided evidence that did not support hypotheses. 
Nevertheless, this methodological issue means that results from Study 7 are limited in 
the extent to which they can be generalised, requiring replication in a larger sample. 
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One potential area of limitation is how the meta-perceptive approach to personality 
assessment would be applied in organisational settings. In its form in this research, the 
approach requires multiple ratings of personality on the same instrument. This was 
only practical to implement using the single item measures of personality designed 
and validated in Chapter 9. This would not be acceptable in an applied setting for two 
reasons. First, when motivated to answer the SIMP for a particular purpose, the 
transparency of the items means that they are susceptible to socially desirable 
responding. This same argument may apply to meta-perceptive ratings on multi-item 
scales from the perceptive of, for example, a supervisor (with all individuals likely to 
report that their supervisor views them favourably). Second, repeated measurement is 
likely to lead to problems of implementation such as lower face validity, increased 
testing time, participant fatigue and overly complex interpretation. The future 
application of the meta-perceptive approach must therefore obtain the potential 
benefits of prediction whilst meeting these limitations. Multi-item scales would be 
essential for assessing constructs and would need to present those constructs in a non- 
transparent way. For example, items could be clustered around a particular meta- 
perceptive perspective and then designed around behavioural indicators rather than 
traits, and balanced carefully for social desirability. In addition, identifying CRCs 
with a more extensive evidence base would allow measurement to be implemented by 
assessing only the critical meta-perceptions for each of the Big Five. This is important 
in order to reduce testing to a reasonable level. Finally, a clear framework for 
interpretation, particularly given the possibility of negative and non-linear predictive 
effects, would also need to be designed for practitioners. These developments would 
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address the issues highlighted above, but require substantial further research in order 
to be implemented. 
Integration and Future Research Agenda 
This final section of the discussion of findings from this thesis summarises the 
implications of the research and identifies broad future directions for developing the 
findings further. Research reported in this thesis examined meta-perceptions of the 
Big Five as a method of contextualising personality assessments. The research 
identified that contextualised ratings identify more than chance variations of 
personality ratings for individuals. Rather particular interpersonal domains appear to 
be linked to each of the Big Five, and so patterns of ratings across meta-perceptive 
ratings tend to exhibit some regularity between individuals. Moreover, by attending to 
these relationships, the prediction of work performance from Big Five assessments 
may be improved. In addition, the relationship of incongruence to perceived stress 
adds a well-being component to the implications for contextualised assessment. The 
broad implications for work psychology can therefore be summarised in terms of 
benefits for selection and individual development. For selection, the potential for 
increased performance prediction provides clear benefits for structuring assessments, 
and for selecting individuals likely to be effective performers. For development, 
contextualised assessment of personality could identify personal development needs 
in specific contexts, and identify strategies for development that aim to increase 
productivity with the minimum impact on well being. As a tool, contextualised 
assessment would therefore be a useful addition to the range of interventions available 
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to researchers and practitioners for predicting and developing individual and 
organisational performance. 
Based on this two directions for future research emerge that integrate specific further 
research areas identified in discussion of each of the questions. The first is the 
prediction of work performance. The increase in prediction based on meta-perceptions 
of personality must first be replicated, and the effects of meta-perceptive perspectives 
(interpersonal domains) on ratings on lower level facets of the Big Five investigated. 
These areas of research could lead to the design of a personality inventory based on 
contextualised assessment. The second direction relates to well being, and should 
attempt to develop the understanding of the relationship between incongruence across 
meta-perceptive ratings and well being criteria. Studies reported in this thesis form a 
foundation for structuring this research agenda. 
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Two rating forms are shown in this Appendix that demonstrate the different conditions 
applied to the contextualised ratings of the Big Five. The first uses the BFIA-B for 
participants to provide meta-perceptions, with the prime question included. The 
second uses the BFIA-A for participants to provide role-ratings, with the prime 
question excluded. The forms also show the instructions that were provided to 
participants. 
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M to qmvtlons: BRA - B: Prime question Included 
Work and Health Research Group, 
Department of Psychology, 
University of Surrey 
This questionnaire is part of a study being carried out at the University of Surrey into 
personality measurement. The questionnaire has several sections, each with their own 
instructions. Read these Instructions carefully before completing each section. Please 
remember that the questionnaire is anonymous and absolutely confidential. No lndMdual data 
will be reported and only group trends will be discussed. lt is therefore important that you are 
honest in your responses. 
All answers are made in the form of check markers. Mark relevant check markers with blue or 
black ink or a pencil. Mark them as shown below. Do not use other mark forms such as 
tricks or circles. 
Steve Woods 
3ecdon 1 
Read the following Inshnictions carefully. 
This section addresses how you think that others see you. Before you begin completing it, you 
need to write the names of some people on the sheet overleaf. You will see that at the top of 
the table are 5 headings - Persons 1-5. You should write the names underneath these. Don't 
worry about writing complete names, just write their name as you would call them e. g. Paul, 
Mum. The guide below will tell you who those people should be. 
Person 1 should be a Parent or Guardian. 
Person 2 should be a work supervisor from a past or present job (preferably present). The 
person can be from a summer or part-time job. 
Person 3 should be a romantic partner or spouse (present preferably, but they can be a past 
partner). 
Person 4 should be a close friend. 
Person 5 should be a university supervisor or a member of academic staff who knows you 
reasonably well. 
Think about how each of these people see you. The statements overleaf describe some 
characteristics that these people may or may not think apply to you. Each item asks you if 
each person would agree or disagree that you are someone who is, for example, talkative. For 
each statement you need to do two things. 
1. The grey line of boxes contains three check-markers. These correspond to three of the 
people you have nominated. Indicate which one of these might see you differently from 
the other two. E. g. would person 1 disagree with the statement more than person 3, or 
would person 2 agree more than person 5. Place a On to mark in one of the three check- 
markers to indicate who would see you differently from the other two. 
2. The white line of boxes contains six sets of five check-markers. Use these to indicate the 
degree to which each person would agree or disagree that you are someone who is, for 
example, talkative. Use the rating scale below in making your answers. Be sure to 
complete responses for all five of the meta-perceptions. 
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Neither Agree nor Disagree Strongly Disagree a Little Disagree Agree a Little Agree Strongly 
234f5 
Insert Names Here > 
Thinks you are someone 
1. Tends to be quiet 
2. Is generally trusting. 
3. Is emotionally stable, 
not easily upset 
4. Has an assertive 
personality 
5. Can be cold and aloof. 
6. Perseveres until the ta: 
is finished 
7. Can be moody 
8. Values artistic, aestheti 
9. Is sometimes shy, 
inhibited 
10. Is considerate and kind 
too almost everyone 
11. Does things efficiently 
12. Remains calm in tense 
situations 
13. Is outgoing, sociable 
14. Makes plans and follow 
through with them 
15. Gets nervous easily 
16. Likes to reflect, play wit 
ideas 
17. Has few artistic interest, 
18. Likes to co-operate with 
others 
19. Is easily distracted 
20. Is sophisticated in art, 
music, or literature 
Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4 Pers 
w ho. ............ .. 
<1, <2>4>a><5> . 1><2.4. <4>A. . I.. 7.4, <4.. 5. . 1. a.. 0. . 4, . 6. . 1.. 7. .. 
<1> 4,4> 4< <5> <l 2.4> da 4. <1 Q> 4> d> d> <b @> 4a d> A> . 1.. T..; 
C> <> C 
<1> ßa 4> <4> <5> <1. ß> 4> d> Aa . 1.4> 4. d. A> . 1.49.4, . 4.. 6. . 1, . T... 
<> 
----------- - 
<> < 
4> 4> <4. <5. . 1< . 2. . 3< <4. A. . 1.. 2>4a <4.4> . 1.. 2.. 3. . 4,. 5. . 1.. 9., 
<> <> < 
<t><2>4>d>5> . 1,. 2>. 3.. 4.. 5. . 1>. 2,43>d.. 6, . 1.. 2. "3. "4.. 5" "1". 2.. 
k <> > < 
<1> ß> 4> d> Aa d, ß, 4,44,8, 1,4,4,44,4. .............. . . 1.. 1. 
C> C> <> 
<1> ß> 4> 4.4, <1,4.4.44,4. . l. 4.4> d> 4> . 1. . 7.4. d> A, . I. <7. E 
<> C> < 
<1.2.4> d> 4> . 1> ß> 4> d> 46> . I. ß. 4.. 4.4. . 1> Q> 4> A. 4. . 4.4. E 
<> <> < 
»1aß<4>d>4> <1>Q> 4><4> . 5> . 1>. 2< . 3. <4, . 5, 0 ,. 2.. 3.4, <5. . 1.. 7..: 
<> <> <> 
<1><2>4>a4>4> . 1><2>4> d- A> at>Q, <3>d>. 6> . 1.. 2.. 3.. 4.. 5. . 1.4..: 
<> <> 
_ 
<> 
<1> ß> 4> <4> A> <1> <2> 4> <b <6> 0, ß> 4. ds A> '1.41). 4. A. A. . 1.. 7..: 
<1>ß>4><4><5> 
____ 
»1»4,4,44,4, . 1. ß. 4. A, A. . 1. ß, 4.44. A. . 1>@.. 
<> <> <> 
<1>ß>4. d>4> -1-4,4,44>A> . 1> ßa4, d> A. . 1.4.4, d, A. . 1. @>. 4 
1 <2> 4> d> <5< <1. O, 4> 4. A> . 1.4.4s ds 4> . 1. , T..: 7 
C> <> < 
<1. <2> . 3< <4> <5> .1>O. 4> . 4> 4> <b ß> 4> d, . 5. 4 .. 4-. 5- 
> 
<t><2> 4>a>A> <1>ß>4> d>A> <I> ß>4> . 4. . 5, . I, ßs4. . 4. A. . I. . 7. .3 
<> <> < 
<1. ß>4>da A> <1>Q>4>a>4> <I, ßa4>d>Aa . 1>ß. A>d. A. . 1.. 9.. 3 
<1>Qa 4> <4><5> <I> Q> 4. d>4> . 1. ß>4> <4. A. <1, ß>4> <4, Aa <b4.4 
<> <> <> 
<1>Q>4>d>d> 
<> 
0 <2>4><4>A> 
<> 
<I» <T> 4> <b A . 1><? >4>44.. 6. 
<> 
. 1. <9> 3 . 
<t>ß>4>d>4> <1>®4> . 4. . 6. . 1>4a4a e4,416 <1a4>4> 44>ma <I>4>41 
on 5 
. 4.. ý. 
> a. e. 
.. 4 . e. 
.. 4.. D. 
. 4.. 11. 
.. 4. a. 
.. 4.. n. 
. d, s> 
. 4.4. 
. 4.. Q. 
.,.. ý, 
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Role-retinas: BF/A -A; Prime question excluded 
Work and Health Research Group, 
Department of Psychology, 
University of Surrey 
This questionnaire is part of a study being carried out at the University of Surrey Into 
personality measurement. The questionnaire has several sections, each with their own 
instructions. Read Maw Instructions carefully before completing each aaction. Please 
remember that the questionnaire Is anonymous and absolutely confidential, No Individual data 
will be reported and only group trends will be discussed. It Is therefore important that you are 
honest in your responses. 
All answers are made In the form of check markers. Mark relevant check markers with blue or 
black Ink or a pencil. Mark them as shown below. Do not use other mark forms such as 
ticks or circles. 
Steve Woods 
Section 1 
Read the following Inatructlona carefully. 
This section asks you to think about how you see yourself in several different social roles. 
Before you begin completing It, you need to think about these different roles. They are: 
Child: How you experience your role as a son or daughter. If you have very different relations 
with your mother and father, please focus on the parent who is most Involved in your life at 
present 
Employee: How you experience your role In the workplace. Consider present or previous 
Jobs, Including summer or part time employment. 
Romantic Partner: How you experience your role in your most recent romantic relationships. 
Consider your most intimate dating experiences. If married, consider your relations with your 
spouse. 
Friend: How you experience your role in social relations such as with friends and 
acquaintances. 
Student: How you experience your role as a student In classes and other academic or 
learning environments. 
The statements overleaf describe some characteristics that may or may not apply to you when 
you are in each role. For example, are you a talkative student or an employee who Is 
reserved? 
For each statement, there are six sets of five check markers, each corresponding to one of the 
roles. Use these to indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree that, for example, in 
your role as student, you are someone who Is talkative. Use the rating scale overleaf In 
making your answers. Be sure to complete responses for all five of the social roles. 
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Child Employee Romantic Friend Student Partner 
In In this role, I see melf as someone who.......... 
1. Is talkative 0>m8, <I>6> <1>m4><4><5> <1 >m4><4> 4> <1, Q>43 4,4, <1>4,4, <6, 
2. Tends to find fault with 
0, m4><b<5> <7>m3><4>ß> <1> d>4><4,4, <1>4>4>M>4> <1> <a A><b<5. 
others 
3. Does a thorough job <, >mU <4>ý5> <, >4>4><, >a> <1>4>4>d>4> <1>4>4><44> <1><a<ý <4». 5> 
4. Is depressed, blue. <, >04><, >6> <1>m4><. ><6> <1>m ©><, >6> <, >m8>. 4, m> d><a <3>v4>41, 
5. Is original, comes up 
, 
with new ideas 
<1>md><4><. i , >1.4.8><4,4. <7>04>a. >6> <1>2>4>N>4> <1>Zq . 4.8. 
6. Is reserved <1>. 2. . 3><. >a> <, >4><3, <4, <1>Q>4><4>a> <1 ><2. e><4>ý5, <1 ><4>4> 
7. Is helpful and unselfish 
<1><2ý 43, <4, d> <1>4>8> . >a, <1 , m4, «, a> 0 , 4, e>a>. 5> ><a<a<. ><a, with others 
8. Can be somewhat 
<7><a8><. >4> <, >m4, <, >4> <1>4>4> > <, >m©>a>s> <, >m<a<, >ý, careless 
9. Is relaxed, handles 
stress well 
<1>! L 4> <4> <Sa <1>0d><4> 6> <7>04a c4, <5> . 1. . 2> da q><5> <1><a 8><b <6> 
10. Is curious about many 
different things 
<, > m4><4><5> <lsm q><4>4> <1>04>N> >5> <1>4>4>q>ý5> . 1> CL<. <b<6> 
11. Is full of energy <1>0<8><M<5> <1>mq><4><, <1>2>8>«>c5> <, >a> 4». 4.8> . 1>4. A><b<6, 
12. Starts quarrels with 
others <1>&> <2><4>a> <1>4>4>< 4. . b4>4. d>4: 5> <, >. 2- 4><,, d> 
13. Is a reliable worker <1><ý- <». » > <, >! b 4> >4>b> <1>Q>43>N>4> <, >mQ>M><b> <, >! LQ> <4>4. 
14. Can be tense <1> 4.4> <4> <S> <1> 4> > <4> b> <1> 2> 4> d> 4> 4> Q> 4> <4> 6> . 1> <D Z. <A <&> 
15. Generates a lot of 
1> 0 <9a <4> <5> <1> 0 q> <4> <S> <1> 0 4> N> 6> <1>. 2> 4> <{> 8> <1> <2> 4. <b <5> 
enthusiasm 
16. Has a forgiving nature <1i 0 4'4' d' <, >m 9>4.4. <1>0O> N>4> d>0a>«><4> <1><2<a <4> <s> 
17. Tends to be 
disorganised 
<1s 4> A> <4> <S> <1> m 4> >4, <S> <1> 0 B> N> 6> <7> 4-3> M> 4> <1> ®d, 
18. Worries a lot 4>4. Q, «, <5> 4 >44><4>d> <1>m4><. >5> <, >Q>Q>a>d> <, ><a<, ><,, <6> 
19. Has an active <1>0da<I>ý5> 4. <2> <3><b b> <1>0d>N><5> <1>Q>4>M>4> <1>0<3. <b <6> 
imagination 
20. Prefers work that is 
<1>m 4». 4»8, <1>m<3> <1>4> <1>Q>8» . 4,4> d>Q>B> a, 4, <1>m d, . 4,4, 
routine 
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This Appendix shows the questionnaire used by expert judges in Study 4 (Chapter 7). 
It details the 40 traits from the Mini-markers (Saucier, 1994) and the five interpersonal 
domains (meta-perceptive perspectives). 
Appendix Two 
Demonstrating Personality Trait Behaviour 
Age ............... »... Gender: M/F 
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Aspects or characteristics of personality are sometimes referred to as traits. People demonstrate 
traits in their behaviour when they interact with particular environments and people. 
Highly unlikely to Highly likely to 
demonstrate the trait demonstrate the trait 
01234 
For this questionnaire use the rating scale above. For each of the following trait words, indicate 
the extent to which you expect a person who possesses that trait to demonstrate it in their 
behaviour when they interact with a: 
Work 
Colleague 
Romantic 
Partner 
Work 
Supervisor 
Friend Customer 
Bashful 
Bold 
Careless 
Cold 
Complex 
Cooperative 
Creative 
Deep 
_ Disorganised 
_ Efficient 
_Energetic Envious 
Extraverted 
Fretful 
Harsh 
Imaginative 
Inefficient 
Intellectual 
Jealous 
Kind 
Moody 
Organised 
_Philosophical Practical 
Quiet 
Relaxed 
Rude 
Shy 
Sloppy 
Sympathetic 
Systematic 
Talkative 
Temperamental 
jouchy 
Uncreative 
Unenvious 
Unintellectual 
Unsympathetic 
Warm 
Withdrawn 
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This Appendix shows the single-item measures of personality, as they were presented 
to participants in Study 6 (Chapter 9). 
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The Single-Item Measures of Personality (SIMP) 
Below are five pairs of descriptions. Circle one point on each scale to indicate how much you think 
each description sounds like you. For example: 
" If a pair of descriptions describe you equally well, then mark the centre of the scale 
Description 11111nII 1 Description 2 
" If you are slightly more like description 1 than description 2, then mark the scale slightly 
closer to description 1 
Description 1 Description 2 
" If description 2 is exactly right and description 1 is not like you at all, then mark the scale 
right next to description 2 
Description 1111111' -F-ý>escription 2 
How much does each description sound like you? 
Generally, l see myself as: 
someone who is talkative, someone who is a reserved, 
outgoing, is comfortable private person, doesn't like to 
around people, but could draw attention to themselves 
be noisy and attention and can be shy around 
seeking strangers 
someone who is someone who is generally 
forthright, tends to be trusting and forgiving, is 
critical and find fault with interested in people, but can 
others and doesn't suffer be taken for granted and 
fools gladly finds it difficult to say no 
someone who is sensitive 
someone who is relaxed, 
and can be and excitable unemotional 
rarely gets 
, irritated and seldom feels tense blue 
someone who likes to plan someone who 
doesn't 
likes to tidy up, things necessarily work to a schedule, , 
pays attention to details, 
tends to be flexible, but 
but can be rigid or 
disorganised and often forgets 
inflexible to put things back in their 
proper place 
someone who is a practical someone who spends 
time 
person who is not interested reflecting 
on things, has an 
in abstract ideas, prefers active 
imagination and likes 
work that is routine and has 
to think up new ways of 
few artistic interests 
doing things, but may lack 
pragmatism 
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Appendix Four 
Utility Calculations Based on Multiple Regression Analyses of the Big Five on 
Total Competency Score from Chapter 10 
This calculation follows procedures outlined by Cascio (1982). The calculation is 
based on the multiple R-values (N = 111) for the supervisor meta-perceptions, and 
decontextualised assessments of the Big Five (both rated using the single-item 
measures of personality) regressed onto the participant total competency scores. 
Managerial wage was set at £30,000, the standard deviation (SD) of productivity in 
monetary terms as 40% of salary (Schmidt and Hunter, 1979), with a selection cut-off 
as the top 20% of candidates (Z; entered into the formula using equivalent average z- 
scores of selected candidates reported by Cascio, 1982). 
The formula used for the calculation was: 
Financial benefit per manager per year (FB) = (r xZx SD) x (N x T) 
Where r= validity; N= Number of people selected (set to 1); T =Years employed (set 
to 1); Z and SD - see above. 
Decontextualised Big Five 
Multiple R=0.27 
FBI =0.27x(05000x0.4)x 1.40 
FBl = £5292 
Supervisor Meta -perceptions 
Multiple R=0.40 
FB2=0.40x(05000x0.4)x1.40 
FB2 = £7840 
Increase in Financial Benefit 
The increase in financial benefit is based on the difference between the two calculated 
figures: 
FB2 - FB1 = £7840 - £5292 
= £2548 per manager per year 
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Assessment Centre Structure and Competency Definitions 
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The definitions of competencies used in Chapter 10 are shown in table A5.1. Each competency was 
broken down further into behavioural anchors for scores 1-4, which are not described here. Table 
A5.2 describes the structure of a typical assessment centre describing the exercises that participants 
completed, and the competencies that were assessed in each. As described in Chapter 10, assessment 
centre structure varied, with some assessing different combinations of competencies in each exercise 
from those described here. 
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Table AS-1. Competency list and definitions used for competency assessment. 
Competency Definition 
Assertiveness 
Able to address difficult or sensitive issues, with people and respond 
to their behaviour positively and with respect for them; maintaining 
this behaviour however challenges are made. 
Communication - Oral 
Communicates purposefully, clearly and concisely. Information is 
accurate. Listens actively, checks understanding, and recaps. Uses 
language appropriate to the audience. 
Written communications are clear, concise and structured; accurate, 
Communication - written 
and presented in a logical order. Conclusions drawn and 
recommendations made with justification, cross-referenced to 
evidence where appropriate. Grammar, punctuation and spelling are 
used accurately throughout. 
Understands the importance of related legislation, policies and 
Equality Management principles 
to management activities, and applies them to employment 
and people management practices together with service delivery. 
Raises others' awareness of issues in work groups/workforce, 
challenging inappropriate behaviour and systems. 
Able to influence opinions ant attitudes of individuals or groups in a Influencing 
positive way 
Uses a variety of information management systems to seek, obtain, 
information Management retrieve, exchange and record 
information. Explores information 
management further based on obtained information. Presented 
information is organised, accurate, clear and concise. Uses a variety 
of networks to achieve this 
Understands the importance of related legislation, policies and 
People Management principles to management activities, and applies 
them to employment 
and people management practices together with service delivery. 
Raises others' awareness of issues in work groups/workforce, 
challenging inappropriate behaviour and systems. 
Planning and Organisation 
Identifies priorities, sets deadlines, and plans schedules. Effectively 
manages own time to achieve goals. Gives considerations to wider 
implications of plans made. 
Safety management 
The ability to create a safe working environment with commitment to 
uphold safe working practices and effectively implement the 
Authority's Health & Safety Policy and associated Codes of Practice. 
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Table A5.2. Structure of a typical assessment centre, describing exercises and competencies assessed 
in each exercise. 
Exercise Competencies assessed 
Small Group Meeting Assertiveness, Communication - Oral, 
The candidates discuss a task in groups of 4-6 Equality management, Influencing, Safety 
people. 
Role-Play Interviews* 
The candidate prepares some information prior to 
the exercise and then conducts a one-to-one 
management. 
Communication - Oral, Equality management, 
Influencing, Information management, People 
management, Planning and organisation. 
investigative interview with a member of staff. 
In-Tray Communication - Oral, Communication - 
The candidate prepares responses to items from a Written, Equality management, Information 
typical in-tray and then discusses these individually management, People management, Planning 
with an observer. and organisation, Safety management. 
Large Group Meeting 
The candidates discuss a task in a group of 10-14 
people. 
Written Report 
The candidate prepares a short report based on 
findings from their role-play interviews. 
Assertiveness, Communication - Oral, 
Influencing. 
Communication - Written, Equality 
management, Information management, 
People management, Planning and 
organisation. 
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